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AT the close of his Rhetoric year in the month of June, 1890,there departed from these college halls one, Paul P. Rhode,
after five years of student life. On Wednesday, October
28, 1908, the students of St. Ignatius College, with joyful song
and bountiful address, tendered a congratulatory reception to
the Right Reverend Paul P. Rhode, D. D. Such is the fulfill-
ment of promise ; such the reward of ceaseless devotion to duty,
and strict adherence to the principles instilled in the early years
of college life.
Although St. Ignatius Colloge numbers among her sons
many who have devoted themselves to the service of God, both
in the Religious and Secular Clergy, this is the first time that
a former student has risen to the exalted dignity of a place in the
Hierarchy. Accordingly, it was a proud and happy moment
when the newly-inaugurated Auxiliary Bishop of Chicago, ac-
companied by a retinue of priests, and escorted by the Seniors
in cap and gown, entered the crowded Assembly Hall and pro-
ceeded to the seat of honor, which had been prepared for him
upon the stage.
Mindful of the great dignity of our guest, the authorities had
arranged a suitable program for the occasion. When the Bishop
had seated himself and the excitement induced by his arrival
had subsided the orchestra, under the direction of Mr. Pribyl,
rendered cleverly a rather difficult overture. Following this, the
President of the college, Rev. Alexander J. Burrowes, in a few
words of praise and good will, introduced to the assembled
students, the Right Reverend Bishop. Thereupon the feelings
and sentiments of the student body were expressed in English,
Latin and Polish, by Messrs. J. Francis Quinn, Lawrence J.Walsh
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and Thaddeus C. Zamiara, respectively, while the Glee Club
marshalled by Mr. Clemens Hutter, contributed its quota to the
festivities, in a new and spirited medley.
But these were mere preliminaries to the principal number
•of the morning, that for which all patiently and expectantly
awaited. This was the response to be made by Bishop Rhode
himself. It was not lengthy or elaborate, but what it lacked in
quantity it sufficiently repaid in quality. Interspersed with
flashes of wit and elegant figures, the few well-chosen words
won the unstinted admiration of his entire audience. He took
this occasion, which was to him one of returning recollections
of the happy days of youth, to thank those who had labored for
him while at college. He could find no words sufficiently expres-
sive of the deep feelings of gratitude which filled his heart for
the Jesuit Fathers and he urged all those students who at that
moment were listening to him to always bear in mind that the
education they were receiving could not be surpassed by any.
As a fitting climax to his inspiring remarks came the saying
that brought forth applause upon applause and filled the air with
hearty cheers, "If St. Ignatius College rejoices that one of her
students has won a position in the Hierarchy of the Church I am
proud to be a student of St. Ignatius College."
So ended the reception, as far as the students were con-
cerned, for they hurried home, to spend as they saw fitting, the
half-holiday granted to them by the Bishop.
Meanwhile, in the Sodality Hall, which was decorated with
streamers and banners of maroon and gold, a tasty banquet was
being laid for the Clerical Alumni of St. Ignatius College. One
hundred and eighty is the number of representatives of the
Clergy among our numerous Alumni. Forty of these are Jesuits,
while fifteen have been gathered to their reward. Owing to the
fact that a great number of these are outside of the diocese, only
about sixty-three could avail themselves of the opportunity to be
present at this joyful reunion. These cheerily partook of the
delicious viands, served by Smiley, and listened to the soothing
strains of a stringed orchestra, hidden among the palms.
If it is true, as one of the speakers remarked, that, "St.
Ignatius College is honored in the honor paid to her sons," un-
doubtedly this latest tribute of praise tendered her through the
Right Reverend Paul P. Rhode, D. D., is a new jewel in the
diadem of her reflected glory.
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(A Tale of the Deep-Waterways Movement.;
THE sheriff spat emphatically—aiming with careful deliberation
at an adventurous spider which balanced dizzily on the edge
of the door-sill—and missed. Languidly he swung his other
massive jaw into action and paused for a moment in his narration.
The little group at the table paid no heed to the interruption. The
dealer divided the smeary paste-boards and the man at his right, after
scanning his portion with an eye which divulged nothing, casually
called for cards. Over at the bar a lank, fish-eyed tippler blatantly
thanked the powers that be for "one oasis in a constitutional desert"
and called upon all who listed to assist him in celebrating his dis-
covery of it. A melancholy figure in a frock coat of some early
seventy mournfully dangled his thin legs from a Pisa of "Rose-
Bud" cases and relieved himself of a muttered monologue on the
evils of an income tax. Behind him the door, swinging wide to admit
a saddle-nosed half-breed, framed a rectangle of night which here
and there was beginning to be picked out with tiny yellow stars
as the celestial lamplighter went his round. From down by the
river floated up the sound of singing in big, mellow, men's voices
chording a hearty, lilting air, now retarded in an eery, long-drawn,
long-winded "barber-shop minor" and now verging perilously near
to too-close harmony
—
"To the West, to the West,
To the land of the Free,
Where the mighty Missouri
Rolls down to the sea-a-a—
"
"That's the kind, boys," chirruped the Columbus at the bar,
as if to encourage the singers, "Let 'em have it. When you feel
happy, sing away, and make everybody else miserable." And he
turned himself to his involuntary guests as the door squeaked shut
again.
After a thougthful pause the sheriff went on once more.
"Why no." he said slowly, "I don't exactly see what the kid is
coming here tonight for, unless he's just naturally set on running
into trouble. Beebee's Island don't seem to me to be just the proper
spot to run the Punch into to recuperate from a cruise like his,
particularly when he ought to be reporting at Soo City before very
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long. If he ran her right through tonight he could reach the mouth
of the Jim by morning with the old stream running as high as she
is now."
The dealer poised his deck and allowed the cards to sift slowly
through his fingers.
"Tell me," said he, "What's the kid doing aboard the snag-
boat, anyway?"
"Well, I don't know exactly, but so long as he was bound to
run the river it was pretty near necessary, seeing that outside of
the Little Pearl there isn't any other boat on the old crick, unless
you count the Josie L. K. and such tubs. More than that, though,
the Punch isn't kept any more than dizzy running around now-a-
days."
"I never could see what they wanted to keep a snag-boat up
here for anyway," growled a man who had just shown deuces, as
the player opposite thoughtfully constructed many-colored cylinders
of his chips, "There hasn't been a boat big enough to fear snags
up here in twenty years."
"The same idea struck me some time ago and I quizzed Smith
about it one day. The way he has it sized up is that they have
him run the craft away up beyond Bismarck every Spring, care-
fully hauling every thing big enough to scratch the paint on a
canoe out of the channel, so that
"
"Yes?" suggested his auditors eagerly as the sheriff paused to
make his point more impressive.
"So that he'd have a clear passage down again," finished' the
big man as he fitted a massive plateau of pearl felt above his broad,
sun-dried features and started to turn away.
"By the way," he added, " if I don't happen to be on the receiv-
ing line when the kid blows in, tell him that the Honorable 'Whisper'
Wilson is camped here waiting his arrival."
"
'Whisper' Wilson ?" queried he of the deuces as he blissfully
called on three big ones, "Who's the royalty ?"
"Why the snowy-topped one stuffing nickels into the slot-ma-
chine. Biggest railroad bug yet. Owns every tie and strip of steel
in the state. Entirely constructed of the coin of the realm, eats
bank-notes, walks like the Philadelphia mint and carries a vocal
organ like the last crocus of springtime. Claims he lost his power
of speech at the battle of Bull Durham or some such spot, but up
in Mitchell they swear he wore it out saying 'six per cent.' "
While the sheriff was speaking the door had opened again and
the subject of his discourse had entered. The Babel which greeted
the young engineer minded one of a comic opera mob, but the welcome
was so manifestlv sincere that there could have been no doubt of
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" So you too are one of the dreamers?"
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the popularity of its recipient. The sheriff gradually edged his way
into the crowd, managed a hand-grasp and joined the group as it
finally began to melt through the door-way and head for the river
where the government boat was lying.
The stranger glanced around and, noting that the room had been
practically emptied, leisurely crossed over to where the new-comer
was arranging his effects.
"So you are the Punch's new pilot," he began, stretching out
a fine-lined hand and mentioning his own name, "You'll pardon
me the informality of this introduction, I know, for they tell me
you don't stand much on ceremony here in Charles Mix. Moreover
I have heard scarcely anything save your praises ever since I came
to Beebee's. Your sheriff seems to entertain a marvelous appre-
ciation of your powers."
"Honestly, I never dreamed that I had suddenly been trans-
formed into a celebrity," laughed the younger man back at him;
"Tell me, what wishing ring or fairy godmother has accomplished
the feat?"
"Well, you see your admirers here have spread some marvel-
ous tales of your work and the whole state seems to be waiting
for the result of this trip aboard the government boat. So you
did not know that your fame had spread so far?"
"Truly, no. I had supposed that the object of this journey had
been kept rather under cover. What has Hicks told you?"
"Very few of the details, I assure vou. Your friends them-
selves do not appear to be very much 'on the inside.' "
He had picked up a dice-box from the bar and was absently
rolling the tiny white cubes about. "But with the entire state dream-
ing of nothing save a deeper Missouri, and the most popular en-
gineer along the river being dispatched on such a mysterious mis-
sion by a Soo City paper, one does not find any difficulty in his ad-
dition to make four. So you really believe the water-ways move-
ment will be successful here?"
"You must pardon me, Mr. Wilson, for evading a direct an-
swer to that. You see as yet I am not at liberty to make my re-
port public."
"But surely you have entertained a personal opinion in the
matter. I understand you are no stranger to the stream."
The young engineer paused in his work, rose and pointed out
through the window to where a river of reflected moon-light was
ceaselessly rushing away to the South. When he spoke it was very
quietly.
"That old river and I have been fast friends since first I could
stand in its mildest current and feel its never-resting bed ooze away
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beneath my feet. The 'Yellow Tiber of the West' it is well named
and I am afraid I have wasted much affection on its senseless being.
When I was sent by the Star to seek its possibilities it was because
I have had occasion to learn its secrets as few men do. I have
grown familiar with its every tree and island, snag and sand-bar
—
that is every sand-bar which stayed in the same place long enough
to become acquainted with—and I have not yet given up hope to see
it one day become one of the great commercial thoroughfares of the
continent and to view great ships in its waters bearing the wealth
of the magnificent country it drains to the markets awaiting it. ,}
1
"So you too are one of the dreamers?" with mock cynicism.
"Mr. Wilson, the navigation of the Missouri is no longer a
dream; it is a projected reality."
There was silence for a moment, broken only by the sharp
click of the dice as the white-haired man replaced them in their
box. For a moment he scanned the empty bar-room and then turned
again to the man beside him.
"I wonder," he began thoughtfully, a half-whimsical smile
shading the fine corners of his mouth, "I wonder if you realize the
immensity of the war you would precipitate by an official declara-
tion of that sort."
"A war, Mr. Wilson?"
"Yes. I wonder whether you appreciate the magnitude of the
question you would awaken and the strength of the opposition which
you would rouse to action."
"It is the strength of the enemy, you know, which makes the
battle worth the while."
"You have considered, of course," pursued the older man, "the
condition which would prevail should this dream ever come true.
You have counted, perhaps, the very tonnage of the freight which
you picture floating down your river. You have thought of better
times, of lower freight rates, of increased prosperity for the pro-
ducing class. I wonder if you have given heed to the necessary
result upon the present carriers of your goods. You have figured
that produce can be shipped by water at a cost which would penurize
the strongest railroad, but have you counted the harm you would do
to those now handling that stuff?"
"There is an old epigram, Mr. Wilson, which says that every
great innovation must entail misfortune for a few."
"
'A few ?' why, man, it is the many of whom I speak. Can you
seriously have thought of the condition you are attempting to urge?
Think of the millions of working-men that would be thrown into
idleness, the stagnation in the car-shops, the reduction of train-
crews, the relieving of operators, the dismissal of freight-handlers.
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the cutting" down of office forces ? Some of these perhaps might win
employment with the new regime but one of the chief bases of your
lowered rates must of necessity be reduction of operating cost."
"I have constantly considered every one of those points, Mr.
Wilson, but I do not well see how they can be avoided. Besides,
I am a mere passive agent in this matter. I have but to make my
report to my employers. Beyond that my personal interest ceases.
I regret with all my heart all these ill consequences but I must look
upon them as necessary ones."
"I wonder if you yourself realize how far your 'personal in-
terest, in this matter does extend." Again that odd little smile played
about the old man's lips. "Do you think that the railroads are blind
to what is threatening their interests? Do not imagine that they
are not making preparations to meet every step advanced against
them. There are too many long heads in command for that. I
know. I am the railroads of this state. We have too much at stake.
You may be assured that every advantage which money and power
and legal influence carry with them will be brought to bear. It will
be warfare waged in earnest. We are prepared to spill innumerable
barrels of gold to check the enemy. But still we will urge no con-
flict. The spirit of the day is one of peace, one of arbitration and
amicable settlement of difficulties. We will spare no pains to placate
the opposition. You say your personal interest in this affair
has ceased
"
"Well?"
The white-haired man put one hand into his pocket and very
quietly drew forth a case heavy with bank notes.
"I was thinking that if vour report never happened to reach
the Star "
"That is enough, Mr. Wilson, I understand you perfectly. But
it is of no use. I have not got my price."
"Not so fast, please, not so fast. I am merely considering
your 'personal interest.' Don't you lose sight of it yourself. Con-
sider; what affair is this of yours at all? Your 'personal interest'
one way or the other is merely a matter of your fee. There is no
cue for a 'scene.' You are retained by your paper at one figure ; if
I happen to bid higher, what outside of that interest is at stake?"
"In this case, much. I am under contract to the sheet and the
ethics of my profession demand that I hold up my end at any cost.
I have no melodramatic motives whatever. That I am playing a
losing hand I realize; but my 'personal interest,' as you choose
to call it,
"
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"Yes ?" The financier had opened the purse and was thought-
fully fingering a sheaf of vari-colored paper rectangles which here
and there disclosed the engraving of many figures.
" My personal interest demands that I tender my report to
the Star at noon tomorrow."
The lean white hand fastened the pocket-book and replaced it.
Musingly the old man once more took up the dice-box from the bar
and when he spoke there was a note of sad kindness in his thin
voice.
/ "My boy," he said slowly, "I am very sorry. I regret sincerely
that this conversation between us was ever made necessary. I had to
give you a chance—my conscience demanded that—but I am glad
that you have refused it. But you must realize that one who en-
thrones Mammon in his heart must allow no error in his worship.
You must know that he who wars upon the devil must do it not
with snow-balls. You must understand that he who plays wisely
never plays his last card. It is necessary that I take this trick so I
dealt the cards myself. Listen. A week ago I anticipated the
answer you have made me tonight. Yesterday morning I purchased
the Star. Tonight I shall dispatch a wire to its editor. He will find
it inexpedient, in the face of the sheet's new policy, to accept your
report. It will be useless for you to report in Soo City tomorrow.
That is all Goodnight."
The young man made no remark. He understood perfectly that
there was nothing further to be said. The last paste-board had
been turned face upward. A new line grew between his eyes as he
pulled his hat down closer on his head ; a new hardness marked the
corner of his lip as he turned and walked out into the night. A
moment, as he held the door wide, there was a glimpse of the grand
old river rushing away into the South, and the same full, roystering
voices were singing:
"To the Land of the Free,
Where the mighty Missouri
Rolls down to the sea."
Within the bar-room, Wilson turned at the sound of a foot step
behind him.
"I know you'll pardon me for any seeming irreverences in the
way of eaves-dropping, Mister Wilson," it was the big voice of the
sheriff speaking, "but in the practice of a profession like mine one
must make allowance for a broken convention or two. I just na-
turally couldn't help overhearing the tail-end of your little love
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scene with the kid. I may be getting a bit or so deaf at my early
age but it listened almighty like bribery to me. Charles Mix County
couldn't stand for that, you know, so it'll more than likely be expedi-
ent for you to take a jaunt over to Wheeler along with me and try
sleeping behind a grid-iron till the court makes his next loop around
the circuit and pronounces on the exactness of my hearing. And
say—would you mind hurrying?"
a JBttgfjt in JlapiesL
Tames Emmet Royce.
The bay, like scattered rose-leaves, laughing lies
A salmon sail drifts into sunset skies
And catches phosphorescent fire
;
A tinted sea-bird, winging higher,
Seems suspended, dainty, light,
In the wistfulness of night ;
—
—
'Tis sunset on the bay.
A walling darkness stands for land and lea
And torches of the fishers for the sea
;
Scarlet zig-zags in the sky
Show where breathing mountains lie;
The world waits hushed and in affright
For the coming of the light
—
'Tis midnight on the bay.
Elusive spreads the sky-line in the flood
Of molten moonlight ; while the flying scud
Lights and lingers on the furl,
Gleams in every hue of pearl,
And with diamonds decks the hull
As through silver seas we scull ;
—
—
'Tis moonlight on the bay.
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Daniel A. Lord.
BOOKS are, to a very large extent, the guides and the in-
structors of men. Among human inventions for the
moulding and shaping of men's characters, they hold
first place, by virtue of their power of reaching into the very
depths of men's souls, and of becoming, for a time, their sole
companions and their authoritative teachers. Nevertheless, al-
though many different books have produced their effects upon
certain individuals and certain classes, it is seldom indeed that a
book is great enough, or powerful enough to gain the attention
and consideration of the majority of thinking men. Still less
frequently does it happen that such an effect is produced by a
work of fiction, for, naturally enough, men are prone to regard
fiction and the novel rather lightly and as of slight importance
in the swaying of public opinion. For a novel to become, there-
fore, a moulder of the public mind, it is necessary that the central
theme be some question of coeval importance ; that the manner
of treatment be uncompromisingly fearless, and forcibly vigor-
ous ; and that the author be honest, bold, and imbued with a
sense of the justice of his cause.
When such a novel is spoken of, there instantly rises before
our minds the name of that famous work of fiction, "Don
Quixote," which, as the expression goes, with a single blow,
felled to the ground the fatuous pretensions of a decadent
chivalry. To the mind of the American, too, there comes a
memory of our fictional classic, "Uncle Tom's Cabin;" and we
recall the chain of events set moving by its vivid pictures, cul-
minating in the abolition of slavery.
And now comes before the public mind another great piece
of fiction, which, while its work is scarce begun, has already
given to modern thought an impetus, the end of which it is im-
possible to see. In this case, however, its work is not destructive,
as it is in most great novels, but it is rather constructive. "The
Nun," by Rene Bazin, has all the requisites of a great work of
fiction. The question with which it deals is one directly con-
cerning the well being of a nation and its return to a sense of
justice and right, and indirectly concerning the entire civilized
world ; for it lays open fearlessly and honestly, the Catholic view
of the Dispersion Act of the French Government, and reveals
some of the dire consequences which have followed and are fol-
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lowing in its wake. It is a significant fact to here note that,
though the book is distinctly Catholic in its attitude, it has been
published in America by a non-Catholic firm, has already run
four editions and has received from Catholic, Protestant and
other critics alike, almost unanimous commendation.
Rene Bazin, for many years a member of the French Acad-
emy, like many of his Catholic compatriots, saw the utter injus-
tice and cruelty of that infamous Dispersion Act, and witnessed
the manifold miseries which then befell the secularized religious,
nuns especially, and the terrible loss which the people them-
selves were experiencing. He saw, too late, that legally they
were bound hand and foot, powerless to offer any resistance to
the power of the legislating bodies. But, unlike the rest, he did
not feel content with a shrug and a murmur of, "It is fate." He
knew of the way to fight his battle against wrong, and that
means he employed. He wrote, and wrote of what he saw with
his own eyes ; not, indeed, of what he merely thought, but of
what he knew from his own personal observations to be true.
His characters he did not need to manufacture out of his dream-
ing fancies ; he had only to incorporate into his writings the
types and characters he met, knew and saw everywhere about
him. This he did, and "The Nun," which already by its own
power has been carried over the civilized world, was the result.
Knowing that men are more influenced by concrete examples
than by abstract theorizing, M. Bazin centers his plot about
five nuns of the Order of St. Hildegarde. The book opens just
before the decree is carried into effect, and for a short time, we
follow the routine life of the nuns ; we see their lives of unsel-
fish charity, of mutual love, of ceaseless, disinterested labor, and
of devout piety. Then comes the awful decree of confiscation
and dispersion, and with hearts half broken, yet with exterior
calm and dignity, they bid good-bye to the life they love, to the
children for whom they labored, and almost without a murmur
of protest, go forth into the world that hates and ridicules them
—secularized nuns. Then follows an account of the sufferings
and the trials of these helpless women thrown upon the charity
of others, living in the world, yet not of the world, climaxed by
the degradation and the awful death of Sister Pascale, the
youngest of the community.
This, briefly told, is the plot of "The Nun," yet to understand
properly its force and lesson one must read the work for himself.
There is one portion of the book, however, aside from the direct
plot, which cannot but impress the reader, even though he be a
non-Catholic. It is the description of the call of Pascale to the
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religious life. To one outside our faith, the chapter would be a
marvelous revelation ; in the Catholic, it could not fail to excite
the greatest respect and reverence for that greatest of callings.
In the opinion of the writer, that chapter of itself would be suffi-
cient to make the book famous, even were it placed in a less
worthy setting. It is almost incredible that a man who has never
experienced the divine call could be so perfectly conversant with
the feelings of one who has received it. Yet the hesitancy sup-
planted by the firm will, the great peace of soul, the longing for
God and the spiritual are all vividly pictured ; and the reader
feels as if he were standing in some sacred place, and peering
into the mysteries of a soul purified by the near presence of God.
Another chapter of unusual strength is that in which is de-
scribed the departure of the nuns from their confiscated convent.
With delicacy of touch, yet with great depth of feeling the
author depicts the calm dignity of these holy women, who,
though unjustly deprived of what is their own, follow unmur-
muringly in the footsteps of their Master down the Via Dolorosa.
In their every action is shown the love they feel for one another
and for their youthful charges torn from them by the arm of an
unjust law. Heroic in the face of a mental martyrdom, they
meet injustice with patience, and cruelty with charity. We see
the aged superior, maddened at the dispersion of the nuns in-
trusted to her care, and distracted with the thought of their
uncertain future, totally unconcerned about herself and seeking
only for the safety of her religious.
However, as the book is one of incident and character study
rather than of plot, the power of M. Bazin is chiefly shown in his
portrayal of the different persons concerned. Writh equal power
and truth, he draws the picture of the superior, Sister Justine,
calm, commanding, filled with love for her charges, and regard-
less of self, in every way a mother, and the vixenish Ursula
Magre, the old pupil turned traitor to her benefactor, defiant yet
ashamed, bold, yet hating her spy's work. M. Bazin's charac-
ters are not many, but in one and all he displays a depth of per-
ception, a keen insight into French character, and a masterful
power of portrayal.
In three characters his ability in this line is particularly well
shown ; in the characters of the youngest nun, Sister Pascale, of
the Canon Le Suet, and of the young infidel Frenchman, Jules
Prayou.
The last two characters were drawn by the author almost
without a change from a multitude of like persons living in
France today. The Canon is a typical priest of the Concordat.
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The author describes him as willingly sacrificing everything,
even the honor of the Church for the sake of peace. "Let it pass,
today; tomorrow we will see a way to act
—
perhaps" is his
motto, and according to it his life and his advice are modeled.
It was the indifference, the hesitancy and lack of activity on the
part of just such men as he which permitted the government to
pass into the hands of the Masons and the infidels. And M.
Bazin's portrait of him is magnificent. Every impotent act,
every ambiguous word of advice, every temporizing with truth
and necessity stand forth in glaring colors. In his every move-
ment we see the "Let us not provoke" and the "Excuse me," of
the well-meaning, but utterly incompetent director.
The other, the Jules Prayou, cousin of Pascale, is but a type
of the degenerate, infidel Frenchman whose name is legion. He
is a Frenchman of the Anti-clerical school, an avowed atheist, the
supporter and organizer of tribes of "Apaches," a dealer in
smuggled alcohol, and a dabbler in politics. Yet like the French-
men of his class, he is polished of manner, suave of speech, punc-
tilious in dress, and careful of his public demeanor. But within,
since he has crushed out once and for all, soul and conscience, he
is utterly unscrupulous and morally degenerate, craving for
money and lusting for power. It was to such men as these that
the Dispersion Act owed its origin, and M. Bazin, remembering
this, spares none of the force which lies in his pen in describing
this Jules Prayou.
The character of Pascale, however, is the author's master-
piece. Around her he builds his plot, and from her fate is chiefly
drawn the lesson. Pascale Mouvand, from the first, displays that
need of guidance, that lack of self-reliance which characterizes
her throughout the entire book. With great consistency, the
author makes everything point out that feature of her character;
her leaning on her father's counsel, her dependence upon the
guidance of her Mother Superior, her reliance in the combined
assistance of her sisters in the community, and finally her trust
in the deceitful Prayous. In fact, the key note of her character
is her dependence on others. Wisely enough, the author does not
make the mistake of excusing or condoning her fall ; he rather
explains why it was, under the circumstances, inevitable. He
shows how, dependent upon others and unacquainted with the
world as she was, it was not unnatural that she should trust
those who feigned friendship. We reverence her holy calling,
we rejoice in her holy happiness, we grieve at her loss, we sorrow
over her fall, and we mourn her death, for in Sister Pascale of the
Order of St. Hildegarde we seem to know a character whose
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existence is not merely due to the conception of an author's
fancy, but who is real, suffering, loving, and worshipping, after
the fashion of mortals.
The question has been asked, on many occasions, why the
author permitted his character, Sister Pascale, to meet with such
a dire fate ; why he climaxed his story with such an awful catas-
trophe, and why he pictured in such brutal fashion the last days
of her life. The same question might be asked with regard to
the brutal death of Uncle Tom in Mrs. Stowe's masterpiece, and
in both cases the answer is the same. People are struck most
for6ibly by what startles them, and in startling them awakens in
them a sense of their responsibility. M. Bazin, seeing the dire-
ful consequences of the Dispersion Act—women, innocent of the
ways of the world, suddenly thrown without means of support
upon its tender mercies, and meeting with misery, poverty and
worse—knew that only a vivid example of what it all meant could
arouse the people to serious thought. It is for this reason that
he sacrifices his character, Sister Pascale. He contrasts the
peace of soul, the sense of security of her convent days with the
torture of mind and the utter despair of the days of her disgrace.
Then, in the person of Sister Justine, he stands over the prostrate
form of the secularized nun, and pointing his finger at the people
of France, cries : "I know that half of her sin does not lie with
her, but with those who drove her from her community life \"
"The Nun" of Rene Bazin is a remarkable novel; yes, it is
more than a novel, it is a sermon, forceful and vigorous in its
tone, powerful and fearless in its theme, and wholesome and far-
reaching in its effects.
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Contrary to ©rfcerflL
John F. Graham.
AS the superintendent of the Big Bend division of the C. M.& I. Railroad glanced out of his office window along the
gleaming rails, lined with long red freight houses on the
one side and with still longer and redder box cars on the other,
many weighty matters, not immediately connected with the afore-
mentioned scenery, were revolving in his mind. In fact, a hust-
ling mining camp, fast assuming the proportions of a town, al-
though located some sixty miles out there beyond where the
ribbons of steel merged to a point and lost themselves in the
hills, to his mental vision, occupied the contiguous foreground.
He had sat thus for the space of two whole minutes, unmindful
of the stack of unopened correspondence awaiting his attention.
This was unusual. But he was aroused from his revery by the
opening of the outer office door and turned to greet the broad-
shouldered young man who entered, with the peremptory man-
ner of one who has just come to a decision.
"Staley, you're just the man I want," he exclaimed. "Pre-
pare to start at once with that Mexican section gang. We'll
clear this Carlin matter up right away. Here are your instruc-
tions," he said, as he handed him a typewritten slip. "Now, it
is all settled," he added. "The spur from Freno to Carlin must be
rushed through."
"But, Johnson," Staley stammered, incredulously, as he glanced
at the sheet, "I don't—"
"I know building railroads is not in your line, Jim," the su-
perintendent interrupted. "But you know that country better
than anyone hereabouts, and I am going to give you a show. I
have put under you our best section gang, with Pedro, who is a
perfect wonder when it comes to building lines and bossing
Mexican laborers, in charge. So you will have no trouble on
that score. The construction train is ready to start immediately
and"—he paused to take the other's hand, "here is your grand
chance, Jim, now make the most of it."
The stern old superintendent, as he looked into the younger's
face, was almost fatherly in his interest and enthusiasm. "But,
he said, "you have got to go it alone—now, be off," and giving
his hand a parting squeeze, he closed the interview by abruptly
turning his back and entering the glass door marked, "Private,"
almost before the other realized what had happened.
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Jim Staley was so overcome by the dazzling opportunity
thus suddenly presented and the evident interest and friendship
of superintendent Johnson in giving it to him that he forgot his
doubts. All hesitation vanished and in sheer elation he seized
his hat and rushed out.
The building of the Carlin spur was a subject that had en-
grossed the conversation of all the construction men, from the
master mechanic down to the lowliest wielder of T-square and
compass in the drafting room, for the past few weeks. It was
well known that the engineers had made several surveys, but had
not' been able to agree on precisely which was the better of the
two feasible routes. Whether to build the spur through the foot-
hills, span Willow Creek, and enter the straggling mining town
from the north, or to skirt the low hills and follow the Western
bank of the creek to the mouths of the new mines, was the sub-
ject of hair-splitting differences between them. They ar<g'\icd
that the foot-hills route would make approximately thirteen miles
of construction, but would cost higher per mile than the level
route, which would total about seventeen miles. But as speed of
construction was of the highest importance to the mine-owners
and townsmen, who were awaiting the coming of the railroad,
they favored the level course and had but little sympathy with
the delays and bickerings of the engineers.
But when superintendent Johnson finally decided on the
route to be followed it was but natural that from among his
available men he should choose Jim Staley to superintend the
job. A shrewd judge of men and always on the lookout for
executive ability, he had had his eye on the young man from the
time he had first entered the service of the C. M. & I., in the
humble capacity of brakeman. He was not mistaken, for when
the Sandy Bottom trestle was washed out and No. 4 had plunged
into the river, the late cowboy had shown that he could boss
a section gang as readily as he could brand a calf or break a
bronco.
He now verified the adage that "time and the railroad waits
for no man," by starting with the construction gang, after a few
hasty preparations and farewells, within the hour. Arrived at
Freno, where the intersection was to be made, Pedro lost no time
in getting his prize Mexican line builders in working trim and
soon a parallel trail of steel was edging around the foot-hills
towards the little mining town.
The work went steadily forward, and soon they were building
along the western bank of the stream with a stretch of almost twelve
miles of well-built and well-ballasted line in their wake. The end
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seemed within sight and Jim Staley was filled with a secret elation.
He was beginning to congratulate himself on the excellent progress
he had made, when there came a catastrophe which well nigh blasted
his roseate hopes and dreams for the future.
The creek had been rising rapidly for the last week, and fed bj
recent torrents back in the hills had now assumed the proportions
of a large and turbulent river. No immediate danger, however, was
feared from it, and aside from pitching their camp on higher ground
the construction crew took no heed of it. But a sudden new rise, ac-
companied by a terrific downpour, had caused it to overflow its
banks. The quiet little creek was now a raging torrent, rising
higher and higher every minute and threatening to carry everything
before it. The flood seemed irresistible as it whirled along and
attacked the newly laid ballasting of the road.
This was a time that tried the soul of the young superintendent.
He paced the stretch of completed track as the water swirled about
it, expecting every moment to hear the rending and tearing of the
crumbling line sound the knell of his bright hopes and opportunities.
All through that dreadful night he kept his vigil, and when the
welcome morning broke and the flood had somewhat subsided, he
saw the extent of the damage. With a great relief he saw that not
a rail was displaced, not a tie disturbed. A half mile to the south,
the site he had almost chosen for a roadbed, the yellow, muddy
waters foamed angrily.
The morning was but half spent in this work when a hand-car,
propelled by four sturdy section hands, drew up, and Superintendent
Johnson stepped off.
"I was afraid of the line," he explained as he took in the situ-
ation at a glance, "but I can see it stood the strain well. This is a
vast relief to me and speaks volumes for your construction, Jim.
Volumes," he reiterated. "It would do great credit to a far more
experienced man. "Very good; very good, indeed," he mused as
he surveyed the scene and each new detail unfolded itself to his
practised eye. "With no one to consult and only your specifications
to go by you have done wonderfully well, my boy, and I sincerely
congratulate you."
He surveyed the work once more, and with evident pleasure
and approbation in his face, he turned and asked to see the speci-
fications.
The young man fumbled in his inside pocket, and with a flush
on his face and a confusion in his manner which the superintendent
attributed to modesty at the praise he had bestowed, handed the
neatly folded typewritten slip to his chief. The latter took it and
seemed to be surprised at its newness and lack of marks of frequent
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handling, as he slowly unfolded and examined it. As the reading
progressed his expression changed and a cloud came over his face.
He looked up sharply, took a turn up and down the line, referring
now and then to the sheet, and returned in amazement to demand,
"Why, what does this mean, Staley?" pointing to the papers and
with a wave in the direction of the line. "Man, you haven't followed
your specifications at all. You have built the line the engineers con-
demned."
"And yet," he mused, looking from his papers to the angry
swirl of waters to the south, and back again, "if you had followed
their plan the C. M. & I. would have passed the next dividend and
the Carlin spur would have been delayed another year. Hang
it all !" he said, impulsively, casting the papers to the ground and
seizing Staley's big hand, "I'd rather have one man like you than
half a dozen of those college graduates with their theories and ideas.
And if the directors have any complaint to make because you have
disobeyed orders in this job, they'll have to see me first."
And Superintendent Johnson, with a last exhortation "to go
ahead and make good," climbed back on the hand-car and was
swiftly borne Eastward.
After he had gone, Staley stooped down and picked up the
specifications from the ground.
"To think," he said, thickly, as he wiped the beads of perspira-
tion from his forehead, "to think that I got away with it, and I never
learned to read !"
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g>pttttu3tn.
James Emmet Royce.
TWO most interesting lectures were delivered on October 16th
and 17th before the faculty and student body of the college, by
Dr. J. Godfrey Raupert, an English scientist and a member
of the Society of Psychical Research. In these he declared without
equivocation the definite attitude assumed by the Catholic Church
in regard to the most interesting subject which is today facing
her members. The speaker is a Londoner, of excellent educa-
tion, at one time a minister of the Anglican Church, and now
a convert to Catholicity. He has been afforded unusual oppor-
tunities for the study of Spiritism in all its forms, has made personal
investigations in company with Sir William Crookes, Sir Oliver
Lodge and other scientists of equivalent standing, and is today recog-
nized as one of the greatest international authorites on the things
occult.
Dr. Raupert is already widely known throughout this coun-
try and Europe for his writings dealing with psychic questions.
It was in recognition of his exceptional knowledge of his theme
that His Holiness, Pope Pius X, selected him to bear to the
Catholic world the reasons prompting the viewpoint taken by
the Church in regard to spiritualistic investigations and develop-
ments. "It is no longer possible to put the subject of Spiritism
aside," he said. "A few years ago it was the policy of the
Church to avoid the dangers of the matter by ignoring it, but
now that scientific men all over the world have recognized
spiritism as a definite and real power, to shelve it is a dangerous
policy. The matter has passed out of the hands of charlatans,
and has come to stay. Therefore a half-knowledge of these
things the Holy Father believes to be a harmful thing for
Catholics."
Briefly then, he explained what has been definitely ascer-
tained by scientific experiment with spirit manifestations. Two
points are now established beyond doubt—the first that many of
the phenomena observed are really objective in character, and
the second that they are actually governed by an external in-
telligence. It is no longer held that all of these manifestations
are only subjective images, conjured up by the mind of the
investigator, for the "spirit presences" have been unerringly
examined and recorded by infallible scientific instruments,
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weighed, measured and photographed, and they leave unmistak-
able traces of their occurrence. What the physical or material
nature of these phantoms is, has not been indubitably proven as
yet, but the most probable theory is that their substance is
matter emanating from the human body or bodies. This idea
is sustained by the experiment of weighing a medium before and
during a spirit manifestation, and the discovery that several
pounds are lost in the period and regained at the end of it.
That this matter is acted upon by an external intelligence
has been demonstrated by a number of experiments conducted
by Dr. Raupert, which were related by him. Notable among
these is the photographing of a "spirit" in different poses sug-
gested by the lecturer. These pictures he exhibited to his
audience.
"These two facts having been firmly established," he went
on, "there remains the great question of the nature of the intelli-
gence which is governing this 'astral matter.' Here scientists
differ, and here is the crux upon which the real solution of the
matter depends. Three theories are advanced. The first main-
tains that the controlling force is purely natural, but this has
been generally abandoned, because it is not compatible with the
facts unearthed. The second belief is that in the given phe-
nomena we have only the working of the sub-conscious mind.
This is acceptable until we come to account for the delivery
of messages which could not possibly be known to the medium,
and the speaking and writing of tongues of which the communi-
cator could not have had any knowledge. These things must
admit of the interference of a preternatural influence.
"Hence we must acknowledge that the governing force is
external. Here scientists disagree again. That the spirits are
truly departed human souls is a theory which is held by many.
In defense of this it can be said that it is the most easily credible,
that it appears to cover many of the phenomena and that many
of the intelligences seem to possess human qualities. But re-
peated experiments, in particular, those in which dying persons
have promised to reappear and perform certain feats, have failed
and undermined this belief. This elimination leaves only the
theory that these intelligences are angelic or demoniac.
"These points being clear it only remains to explain the
reasons for the attitude the Church has taken in regard to ex-
pressly forbidding her members to take any part whatever in
spiritualistic experiments. Through all ages it has been her
definite teaching that Catholics should refrain from all manner
of devil-dealing, fortune-telling and occult practices. But in a
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pursuit of spiritism she finds many new dangers to body, mind
and morals. Experience has shown clearly that mediums of
occultism rapidly and surely lose physical health. Their mental
powers are no less affected. It is certain that these phenomena
are obtained by the cultivation of mental passivity, and conse-
quently there is grave danger of obsession and permanent de-
rangement of the mental faculties. An official of an institution
for the insane has testified that from twenty to thirty persons
are confined to asylums every month as a result of possession
coming from spirit investigation.
"But the danger to morals is the chief one. Many scientists,
by the aid of spirit communications, are even now aiming at a
reconstruction of Christian thought, claiming that these mes-
sages from the other world are but a continuation of and assist-
ance to revelation, and that their works are only modern
miracles. But the light of truth readily dissolves this belief.
Under different conditions and in various places the spirits
teach such contradictory things that no definite system of reli-
gion or philosophy could be constructed on them. Their only
point of agreement is their persistent denial of the Incarnation
and Divinity of Christ, which leaves no doubt of their demoniac
nature, since this universal atempt at undermining the very
ground-work of Christian belief can be only another attack of
Satan upon religion, and these wonderful feats but the mockery
of miracles. And this is why the Church, through the teachings
of her scientists, is so clearly echoing the warning of the Apostle
St. John : 'Dearly beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the
spirits if they be of God * * * And every spirit that dis-
solveth Jesus, is not of God.' "
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Daniel A. Lord.
C OME gather 'round the festive boardAt which once more we meet.And for it let us thank the Lord
Who makes our joy complete.
But e'er we touch the bird or wine,
My children let us pray
For him, who all alone must dine
On glad Thanksgiving day.
Though for him chefs may ply their art,
Though 'round him wealth be spread,
He views it with an empty heart,
And sorrow bows his head.
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The man who guards some lonely mines
From friends and kin away
Is not more sad than he who dines
Alone Thanksgiving day.
But God has deigned we all should meet
And gather here once more.
And now, while comradeship is sweet,
Lest parting be in store,
I pray to God who guides His own
And guards them on their way,
That none of us may dine alone
On next Thanksgiving day.
Daniel A. Lord, '09.
& <&uestton.
John T. Benz.
If all the noble heroes
With all their noble traits
;
If all the scheming villains,
With all their subtle hates,
Escaping book's enthraldom,
On earth should take their place
And Wrong o'er-came but seldom,
The strivings of the race;
While Right forever conquered,
The foes who did her wrong;
Would life's enchantment hold us,
As the mellow notes of song?
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The Staff.
With the advent of the second quarter of the year comes
the first number of the eighth volume of the St. Ignatius Colle-
gian. There have been few changes in the Staff this year, as only
two members of last year's Staff. Mr. George Anderson and Mr.
Robert Bremner, have left the College. The directorship of the
Collegian has been placed by the faculty for the fourth consec-
utive year, in the hands of Mr. Claude J. Pernin, S. J. The post
of Editor-in-Chief and Editor of Passim is again filled by Mr.
Daniel A. Lord, '09, while Mr. John F. Graham. '10, succeeds
Mr. Anderson as Business Manager. Mr. James Emmet Royce,
'09, after a year's absence from College, returns to manage the
Exchange Department; Mr. Thomas Q. Beesely, '10, takes the
position of Athletic Editor, and Mr. Edmund F. Curda, '09,
chronicles the events connected with the College. Mr. John
Francis Quinn, '09, enters upon his third year as Editor of Music
and Song, while the Society column has been placed in the hands
of Mr. John T. Benz, '10, and Mr. Sidney E. Glenn, '12. A new
illustrator has been secured in the person of Mr. Edward V. Del-
Beccaro.
The Staff of 1908-9 extends its heartiest appreciation to the
subscribers and advertisers of the Collegian, and guarantees that
honest effort will be given in return for their support.
D. A. L.
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Indiscriminate Reading.
Professors of English who have charge of large classes say
that they can pick out at once those who have done much reading.
There is a knack of expression in writing and speech which im-
mediately distinguishes the well-read person from the ill-read,
or I may say unread. That is not only evident to professors concern-
ing whom you might expect such discernment, but also to others
not so intimately connected with the subject. For, even among a
casual social group or club gathering, the observing can quickly
distinguish the subtleties of imagination and thought as dis-
played in conversation of some people, which proclaim them,
above the others, well read.
But just as the reading of many and choice books heightens
the imagination and quickens the thought, and thereby works
great advantage to the reader, in the same measure if the reading
is not along right lines and is of a fly-away fashion, great evil is
likely to result. This style of reading is like children who go
forth to pick flowers. Some go steadily along getting the best
and come back with the brightest nosegays ; but others hop
about from place to place, chasing a bright buterfly here or a
toad there, now running, now sitting, and return with nothing
but a few sunflowers and with weary and aching limbs for their
pains.
If you wish to gain profit and a bright bouquet from the gar-
den of literature you must ever pursue the best ; sip the honey,
and pick the golden wheat from out of the mass of chaff. For
true literary knowledge consists not in the ability to name the
author, with all his peculiarities and idiosyncracies, of every book
in the library from Mother Goose to the latest medical treatise on
the cause and treatment of housemaids' knee; but in knowing
a few of the best and knowing them well.
J. F. G.
As We Said Before.
Every fall when our exchanges begin to reach the Sanc-
tum, we almost invariably find a boiled-down essay on "College
Spirit" prominently featured in the editorial column. While
not entering into the respective merits of these aforesaid
editorials and their aged theme, they all wail forth a common
complaint. It is a complaint which, though found in such
venerable company, is ever fresh, ever new, yet ever old to
to the editors of every college paper. It is the lack of
interest, real or apparent, manifested by the average college stu-
dent in his college journal. Year after year he is quite content
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to let the editors do almost all the work, and sits complacently
in his arm chair admiring his fraternity pin, never realizing that
he ought to share that burden, that his name should be among
those on the title page, making that journal the real student
organ. The same old shop-worn excuses are furnished every
year. "Let the editors do the work"—my dear sir, the editors
are appointed to centralize power and insure publication. Your
articles receive every bit as much consideration as theirs, and as
for having them rejected, you must remember that failure to
attain the paper's high literary standard was the probable cause.
This matter deserves the serious attention of the student body,
for articles by the students, provided they are of literary merit
and general interest, are most earnestly requested and desired.
It is the custom to hold a prize-story contest in the Christmas
number and yet in the last few years the number of contestants
has been woefully small. We are just commencing the year;
let us see if the co-operation of the student body in contributing
to the Collegian cannot silence our voice from joining in the
general editorial wail.
T. Q. B. '10.
Supplementary Reading.
In the curriculum of every College there are placed at the
disposal of the students departments of science, of language, of
literature, of history and of kindred studies. Unfortunately, how-
ever, there is a course omitted from curriculum of studies which
is as important as any of those presided over by able professors
and lecturers. And this department might be termed "The De-
partment of Current Events." The hours of the class room are
not numerous, and they are, as a rule, filled to overflowing with
matter which must be seen, thus leaving little time for the dis-
cussion of current topics
;
yet for a college to attempt the estab-
lishment of a department of this nature would be almost
an impossibility. As a consequence, it is left to the student to
pursue this course when and how he will. To deny that every
student needs such a course, however, is absurd, for it is natural
that the world at large should expect College men to be well
informed, and it is but natural that the cultured mind of the
student should help to mould the opinions of the world. He
must be informed on these matters ; he must have firm con-
victions and opinions ,* he must have a knowledge of the achieve-
ments and problems which every day occupy the world. And
there is but one convenient way in which he can attain this endr
and that is by supplementary reading. By supplementary read-
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ing is here meant not the perusal of sensational newspapers and
jnagazines and of trashy novels, but the reading of articles and
books of such a nature as are productive of information and per-
tinent to the questions of the day. Every student, then, in con-
nection with his regular course of studies, should make it a
practice to be thoroughly conversant with the current events.
Of these, the reputable magazines, reviews and newspapers
will inform him. He should be acquainted with at least the im-
portant theories which yearly spring into existence. These are
to be found in the scientific magazines and books. He should
keep in touch with the attacks on his Holy Religion with a view
to ascertaining their refutations. For these points he has the
Catholic journals. In fine, he should not confine himself to the
routine work of the class room and the laboratory, but should,
during his college days, begin to be what college training has
fitted him to be, a man of broad mind, of extensive knowledge, of
well founded opinions, and of firm conviction.
D. A. L.
<&££>§>
ON September 8th the students of St. Ignatius College buck-led on their armor for a new campaign against the arch-
enemy, Ignorance. Most of the veterans have reported
for duty, while numerous bands of recruits were mustered in and
vowed to distinguish themselves in the fray. The first skirmish
was not over lengthy, as the old custom of commencing each
school year with Schola Brevis (in the vernacular this means a
half-holiday,) prevailed. The Seniors, who lead the vanguard in
battle, returned on Monday, September 14, twenty-three strong,
with determination portrayed in every feature.
*****
Mass of the Holy Ghost was celebrated with great pomp and
impressiveness on Wednesday morning, September 16. The
President of the College, the Rev. Alexander Burrowes, preached
a masterly sermon to the students, which was productive of firm
resolutions to work faithfully and to accomplish manfully.
After Mass the College Boys, young and old, marched to
the assembly hall for the annual reading of the Rules. To re-
fresh the memory of the elder collegians and to enlighten the
newcomers, the Rev. Vice-President proceeded to read and ex-
plain the rules and regulations necessary for order. Following this
time-hallowed practice came the much applauded announcement that
studies would not be resumed until the following Friday.
In accordance with the policy of progress the Faculty has
added to the curriculum of studies a special course in mechanical
drawing, under the direction of Mr. Austin Crabbs. Moreover,
it has been noticed by those passing through the corridors during
the hours devoted to foreign (modern) languages that a strange
and unfamiliar tongue is distinguishable among last years' poly-
glot assortment. Be not touched ye, who have heard and won-
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dered, 'tis naught but the Polish club enjoying a social chat, and
now we need not be surprised if one of the afore-mentioned club,
fired by a desire of elocutionary fame should at the next contest,
tragically render "The Polish Boy" in the Mother tongue.
"In the Fool's Bauble" was considered a success. Owing to
this fact it has been decided that friends of the College will be
given another opportunity to witness the students cover them-
selves with histrionic glory in a production of "Richelieu," during
the Christmas holidays.
»p
-r *r *r *P
The members of the Senior Class consider themselves most
fortunate in having as professor of English, the Rev. Charles
Coppens, author of our text books of English Rhetoric and
Christian Doctrine. With such guidance and under the direction
of as experienced a tutor great results are being predicted.
*****
The Seniors thought Mr. William Carroll had inherited a
fortune and were preparing to celebrate the occassion when it
was discovered that he had been elected manager of the foot-ball
team and was going to pay a bill .
*****
Had one chanced to be at the College on Sunday afternoon,
October 18th, between 2 and 5 o'clock, he would have perceived
a number of young men walking sedately up and down with
badges of a hue not exactly subdued, fastened upon their manly
bosoms. Unconscious of the peculiar significance of these deco-
rations the beholder would probably have been led to the con-
clusion that it was registration day or an occasion of similar
importance. Upon closer inspection, however, the truth would
have been manifested. The students so gorgeously bedecked
were merely ushers and the occasion was what is known to us as
Visiting Day.
The pleasing and melodious strains of a phonograph operated
by Messrs. Francis Furlong and George Kelly burst upon the
ears of fond parents, admiring sisters and inquisitive brothers
as they entered the portals of learning. Passing up several flights
of stairs the visitors were left to the tender mercies of Messrs.
Alfred Lambeau, Edward Del Beccaro, Walter Keefe and James
Quinn who acted as ushers in the Museum of Natural History;
and Messrs Lawrence Walsh, Ambrose Murray, Jas. McGowan
and John Cagney in the Museum of Mineralogy. Thence their
guests separate, some wending their way to the Chemical Lab-
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oratory, listened to the lecture of Vincent Kelly and Fred Happel
on atmosphere ; heard Edward Scott and Walter Campbell in a
discourse on Nitrogen ; held their breaths while Raymond Koch
and Thaddeus Zamiara displayed the wonders of Oxygen and
were finally treated to a few refreshing experiments in Water
by Messrs. Brosnan and Fred Scmitt. Others filled with curiosity
thronged to the Physics Department where the Rev. Ignatius
B. Kircher, S. J., assisted by Messrs. Ignatius Doyle and Ed-
mund Curda was fully occupied all afternoon in allowing the
attracted multitudes to see through themselves in the X-Ray room.
Edmund F. Curda, '09.
2Uto g>d)ooi Jlotes,
THE Lincoln College of Law held its first session Monday
evening, September 14, 1908, at which the faculty, the
student body and many friends of the college were present.
Dean Dillon, in his introductory address, spoke of the aim
of the college—the advantages of studying at a school affiliated
with an institution which stands foremost in the State of Illinois,
as its courses, faculty and students are under the direct guidance
of St. Ignatius College. Rev. Alex. J. Burrowes, S. J., Rev. Fran-
cis Cassilly, S. J.. Rev. Edward Gleeson, S. J., Messrs. James
Hartnett, Ferdinand Goss and Elizah N. Zoline, were among the
speakers of the evening.
On Friday evenings, Father Gleeson conducts two courses
—
one in logic and the other in sociology. Father Gleeson's ability
as a teacher on these topics is too well known to mention here
;
suffice it to say that he has a class of fifty students, including
some of the leading professional men in the city.
In the first year of law there are twenty-three students, and
in the second year, seven, making a total of thirty students. Fol-
lowing shows the number of students and the schools they for-
merly attended
:
North-West Division High School 1
Woodstock High School 1
Chatsworth High School 1
Maywood High School 1
University of Chicago 1
Notre Dame University 2
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De Paul University I
De LaSalle Institute I
St. Ignatius College 12
St. Stanislaus College 1
St. Viateur's College, Kankakee, 111 2
St. Mary's College, Kansas 3
St. Francis Xavier College, Cincinnati, Ohio 1
with two special students.
Edmund Sinnott, Arthur Kettles, Walter O'Kelly, Thomas
Guinane, Michael Ahern, John Guest, Carmine Orgo, Frank
Turner, Frank McGovern, Joseph Young, John Devine and
George Anderson are former St. Ignatius students, now attend-
ing the Law Department of their Alma Mater.
During the winter term, Judge Brown, of the Appellate
Court, will give a course of three lectures on the Law of Littoral
and Riparian Rights in Illinois, with special reference to property
owners on the shores of Lake Michigan. Judge Olson, Chief
Justice of the Municipal Court, will give a course of two lectures
on Practising in Civil and Criminal Cases in the Municipal Court.
Judge O. N. Carter, of the Supreme Court, will lecture on
the Jury System.
Arthur Kettles, he of the sun-flower face fame, is, between
meals, assisting Judge Griffin dispense justice in the Circuit
Court. Callaghan is tackling Blackstone as hard as he did those
who tried to circle his end a few years ago, when he was con-
sidered one of the best football players in the local gridiron.
Frank Turner is putting to advantage all the legal knowledge he
has acquired so far in managing tenants who are in arrears in
his extensive real-estate business. John Guest, Michael Ahern
and Thomas Guinane, professors of St. Ignatius College, are
among the students.
Edmund Sinnott and Walter O'Kelly are giving all their
time to the study of law.
George J. Anderson.
Clamoring- for recognition, it's opulence of varied offerings
hitherto unequaled by our instrumentalists or vocalists, a new
music season sounds its approach. It is, in every sense of the
word, a new season, for, in addition to the fact that fond mem-
ories of the past tonal year have by this time mellowed into the
dim din of perspective, there are new musicians added to our
ranks, new songs to be sung, new works to be given rendition
by our capable assembly of orchestrians. And we all wait to
be invited to a feast that promises us entire satisfaction.
Generally the months of September and October mean
hustle and bustle in the vicinity of the piano and music room,
and from personal observation I should unhesitatingly say that
if activity is in any way indicative of fair results, we may well
look forward to a happy, successful, and prosperous music sea-
son. In one room closets that have been supposedly sealed tight
from the summer's dust are with difficulty opened to find broken
strings and dusty instruments, which the musicians strenuously
"saw" in their earnest endeavor to produce a "real" tone. In
another room the tenors and basses of the Glee Club vie with
each other in issuing mellow tones and running scales, and with
the Academic Choir trilling top notes in their inimitable, vocifer-
ous manner, such a volley of mixed sounds result, that, if you
should brave the dangers of an intrusion into their midst, you
would undoubtedly conclude that harmony died in the days of
Tom Moore, and that the one aim and object of music today is
to make noise and lots of it. But your fears are instantly
quelled and your hopes renewed when the genial impressario
informs you that it is merely house-cleaning time among mu-
sicians and that ere long the awful discords will fade into
sweetest harmony and that what you considered noise will
shape itself into those irresistable qualities and charms that have
the reputation of soothing savage beasts.
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
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THE GLEE CLUB.
For those who were too young to fully appreciate the ability
of Gilbert and Sullivan to entertain the public there will be an
opportunity of recalling that famous "Flowers That Bloom in
the Spring Tra La," which was one of the many excellent num-
bers of "The Mikado." The Glee Club is preparing the Tra La
song and first sang it at the reception for Bishop Rhode. Pro-
fessor Hutter is still at the head and promises to lead the Glee
Club to merited public recognition. Graduation always plays
havoc with the ranks of the club, but a number of new and
capable singers have been discovered among the new-comers and
the boys enthusiastically claim that everything is working in the
strictest "harmony."
>|c ^c ;): ^ %l
THE ORCHESTRA.
Professor Pribyl will continue to wield the baton in the
Orchestra and display his prowess as a capable conductor. The
musicians are at present working on a heavy overture by one of
the classic composers. A few weeks ago an election was held
among the members, with the following results : President,
Daniel A. Lord; Treasurer, George Devitt.^
THE ACADEMIC CHOIR.
The youngsters of the Academic Choir are working dili-
gently in the short time they have to practice, with the hope of
giving the Glee Club and Orchestra a merry chase for musical
honors. Just what they are preparing is not definitely known,
but it is rumored that at their first appearance they will disclose
some unique surprises.
Let no one then raise his voice in protest at a dearth of music
in the college, for the year rather promises a feast for all who
appreciate good music.
J. Francis Quinn, '09.
fc.V*.V.
I fear that I appear to have
A giddy disposition
;
I seem to hold the future as
A trifling proposition.
I must look rather silly if
You judge me by my rhymes.
But honestly, I really can
Be serious—at times.
No doubt you think me frivolous
In trying to be funny,
For nearly humor, such as mine,
Could never earn me money.
But if you saw me working to
Turn out some funny rhymes,
I think you'd know I really can
Be serious—at times.
"Those," soliloquies the jester, with a long, deep sigh : "are true,
blue words. Far be it from me to be pessimistic, at least this early
in the year, but candidly and in strict confidence, trying to be funny
is anything but a joke. In fact it is about as serious an undertaking
as one could imagine. Yes, I know that that is not an original
thought ; but I should be permitted to propound it as if it were,
for I've had experience. Perhaps you think that all humor is spon-
taneous. Well, disillusion yourself of that idea at once. It's not.
If one needs a verse, he must manufacture it ; if he requires a joke,
he must sit down and think it out ; if an idea is what he wants, then
he must track one to its lair, and spread his nets about it. Conse-
quently, in order that between you, impatient courtier, and me, I am
going to act as your guide into a land from which flow the college
paper, and initiate you into some of the secrets of that mysterious
apartment called
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The Sanctum.
(The scene is laid in the cosy, comfortably furnished Sanctum.
As the curtain rises, everything is in a state of confusion and bustle.
About a table in the center of The Sanctum sit a number of editors
with paper in front of them, nervously and feverishly engaged in
writing. .The opening chorus is sung to the accompaniment of the
scratching of Watermans.)
WRITING editorials, wordy editorials,
Settling all the questions of the world.
In these editorials, clever editorials,
Novel schemes and platforms are unfurled.
Wisdom flows from off your pen
When we talk to common men,
Terming vulgar ignorance, disgrace.
But if truth were really told,
Many projects we unfold
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Have been written just to fill up space.
Writing editorials, breezy editorials
;
Politics, religion have their day
In these editorials, newsy editorials
Talking on without a word to say.
(At the close of the chorus, aintit a. voice throws his pen
down in disgust.)
Voice. There, I've finished my editorial on "Should College
Pillows be Trimmed with Braid or Ruffles," and if that doesn't go
through, I'm not going to write another.
Punster Beastly (the habitual joke destroyer). Say, that edi-
torial on College Pillows ought to be cut as well as trimmed. Ha,
ha!
Voice (with a pained expression). Don't Beastly; you're too
premature. Remember that you got off a joke two weeks ago, and
you're not due for another for a week yet. (To the editors.) Has
anyone written anything for this issue as yet ?
J. Frankan Thin. I should say not. The paper should go to
press tomorrow, so we still have another week to work in.
Voice (in a bored tone). Honestly, I'm getting tired writing
all the time. I'd quit if it wasn't that
—
Thin. That what?
Voice. Well, I like to see my name in print.
SONG 1 ALWAYS LIKE TO SEE MY NAME IN PRINT.
Every thing that's perpetrated
By some cause is actuated
;
That's a principle we often heard at school.
There is naught without its reason,
And, as season follows season,
So each act of man depends upon this rule.
All the mighty men of History
Kept their motives clothed in mystery,
Yet they one and all were crazy after fame.
There's a powerful fascination.
And a glad exhilaration
In the fact that others laud and praise one's name.
Chorus.
So I always longed to see my name in print
;
And instead of merely blowing up a mint,
I have turned mv. hand at writing,
,
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Which, although it's not exciting,
Proves a splendid way to get my name in print.
Caesar, when he crushed a nation
With but little hesitation,
Sought for glory at the peril of his life.
Shakespeare merely wrote about him,
Yet he's famous, none could scout him,
Though he met no other peril than his wife.
What's the use of courting danger,
When perhaps you'll die a stranger
To the papers and the monthly magazines.
Simply write a graft exposure
Or a Stock Exchange disclosure,
And you'll find it is a most effective means.
Chorus.
So I always longed to see my name in print;
But the papers simply wouldn't take the hint,
'Till I wrote a little story,
And my way was paved to glory,
For it very quickly got may name in print.
(When he has finished his song, he modestly retires behind a
book. For a moment there is quiet. Then bench, who has been
reading a magazine disturbes the peace again.)
Bench. Has anyone read "The Tweezers" in Anybody's Maga-
zine.
Thin. I started it, but I didn't go very far. It's a serial.
Bench. Don't you like serials?
Thin. I should say not. I never read ser
—
Chorus of Editors. Bromide, bromide, bromide.
Thin. That's all right. I may be a bromide, but I'm not the
first one who said that.
Voice. Say, what do you think a bromide means?
Thin. I don't know ; I'm taking mathematics, not chemistry.
song—continued in our next.—/. Frankan Thin.
Now, have you ever come across
A recent magazine,
And in it found a story, quite
The cleverest you've seen?
With bated breath you follow on
The hero's lurid trail,
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When suddenly this awful phrase
Will interrupt the tale.
Chorus.
"Continued in our next," "continued in our next."
A wealth of anguish, wild suspense
Is hidden in that text.
The publishers this plot contrive:
"The villain nears, and half alive
Our hero takes an awful dive—
"
"Continued in our next."
I shouldn't mind if they would stop
At unimportant parts
;
But no, they always chose a scene
Which palpitates the hearts.
With interest high we think we're nigh
;
The plot they'll soon disclose.
And then,—I'd like to meet the men
From whom that phrase arose.
Chorus.
"Continued in our next," "continued in our next."
I had a friend who met his end
By coming on that text.
"
'Come, sweetheart ;' loud our hero cried
:
'I've fought to win you for my bride.
I love you.' And the maid replied,—
"
"Continued in our next."
(At this juncture, there is a very audible yawn from the direc-
tion of the window, and Wood A. Valley, editor of the Department
of Profane Literature says.)
Valley. Gee, I wish I could go swimming.
Beastly. What are you wishing that for? Aren't you in the
swim when you belong to the staff?
(Cries of "Choke him," "Down with the joke destroyer," etc.,
etc.)
Voice. The idea of your talking about swimming when I'll
wager you have not even a story for this issue yet.
Valley. Well, I've got it in my mind. Oh, what's the hurry;
I've got lots of time yet.
Thin. What's your idea for the story?
Valley. Well, you see, this man has the recipe for making a
philosopher's stone, which he has been keeping secret for years. One
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morning he finds that the recipe has been stolen. Of course, he is in
despair,
—
Voice. Hold on there. Why can't he remember what the recipe
was if he had it for years?
Valley. Say, I never thought of that. Oh, well, I had to make
him forget or there wouldn't have been any plot.
SONG THEY ONLY PUT IT IN TO HELP THE PLOT.
Did you ever calmly look
At the people in a book,
And their perfectly outlandish mode of action?
They are certainly absurd,
And in life we never heard
Of the nonsense which appears their chief attraction.
They perform the strangest acts,
Disregard discovered facts
;
And the readers swallow every old illusion.
For the authors never fail
To employ in every tale
All the ancient tricks that aid in this delusion.
Chorus.
And they surely help the plot,
Yes, they help it out a lot,
That's the only earthly reason to excuse them.
For a ludricous idea
And a character that's queer
Will be priceless if a man knows how to use them.
If the people in a book
By some accident forsook
All their sparkling repartee and daring action,
What would happen to the plot?
It would crumble on the spot
;
And the authors would be driven to distraction.
If the hero in a play
Were by chance to lose the day
When surrounded by a dozen foemen tall,
We would soon refuse to go
To that "melancholy" show
;
So the author makes the hero kill them all.
If the heroine were played
Like an ordinary maid,
We would call her plain, insipid, quite a bore
;
If the characters were true,
And conversed as mortals do,
The "unnatural" dialogue we would deplore.
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Chorus.
So you see it helps the plot,
Yes, it helps to tie the knot.
That's the reason why the villain steals the papers.
If the hero called a halt,
Using some deposit vault,
He'd have never had a chance to cut his capers.
But that would have spoiled the plot,
Cost the author quite a lot;
For he knows the public stand for his deception
;
So "the papers" and "the child,"
And the heroine beguiled,
Form a plot which always gets a warm reception.
(After this outburst, there is a lull during which work is re-
sumed. For a few moments things go along hummingly, even the
bust in the corner joining in an andante movement. Presently the
doors opens and Mr. Perrine, the moderator enters. He looks about
at the bowed heads and flying pens, and says:)
Mr. Perrine. Well, where's the matter for this issue. I've
been sitting up in my room all day, and thus far I've received one
verse, and one editorial. Don't you know that this paper goes to
press to-morrow?
(Deep and guilty silence.)
Voice (timidly.) Please, Mr. Perrine, is there anything you
need?
Mr. Perrine (with anguish in his tone.) Need ? Oh, no ! I
need about six departments, five leading articles, seven verses, ten
editorials, three
—
Voice (fainting.) Help, help.
Thin (zuho has been pushed to the front by the other editors
who stand behind him.) If you please, Mr. Perrine, mayn't we have
an extra day? You see we've been so busy that
—
Mr. Perrine (resignedly.) Yes, I suppose so, if you must
have it. Oh, well, this is only one of the troubles an editor meets.
SONG THE SORROWS AN EDITOR FINDS.
You can talk of the woes of a dramatist's life
When he works at producing a play.
His rehearsals with joy and amusement are rife
When compared with an editor's day.
For an editor works under terrible stress,
And his management never is done.
For as soon as an issue is sent to the press,
Another is straightway begun.
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Chorus.
Those are some of the troubles an editor finds
;
In the course of his busy career.
Why, he should be a man of a half dozen minds,
If from worry he wished to keep clear.
Can you try to imagine an editor's smile
When he works like a Trojan a book to compile,
And something from nothing must take all the while?
Those are troubles an editor finds.
If I say that the copy must come by the first,
I'm in luck if it comes on the third.
And the editors' protest upon me will burst
If I here and there cut out a word.
Oh, a Solomon's wisdom is surely required
For the task of rejecting a verse;
When I wish I could tell him he ought to be fired,
>
I must say that he might have done worse.
Chorus.
These are some of the troubles an editor finds
;
Can you blame me for being so sad?
And deciphering handwriting makes me quite blind,
While the reading of jokes makes me mad.
For when ten sheets of copy a paragraph yield,
And against advertisers the heart must be steeled,
I am almost as blue as the pencil I wield,
O'er the troubles an editor finds.
(When he has closed this mournful plaint, he turns again to
the editors.)
Mr. Perrine. Remember that all matter must be in day after
tomorrow.
Omnes (sadly.) Yes, sir.
Mr. Perrine. No excuses go after that.
Omnes (more sadly.) No, sir.
Mr. Perrine. Then all make a note of it that on that momen-
tous day the paper is going to press.
CLOSING CHORUS—WHEN THE PAPER IS GOING TO PRESS.
When the paper is going to press, my lads,
When the paper is going to press,
Then we throw out the flags of distress, my lads.
All the signals of woe and distress.
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There is rushing of copy, corrections galore,
The things we've forgotten would number a score;
The manager's mad, and the editor's sore
;
When the paper is going to press.
When the paper is going to press, my lads,
When the paper is going to press
:
Our pens we must tightly caress, my lads,
Our pens we must tightly caress.
We do in a night all the things we could shirk
In the weeks when we loafed quite regardless of work
;
And the blue pencil's mightier far than the dirk,
When the paper is going to press.
CURTAIN.
Daniel A. Lord, '09.
Of last year's graduating class we have received the follow-
ing information. George Anderson, Edmund Sinnott, Arthur
Kettles and Walter O'Kelly have taken up the study of law at
the Lincoln College of Law. Thomas Guinane is an instructor
at St. Ignatius ; and Ralph Sullivan and Joseph Lynch are study-
ing medicine, the former at the Physicians and_ Surgeons' Col-
lege, and the latter at Yale. Edward Keefe is working for the
West Park Board and William Fox at the Post Office. Daniel
Murphy and John Kozlowski are at the American College, in
Rome, Thomas Conron is at Florissant, and John Dufficy, Luke
Lyons and Edward O'Connor have entered the Seminary at
Niagara. Joseph Sehnke is also studying for the priesthood.
William Oink has taken a position in New York.
We have to chronicle the death of Rev. John Jendrzejek, a
graduate of '95. Father Jendrzejek, in the short course of his
ministry to souls, accomplished a great work. Although ham-
pered by ill health and an affection of his throat which prevented
him from speaking above a whisper, he succeeded in building
up one or two parishes, in erecting splendid buildings, and win-
ning the love and affection of all with whom he came in contact.
He was universally beloved, and his early death, while regretted
by all, was a real loss to the archdiocese.
Mr. Edward Gueroult, of the class of 1900, has been married
to Miss Mary A. Young. Both Mr. Gueroult and his wife are
members of the Catholic Writers' Guild. Mr. Gueroult, both
during his career at College and since, was a model young man,
and the Collegian takes pleasure in writing its congratulations with
those of his many friends on his felicitous marriage.
Dr. J. J. Crowe died on September 14. He and his brothers
attended St. Ignatius, and we extend our cordial sympathy to the
members of his family.
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In the last Bar Examination before the Supreme Court, we
noticed the following names of successful old St. Ignatius stu-
dents : Edgar A. Banks, Michael J. Caplice, Charles B. Collins,
Andrew H. Hellgeth, J. M. Slattery, Joseph T. Tyrrell and P. J.
Tuohy.
John P. Connolly, of Mr. Horine's class of last year, has
entered the St. Francis Seminary in Milwaukee, and John P.
Davis, of Father F. Reilly's last year class, has become a student
in the Cathedral College.
Paul J. Roederer is studying for the priesthood, Anthony
Goyke is at the St. Paul Seminary, and William Roberts and
Charles Murphy are at Niagara University.
Amongst the old students who have this year secured in-
terneships at various hospitals are the following physicians:
John Gearon, Frank Thometz, Timothy Quigley and John
Stawicki.
Mr. Quido Petru, a Commercial student in '81, is organist
at St. Wenceslaus Church.
Joseph Lemieux, of the Second Academic Class in 1901, has
charge of Armour's plant at Muncie, Indiana.
At the November elections, Joseph E. Bidwell, Jr., was a
candidate for re-election as clerk of the Circuit Court, and Leo
Doyle, '98, was a candidate for State Senator. Three other mem-
bers of the Alumni Association were candidates for a judgeship
—
Judge Lantry, Joseph Mclnerney, and Michael F. Sullivan, who
is at present Corporation Counsel. John F. McCaffrey, an old
St. Ignatius boy, and a former volunteer in the Spanish-American
war, was a candidate for County Commissioner.
Mr. John Pierre Roche, for some years a prominent member
of the Collegian Staff, is at present a Sophomore of Columbia Uni-
versity. After leaving St. Ignatius College, Mr. Roche spent a year
in professional journalism with The Show World, a theatrical pub-
lication of this city. Since Mr. Roche has devoted himself anew to
literary studies, his many friends confidently predict for him a bright
future in journalism.
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The Junior Sodality which is once more under the able di-
rection of Father Reilly, S. J., meets in the College Chapel
every Tuesday evening at a quarter past three. Up to the pres-
ent the following officers have been elected : Prefect, James
Cronin; First Assistant, Hugh Sweeney; Second Assistant, Ed-
ward Amberg; Sacristans, William Madden, Albert Koch and
Clement Berghoff ; Secretaries, John Duffy, Louis Moorhead and
William McNulty; Consultors, Third High A. William Phee and
Alphonse Smith; Third High B, Richard O'Donnell and James
Fitzgerald; Second High A, Walter McCue and Daniel Dever;
Second High B, James Major and Arthur Terlecki.
THE LOYOLA LITERARY SOCIETY.
This Society meets every Wednesday evening, at three-fif-
teen, in the Students' Library. Mr. Pernin, S. J., who had charge
of the Chrysostomian for a time last year has been appointed
President. At the first meeting the following officers were
elected : Vice-President, Michael Killgallon : Recording Secre-
tary, Sidney Glenn; Corresponding Secretary, Francis Herbert;
Treasurer, Luke Carey; Censors, William Carmody and Walter
Carroll. The value of the training obtained in this society, both
in preparing members for the Chrysostomian and in giving a
sound foundation for public speaking in after life, cannot be too
often impressed on the students who are eligible to this society.
Sidney E. Glenn, '12.
CHRYSOSTOMIAN DEBATING SOCIETY.
This Society welcomed back its old members at the first
meeting after the Opening of school and cordially admitted to its
ranks a number of new aspirants for debating honors.
Father J. J. Riley S. J., who has been appointed to fill the
chair this year, presided over the election of officers, the follow-
ing being elected for the first session : Mr. E. V. DelBeccaro
was chosen to assume the responsibility of the chair as Vice-
President. The Society required the facile pen of Mr. William
Carrol to record its minutes, and imposed the duty of answering
correspondence on Mr. Augustine Bowe. Mr. Frank Lusk was
easily persuaded as Treasurer to safe-guard the funds of the
Society. Messrs. Foley, Walsh and Reedy were appointed as
the members of the Committee on Debates.
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At the next meeting, October 6, Mr. DelBeccaro read his
speech of acceptance, an interesting paper on the aims of the
Society, calculated to inspire confidence in the members and
foster a spirit of pride in their work. At this meeting, after the
Reverend Chairman had briefly set forth the duties of the cen-
sors, an election was held and Messrs. Ambrose Murray, '09, and
George O'Connel, '10, appointed to that office. After brief
speeches of acceptance by the officers, the meeting adjourned.
At the following meeting, October 13, Mr. Thomas Q.
Beesley contributed an essay on Popular Government, after which
the discussion was thrown open to the house.
The Society held the first regular debate of the year Tues-
day, Ocober 20, in the Students' Library. The subject: "Re-
solved that the Annexation of Territory not Immediately Connected
with the United States is Detrimental to it." Messrs. Lusk and
Bowe for the affirmative, were opposed by Messrs. J. R. Ouinn
and Lambeau, for the negative. The speeches of Messrs. Bowe
and Quinn stood out prominently. The humorously veiled sar-
casm of the former, opposed to the powerful quotations of the
latter, gave a lively touch to the evening's argument. No deci-
sion was given by the chair.
The Society has opened this year with vastly increased at-
tendance. The members are faithfully co-operating with Father
Riley in the work, and if the interest shown in the beginning
continues throughout the year, the Society will attain success
never reached before.
THE SENIOR SODALITY.
The Senior Sodality begins its year with Father Dinneen suc-
ceeding Father John Weiand as Spiritual Director.
At the first meeting, an election of officers was held and the
following were chosen: E. V. DelBeccaro was elected Prefect
and William Carroll and Thomas Kevin were chosen as his
assistants. Thomas Reedy was the Treasurer-elect and Ambrose
Murray was chosen Secretary of the Sodality. Two Sacristans
were chosen from each class: Senior; Edmund Curda, Thomas
Nolan
;
Junior, Lawrence Walsh, Frank Furlong.
Meetings are held every Friday evening, in the Students'
Chapel. Many new members have been received from the Junior
Sodality of last year, and there will probably be a public recep-
tion before Christmas for the many candidates.
The Sodalists are working zealously with Father Dinneen
to promote the welfare of the Sodality and are showing it by their
regular attendance at meetings.
John T. Benz. 'io.
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&cabtmp Jiotes.
Greetings and salutations.
Did you get all the ribbons you expected ?
If everyone hasn't a fountain pen this year, its not The Col-
legian's fault.
Prefects may come and prefects may go, but the Jug goes on
forever.
Little pairs of scissors,
Little pots of paste,
Make a funny column,
If the editor has taste.
If you resolve to study, you won't ; if you don't resolve to study,
you won't.
An axiom :—If your name is Quinn, Murphy or O'Rafferty,
you don't belong to the Polish Club.
Ludwig the second, after the scrimmage, sits up and rubs his
injured nose and eyes. "They told me," he said, mournfully ; "that
football required head work, and I guess they must have decided to
work my head."
Reeve—"I'm going to quit the football team."
Biggio—"What's the matter?"
Reeve—"Oh, my suit doesn't suit me."
Biggio—"Eh?"
Why is it that the night you decide you want to go out, is the
night you almost get the most homework?
Anybody—"There's a new baby at our house, and I tell you he's
going to play with the Sox some day."
Anybody else—"What makes you think that ?"
A:—" 'Cause he acts kind of batty, and you ought to see him
bawl."
Always remember:
i.—If your team wins to call it superior playing, and if the other
team wins—well, call it just plain luck.
2.—If the umpire penalized the other team thirty yards, to call
him a splendidly just official; but if he penalizes our team five yards,
call him a robber.
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WARNING TO CHEMISTS.
A healthy young person named Spry
In a mixture of nitrogen dry
Put some smooth glycerine,
And when last he was seen
He was renting a home in the sky.
Fisher, watching Doyle punting and drop-kicking. "How well
he handles his kicks."
Glenn, describing a lecture on spiritualism. "And the lecturer
said that when his hands got cold he could always tell the presence
of spirits."
Carmody—"Well, maybe cold hands show the presence of spirits,
but cold feet show the lack of them."
It's strange that often the very youth who shows no imagination
in his compositions, displays a most wonderful amount of it in his
excuses for them.
Small boy, as Zamiara, reads the Polish address of welcome.
"Doesn't he read with expression?"
Second likewise. "Yes ; it sounds as if he were giving a col-
lege yell."
Robert Hogan—If the professor gives me a memory lesson in
verse, and I memorize six lines of it between here and Western
Avenue, five lines between Twelfth and Madison, eight between
Western and Fortieth, and seven between Fortieth and my home,
how far is it from here to Austin ?"
Gentry—"Well, if you expect me to be very accurate about it,
you will have to tell me how many feet there are in a line of the
verse."
"What do you call those long robes the Seniors wear?"
"I used to call them kimonas, but I heard later that they are
the bath robes the Seniors put on before they take their high dive
into the sea of life."
Concannon—"If candy is selling at three for a cent, and you
go into the restaurant to buy a nickle's worth, how much will you
have for yourself?"
Foley—"Ah, that depends on how many of my friends see me
buying it."
Awakened from his dusty repose by the call of his followers,
King Football once more claims the center of the stage. At St.
Ignatius, football has entered upon one of the most
Football promising seasons in the history of the new game,
since speed is now more essential than weight.
During vacation the director of athletics cast about for a new coach
as former Coach Graber's law business demanded all his attention.
After considering several candidates we were finally fortunate
enough to secure Mr. Daniel Dougherty, of Chicago University, a
player of ability and reputation. Mr. Dougherty came especially
recommended and the college may be considered fortunate in se-
curing his services. In response to the first call for candidates
about thirty reported for practice. The severe test of those first
hot, early September weeks cut down the squad materially and after
several fierce scrimmages and trying of various combinations, Coach
Dougherty made a good working machine of the following:—Mc-
Cue, Killian, McGeever and Curda, ends ; Dolan and O'Brien,
tackles ; Caverly, Gaughan and Sbarbaro, guards ; Ludwig, center ;
T. and J. Kevin, quarter ; Rylands and Higgins. halves ; and Igna-
tius Doyle, captain and full back.
When the list of candidates was announced, the rooters were
somewhat depressed to see so few old names, for of last year's squad
seven were lost, four by graduation,—Shea, half back ; Lynch, tackle;
Kozlowski and Heaney, guards ; and three—Brown and Hermann,
ends, and McNamara, center,—did not return to college. This left
as a nucleus the back field and two of the line, but the new material
proved excellent and the outlook for another successful season is
very bright. Ignatius Doyle, '09, was elected captain of the team,
and Mr. Wm. Carroll, '09, appointed manager.
Since the city high school league's schedule was made out rather
early, Manager Carroll found it well nigh impossible to secure prac-
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tice games and for once it looks as if the team will have to finish the
season without measuring its strength against any of the highschool
elevens. The first game of the season was a twenty-five-minute
practice with the Federals,—a team made up of postoffice employes,
—played on the college grounds Saturday, September 26. When the
first nervousness wore off, the rooters had a chance to size up the
team after it had scored twenty-four points in twenty-five minutes
of play. The score :
S. I. C—25.
McCue R. E.
Dolan R. T.
Caverly R. G.
Ludwig C.
Thornton L. G.
O'Brien L. T.
Killian L. E.
Kevin Q. B.
Rylands, J. R. H. B.
Higgins L. H. B.
Doyle F. B.
Touchdowns, McCue (two), Doyle,
field, Doyle. Referee, Dougherty.
Rvlands.
Federals—o.
Bunt
Mayfield
Gustafson
Bodthke
Bussian
Peterson
Tyrell
Fisk
T. Rvlands
Birdsall
Mullin
Goal from
S. I. C. vs. Morgan Park.
Scarcely giving the frenzied rooters time to recuperate from the
exciting, nerve-racking pennant battles in the major leagues, on
Thursday, October 8th, the "Varsity" journeyed southward to Mor-
gan Park, to play the decidedly heavier Academy team. It was the
first hard game and it gave the team an opportunity to display their
fighting ability, for they were greatly out weighted. The superior
weight of Morgan Park told on the rain-sodden field, and the almost
constant line plunges of their backs gradually battered down our
forwards, although the college played them off their feet during the
first half. Robinson did great work in the open field for Morgan
Park, while Dovle starred for St. Ignatius. The final score :
—
S. I. C.— Morgan Park—24.
Killian, McGeever, Sbar- R. E. Berner
baro
Dolan R. T. Marr
Caverly R. G. Williams
Ludwig C. Van Valzer
Sbarbaro, Long L. G. Starchman
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Cotter
Radford
Kanfield
Spoontz
Robinson
Smith
Touchdowns, Kanfield, Robinson (two), Spoontz. Goals from
touchdown, Robinson (two). Safety, Morgan Park. Referee, Heil.
Umpire, Davenport. Time Keepers, Home, Amberg. Head Line-
man, Beesley. Time of halves, twenty minutes.
O'Brien L. T.
McCue L. F.
T. and J. Kevin Q. B.
Rylands R. H. B
Higgins, McGeever L. H. B
Doyle F. B.
S. I. C. vs. Kent Law.
Great interest was worked up for the next game on the sche-
dule, by mass meetings on the campus during the noon hours. Rous-
ing speeches were made by Captain Doyle, Manager Carroll and the
other prominent members of the team ; cheers were practised, and as
a result a large crowd of rooters journeyed out to Lawndale Park
to witness the game with Kent Law School on Saturday, October
17. The day was rather warm for football, but under otherwise
perfect conditions Kent went down to defeat, 29 to o. The college
made strong gains through the Kent line and by means of the for-
ward pass managed to score on the lawyers rather easily. Doyle
kicked off well, sending the ball across the goal line twice. Curda
received his first try-out at end for the college, while Van Bever
for Kent ran well in the open field. The score :
—
S. I. C.—29. Kent—0.
McGeever R. E. Lyons
Killgallon R. T. Prins
Fischer, Sbarbaro R. G. Armstrong
Ludwig C. Morton
Gaughan, Caverly L. G. Nusser
O'Brien L. T. Vanderpool
T. Kevin, Curda L. E. Mooslin
J. Kevin Q. B. Jirka
Higgins R. H. B. Van Bever (Capt.)
Rylands L. H. B. Evans
Doyle F. B. Glennon
Touchdowns, Doyle (two), Rylands, Curda, Higgins. Referee,
Williams, University of Chicago. Umpire, Sullivan. Time Keeper,
Davenforth, Amberg. Head Linesman, Dolan. Time of halves,
twenty minutes.
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S. I. C. vs. University High.
At Marshall Field, Saturday, October 25, the college met the
strongest "Prep" school team in the city,—University High—and
after fifty minutes of the most spectacular play of the season, lowered
its colors to vastly superior weight. Intense interest was worked
up among the college students. ' Many alumni turned out for the
game and the St. Ignatius section in the west stand was well filled
when the whistle blew for the kick-off. University High out-
weighed the college heavily, but the game put up by the wearers of
the "I" surprised and played the "U" men off their feet well into
the second half when their weight at last began to tell as the col-
lege weakened under the strain of the fierce struggle. There was a stiff
southwest wind blowing, which hampered the kickers of each team
materially, although the punting was good on both sides. Uni-
versity High has a place-kicker of ability in Usher, left half-back,
who put over two very pretty place-kicks, one in each half. St.
Ignatius forged to the front early in the second half, after the first
had ended 9 to 5 against it, but University's weight told and the
game finally ended 28 to 11 in its favor. Usher and Johnson did
the scoring for "U" High, while Doyle and Higgins shared the
honors for St. Ignatius. Good spirit was displayed and it was de-
cidedly one of the most spectacular games of the season. The work
of University High was marred somewhat by frequent fumbling
in the first half, while the forward pass was used very frequently
by both sides for long gains. A criticism must be passed and that
is that most of the forward passes made by University High were
illegal and the referee failed both to see and penalize them. The
ball was passed directly across the line of scrimmage within five
yards from the spot where it was put in play, a direct violation of
the rule. The other officials declared they saw the violation but
had no jurisdiction. The play was otherwise remarkably clean, al-
though neither team used much ''open-work" formation until well
into the second half. Usher and Tarbox played good ball for Uni-
versity High while the defensive work of Doyle and Ludwig stood
out conspicuously. The score :
—
High.S. I. c. Univ.
McCue R. E. Quinn
Gaughan R. T. Porter
Caverly R. G. Pierce
Ludwig C. Whyte
Sbarbaro L. G. Houghton
O'Brien L. T. Flood
Curda. McGeever. Killian L. E. Robinson
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}. Kevin Q. B. O'Donnell, Tarbox
Rylands, McGeever R. H. B. Carter (Capt.)
Higgins L. H. B. Usher
Doyle F. B. Johnson
Touchdowns, Doyle, Higgins, Usher (two), Johnson (two).
Goals from touchdown, Doyle. Goals from placement, Usher (two).
Referee, Graves, Michigan. Umpire, Doseff, Chicago. Field Judge,
Harris, Chicago. Time of halves, twenty-five minutes.
Seven games in all were scheduled for the season, and of these
four remain to be played. They are announced by Manager Car-
roll to be,
—
Y. M. C. A. Training School Oct. 31.
S. I. C. Alumni Nov. 7.
(Probably, Sacred Heart College, at Watertown, Nov. 19.)
St. Viateur's, at Chicago Nov. 26.
The last two bid fair to be the most interesting games of the
season.
Football is certainly booming at College this year. A second
team, under the title of Reserves, was organized from the members
of the squad who did not make the first team be-
Second cause of weight or lack of experience. The team
Team is a fast, hard-playing combination, averaging in
weight between one hundred and thirty and
one hundred and thirty-five pounds, and with experience
will furnish valuable material next fall. It has gone through
some fierce scrimmages with the first team and succeeded
in scoring on that august body upon several occasions. Ed-
mund Curda, '09, was elected captain of the team, but
his good work won the eye of the coach and incidentally a
berth on the first team, so another meeting was held and William
J. Phee elected as his successor. The team's first game was sche-
duled with Chicago Latin School but was called off by the latter.
The Reserves have played two other games, both with St. Philip's
High School, a somewhat heavier team, the first being a 5 to 5
tie on the college grounds and the second a 10 to 5 victory at St
Philip's field, Kedzie Avenue and Jackson Boulevard. In the latter
game the Seconds allowed St. Philip's to complete their team with
ineligible men from a local aggregation on the understanding that
they would be withdrawn as soon as their regulars arrived. At the
start of the second half, St. Philip's failed to keep their word with
a full team at hand exclusive of the ineligible men and the manager
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accordingly called the St. Ignatius team off the field with the score
10 to 5 in its favor. The papers published an account which stated
Referee Gearon declared the game forfeited to St. Philip's, but this
was erroneous and misleading, as officials changed in the second
half, Mr. Gearon umpiring, and therefore he had no further juris-
diction. Furthermore as St. Philip's continued to play ineligible
men, the game was tacitly forfeited to St. Ignatius. A minor di-
vision of the city high school league was formed this year of schools
where the teams were too light for the major division. Although
the second team did not make application to join the league, a tem-
porary schedule of games has been made out with these teams which
includes Lake, Crane Seconds, John Marshall, McKinley and Me-
dill.
Seconds vs. Lake High.
The team played its third game with the first of these schools,
Lake High, Thursday, October 29, at Normal Park, 69th and Hal-
sted Streets. There was a slight difference in weight in Lake's
favor but since otherwise evenly matched, the contest proved in-
teresting and very exciting. The Seconds' use of the forward pass
was too much for Lake who could only gain through the line. The
work of the S. I. C. tackles and ends was very good and the back-
field worked like a well-oiled machine. A startling feature of the
play was D. Doyle's seventy-yard run through a broken field for a
touchdown, after picking up a fumbled ball, Verdon kicking goal
and making the final score 11 to o in the Second's favor. The
score :
—
Lake o.
Culp
Fritagh
Shaw
Arnold
Fitzgerald
Mathers
Williams
Lyons
O'Conner
Terry
Talender
Touchdowns, Doyle (two). Goal from touchdowns, Verden.
Referee, Caplice. Umpire, Shepard. Head Linesman, Long.
Time keper, McGeever, Davis. Time of halves, twenty and fifteen
minutes.
The team has had several hard tests of its mettle and with more
practice and experience will bid fair to rival its elder brothers. The
Seconds, ii.
Keefe R. E.
Maroney R. T.
Kelly R. G.
Stack C.
Glenn L. G.
Verden L. T.
Cunningham, McGee L. E.
McClintock O. B.
H. Ludwig R. H. B
Phee L. H. B
D. Doyle F. B.
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Seconds have a speedy, hard-playing combination, the squad consist-
ing of Williams, Keefe and Tucker, ends ; Wittine, Beesley and Ma-
roney, tackles; Glenn, Verden and Kelly, guards; Long and Stack,
center; McClintock, quarter; Phee and H. Ludwig, at halves, and
D. Doyle, fullback.
Still another team was organized—the "Eagles"—composed of
the younger students. It is a light but fast aggregation, plays the
game well, and has acquired considerable proficiency in the hand-
ling of the forward pass. It has done battle victoriously three times,
twice with the Tigers, a fast local conbination, and decisively de-
feated the Austin Monarchs, 25 to 5. It has games scheduled with
the "Rivals" and the Highland Park Minors. The team roster con-
sists of Reeve, Beam, Flynn, Baschnagel, Purcell, Burns, Pfeiffer,
Dunleavy, Quail, Hartigan, Gardner, Dever, and Colgan.
Indoor baseball, although almost entirely overshadowed by
football, is still the center of attraction during the noon hour for
the students of the high school and grammar classes. Two leagues
have been organized,— a major, embracing the classes from first to
fourth year high, and a minor, of teams representing the grammar
classes. By a clever application of geometry, seven diamonds were
laid out and the rooters have ample opportunity to witness their fa-
vorite sport, the yard presenting the busy and unusual scene of seven
red-hot ball games transpiring at once. The pennant races are as
yet unsettled, but the intense interest manifested by the younger
students in the "doings" of "our team," assure a successful season.
It is very doubtful whether St. Ignatius will have an indoor team
this winter as our well-nigh invincible combination and especially
star-battery, Kevin and Roberts was broken up by the latter going
to Niagara, and many of the old stars being lost by graduation.
As a result the students will have to save up their vocal energy
until the baseball season returns next Spring.
That the students and especially the younger boys, are taking an
intense interest in athletics and physical culture, was manifested
early in the year by the large number who joined
Gymnasium. the Athletic Association and went in for gymna-
sium work. The gymnasium proper has been en-
larged, or rather more floor space was given by moving out the bas-
ketball floor into the locker and open section, and improved by the
installation of more gymnasium apparatus. The gymnasium presents
a scene of lively activity in off-hours with basketball, punching-bags
and parallel-bar exercise transpiring simultaneously, and with the
large number of students enrolled both for indoor and outdoor work,
the association will surely enjoy a prosperous season.
Thomas Q. Beesley, '10.
We returned to Ex-dom after an unexpectedly protracted ab-
sence to find the dust upon our table scattered by many coat-sleeves
and many changes effected in that strangely fraternal, critical, fault-
finding yet altogether delightful land where Exchange men and ladies
do congregate. We discover several new-comers into our field in the
heap of arrivals—notable among them the Patrician and the St.
Vincent College Journal—to whom we extend the heartiest pos-
sible greeting; we discover that a considerable few have taken to
themselves new and handsome dress and almost require a re-introduc-
tion and with considerable regret learn that some old cronies have
been none too regular in their calls and have not appeared at all
this quarter. We would ask that the ex-editors of the Yale Lit.,
Williams Lit., Smith Monthly, Dartmouth Magazine, Vanderbilt
Observer. Carolinian, Hamilton Lit and U. of Tennessee Magazine
ascertain whether our name is still held on their mailing lists.
As yet the new men on the Exchange department are saying
nothing. All are much occupied trying to look comfortable in their
unaccustomed roles and are much engaged in "outlining policies"
for the adherance to which they will later be branded "freaks" by
their caustic brethren. We believe that in this matter of planning for
action the critic of the U. of Virgnia Magazine has conceived the
situation in most nearly the correct light.
We are tempted to write just a word or two in regard to the
existing grade of short fiction prevalent in those college magazines
which we have the privilege of reading. We are
convinced that it is in this regard that the college
The journals of this country are really weakest and that
Quarter's this is most likely caused by lack of cultivation.
Fiction. Many papers make no effort whatever to secure or
to print student fiction, while those who do make
that an aim produce some really creditable work. In the other re-
spects the student publications of this country seriously threaten the
professional sheets. Verse of every type is ever-abundant and much
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of it is splendid. There is no limit to the topics treated. We must
concur with the Virginia man when he says "The song inspired by
a sweetheart's hair, or the verse dreamed out of moonlight upon
roses
—
provided, of course, that they are good—are apt to express
more of the real emotions of the hearts of young men than can
any ponderous sonnet upon the immortality of the soul." The
verse in the magazine he represents is a splendid example of this
theory. Other papers are bringing out excellent verse. "The
Ceaseless Cry" in the October Dial is among the best of the sonnets,
and "Evening" in the same issue has well sensed imagery and diction.
Neither is there any apparent lack of well penned essays. They
are very evident in the burden of every mail. But in story writing
we do fall behind. There are tales enough, surely, but it is the
readable ones that are rare. All seem to lose sight of that indispen-
sable maxim which every teller of stories should have graved not
only over his desk but on his pen point : "A new thing in an old
way, an old thing in a new way, or a new thing in a new way but
never any old thing in any old way." "The Last Straw" in the
October Laurel and "His Sister" and "The Curse of a Name" in
Blue and White for the same month all evidence lack of applica-
tion of this principle. The first is the old thing in the old way, the
second is a well enough written sketch but has no tale worth telling,
and the third might be a creditable story if spun more cleverly.
But not all the fiction is mediocre, however, and the quarter has
brought us a few quite admirable stories, but as a whole we believe
that amateur tale-writing is deserving of more attention than it is
being given.
We believe that the University of Virginia Magazine for Octo-
ber is the best of our exchanges to reach us this quarter. It still
retains its standard of producing stories of the first
rank. In this issue "The Severed Fingers" is a
Virginia splendidly written yet delightfully ghastly tale of
University Indian Mahatmaism, and "The Daughter of Laza-
Magazine rus," while entirely different in theme and setting,
is equally creditable. Its incident may have been
related before but it is saved from any taint of age by a novel
diction and a sketchy touch which is inimitable. This Magazine is
among the few college organs which print short drama and "Mater
ex Machina" is an acceptable example of this difficult species of
composition. The essay "Early Versifying in Virginia," of which
the diction is only ordinary but the treatment and matter admirable,
and the verse, of which "The Masque" is the best, save the balance
of the number. "Vae Victis" is a sketch of "the seamy side" with
a splendid touch.
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"The Origin and Development of the Elegy" in the Wake
Forest Student is the best literary essay we have received. It evi-
dences almost flawless appreciation and understand-
ing of the theme and the only possible criticism
Wake of it is our denial of the writer's statement that
Forest.. "Unaided by faith and revelation, Reason is utterly
Student unable to look into the Tomb and see more than
'An eternal sleep in a night eternal.' " "The Util-
ization of Waste Products" is very evidently the work of one who
has good opportunity to know his subject and "The Kingmaker
of America" is a good portrait of Alexander Hamilton. The fiction
of the October issue is all below standard but "Called Away" is a
verse containing as perfect imagery as we have read in some time.
We must admire the Student's stand in regard to the abolishment of
hazing.
The Redzvood is one journal which can always be depended on
to retain a splendid standard. Always handsomely dressed, in every
edition it is thoroughly readable on every page.
The "Fool's Luck" is the only story in the October num-
Redwood ber but it not only has a good incident to relate
but its English is easy to read and a certain quaint
humor in the sadness of its ending is masterly. The opening son-
net "Silhouettes" is the good work of an alumnus and there are
two toasts which are worthy of reading.
At beautiful Sinsiniwa they are still publishing the dainty
Young Eagle which seems to surpass perfection with every month.
The ladies of the Mound are still fearful of dipping
into fiction but there is always such a wealth of
The splendid short articles in their production that we
Young. . are almost inclined to forgive them that fault. The
Eagle sketch of the changes at the school, in the Septem-
ber number, and the short bits of verse are among
the best of the work from the Dominican School.
The Nazareth Chimes is one magazine which has advanced
many steps since last we had an opportunity of read-
Nazareth ing it. From being a tiny, modest product, the Oc-
Chimes tober number shows it to have grown into a hand-
some magazine crowded with good things to read.
Our only adverse comment upon it is that it is too generously
filled to make a mere cursory examination of it (and such an
Exchange man's perusal must often be) at all satisfactory.
The issue at hand is replete with tempting verse, much that is good
in prose contributions and a number of very handsome half-tones.
James Emmet Royce, '09.
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THE BLESSEDNESS OF TRIAL.
As soars the gannet in an adverse breeze,
Or rides the tempest in its quest of spoil,
Meets hissing, gulping waves without recoil,
With rigid wing defies the growling seas
—
Our spirit should surmount adversities,
The raging waves of passion, angry broil
;
Their fuming threats a buoyant faith should foil,
Maintain the spirit's graceful poise and ease.
The fury of the blast should bear us higher,
Impart to us the strength of conquered trial,
The strength a sea of trouble cannot tire,
That breaks the spell of gloom with just a smile.
Adversity should feed that holy fire
Aflame with which one triumphs all the while.
J. H. McF.—In Buff and Blue.
MISTAKEN.
"Hello! What place is this, I wonder! Life?
A pleasant place, a rapid pace, so nice,
Good-bye—I'm off—Hello! What a smell!
How hot here! Oh! dear! is this heaven?
—
No
—Schoolman.
"Begorra," old Paddy O'Flaherty cried,
"Yez c'n say what yez like, but that newspaper lied.
It said I c'd see the eclipse if I'd smoke
A small bit of glass. Sure a piece I have broke
And filled up my pipe with the bits nate and small,
And divil a bit c'n I light it at all."
—Wake Forest Student.
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Daniel A. Lord.
HEN Christmas holds its joyful sway,
And holly berries glow
Grim trouble hides itself away
And hearts exultant grow.
For cares and sorrows must depart
At these auspicious times,
When every mind and every heart
Are tuned to Christmas chimes.
Soft laughter brightens every eye
;
A smile curves every lip
;
Unselfish feelings beautify
The pledge of fellowship.
The sternest, seem to grow more kind,
The saddest, smiles at times
;
When every heart and every mind
Are tuned to Christmas chimes.
So let the bells of Christmas ring
That men may catch their notes
And let the carols angels sing
Resound from human throats.
Of Heaven's choir, men seem a part
At those triumphant times
When every mind and every heart
Are tuned to Christmas chimes.
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Cfje Christmas Pa^
Edmund F. Curda, '09.
jHOUGH the people of today live in an age to which the
romance of yore is almost totally unknown, who among us
is so absolutely swayed by the spirit of materialism, as to
be unmoved by a tale of the days when dauntless heroes,
in whose veins the red blood leaped and exulted,
braved countless dangers in the service of their God and of their
king? Such a tale as this will be recounted by the students of St.
Ignatius College in their production of Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's
classic entitled "Richelieu."
It is a story of France. Not the France of today, but the
France of the Bourbons, when Church and State were one. It is a
story of intrigue, of plots and counterplots, of lawless ambition, sel-
fishness and human frailty, a tale now rising to the heights of
tragedy, again softening with pathos, while ever and anon the bells
of comedy are set merrily a-jingling.
The action of the drama lingers upon a conspiracy to unite the
French and Spanish armies, with the intention of dethroning the
French monarch, Louis XIII, who, at that time, occupied the seat
of royalty, was too engrossed in the quest of his own pleasure to
be in the least suspicious, and had not the ever-watchful eyes of
Cardinal Richelieu detected the intrigue, doubtless his majesty would
have proved an easy prey to the scheming conspirators. Richelieu,
to foil this plotting element, hatches a counter-conspiracy against
them. Here it is that the ingratitude of Louis prompts him to visit
the Cardinal with his displeasure. The latter is deposed as prime-
minister, and the appointment given to the king's favorite, who is in
league with the plotters. The plans, having matured, are about to be
put into execution, when a servant of Richelieu obtains possession of
the incriminating documents. These are brought to the king, who,
repenting of his errors, restores Richelieu to his former position and
metes out to the culprits their well-deserved punishment.
The title-role of the Cardinal-statesman, who is the presiding
genius over the welfare of France, will be interpreted by Daniel A.
Lord, '09. Mr. Lord scarcely requires any introduction to the public.
His former successes as "Francois Villon," in "If I Were King," and
as "Armond D'Angelourd," in "The Fool's Bauble," are sufficient
evidence of his talent and skill as an interpreter of heroic roles.
Mr. James Gaughan, he of the stentorian tones, will impersonate
the villain, Count de Baradas, the king's favorite, who succeeds
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Richelieu in the prime-ministry. Mr. Gaughan's performance in
"The Fool's Bauble" may be considered as a fair sample of the
earnestness that characterizes his work.
To Mr. James E. Royce is allotted the character of Louis XIII.
The task of successfully portraying the lack-a-daisical, effeminate,
supercilious monarch, whose chief aim is the indulgence of every
whim and fancy, is by no means easy. Mr. Royce, however, by his
praiseworthy rendition, shows himself fully capable of bearing the
difficult burden.
Mr. John F. Graham, a prominent figure in past elocution and
oratorical contests, has been entrusted with the role of Roland de
Mortimer, the king's ward, which, in the original version of the
drama, was the leading feminine character. Roland is an orphan and
a sincere admirer of de Maupant, whom he commends to the Car-
dinal's friendship, and by whose aid he frustrates the attempt upon
Richelieu's life.
The Chevalier de Maupant, a rolicking, roystering gallant, a
poetic roustabout, and a daring fellow in all, is the principal juvenile
character, to which Augustus Bowe brings a splendid voice and
evidences of remarkable insight.
By his interpretation of the part of Joseph, a Capuchin monk, the
confidant and associate of the prime-minister, and to which he is
admirably suited, Mr. John F. Quinn undoubtedly shows that not
through comedy alone is his skill made manifest.
Mr. Walter Campbell, a novice to the boards, makes his debut
in college dramatics as Gaston, Duke of Orleans, brother to Louis
XIII.
The comedy of the play will be furnished by Mr. George V.
Devitt, as the foppish Sieur de Beringhen, while Clarence Kavanaugh
and Philip Carlin appear as Ffuguet, an officer in Richelieu's house-
hold, and the Captain of Archers, respectively.
At no other time, perhaps, have there been more newcomers in
our college theatricals than this vear. Of these fresh arrivals, Mr.
Lusk, as Clermont, a courtier, Mr. Berghoff, as Francois, Richelieu's
page, and Mr. O'Brien, as the spy, De Lorme, are announced as
seekers after histrionic fame. With them are Messrs. Wralsh, Sbar-
baro and Scott, as the three worthy Secretaries of State.
From the ever-resourceful Glee Club and Academic Choir, the
minor characters, courtiers, pages, conspirators and soldiers, have
been readily recruited. The instrumental music will be supplied by
the College Orchestra, under Mr. Prybl's direction, and the Glee
Club and Academic Choir are to render the necessary vocal numbers.
Mr. Frederick V. Karr, the dramatic instructor, has under his
personal supervision, the entire production in its many and varied
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phases, and if any account may be taken of the happy results of
previous efforts, the ultimate and triumphant success of "Richelieu"
is already assured.
Two matinee performances of the drama will be given on Mon-
day and Tuesday, December 28 and 29, at Power's Theater.
C|)e ffiUmomxy Congress.
Louis C. H. Rockett, 'ii.
As rich October's woods with color glow,
And red runs riot with the brown and gold,
So flaring, brandished banners dazzling flow
In richest furls from latticed roof unrolled
;
The great hall fills with life, and splendor reigns
Where stand the bishops in their gorgeous trains.
We gaze in wonder at this great array,
Zeal-summoned here—clerk, layman, learned sage
From near and far, e'en from remote Cathay
;
What fires within their breasts so burn and rage
To urge them on this holy pilgrimage?
And does that spirit still in ardor glow.
Which dwelt in martyr bosoms long ago?
Yes, still there lives the apostolic zeal,
And still such fervor in these days of strife
As carried martyrs through their woe and weal.
Though through the world the plague of sin is rife,
Yet Faith shines fair and points the higher life,
And Love fires Zeal, as in long garnered days,
To right the wrong, to crown the Truth with bays.
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John F. Graham.
ORD MACAULAY, speaking of his contemplated History
of England, expressed the desire "to produce something
which would, for a few days, supersede the last fashionable
novel on the tables of young ladies." The universal accla-
mation with which his history was immediately received and the
wide popularity it has since maintained amply testify that the novel
manner of treating history is at least not distasteful to young ladies.
Nor is it less so to old ladies, and gentlemen, young and old, to
whom the pursuit of historical studies may be at once a pleasure and
a task.
This idea, however, of treating history in the attractive and
interesting manner of the novel, was not original with Lord Macaulay.
That to make a dead past live vividly again in the mind, history
required the vivifying fires of a great imagination, was known even
to Herodotus and Tacitus. But the great forward stride of putting
this improvement into effect was left to the celebrated Chronicler of
the fall of the Stuarts.
If we consider as a welcome innovation the making of history of
a dead past into an attractive and interesting novel, in fact, making
it in character drawing and racing narrative, a real novel, with what
view are we to take the like treatment of an immediate and we might
almost say, of a living past ? This, Justin McCarthy, in his History
of Our Own Times, has done for England and, in a later day, and for
our own country, Harry Thurston Peck, in his Twenty Years of the
Republic.
This recital of the history of an immediate past, "which lingers
vaguely in the recesses of memory," however much it may be pleas-
ing and profitable to the reader, possesses very many serious and well-
nigh insurmountable difficulties to the writer. Not only is the sig-
nificance and proportion of the matter itself—the historical perspec-
tive blurred and distorted—but also its accessibility and availability
are matters of supreme concern. For to secure information regard-
ing remote or ancient periods, events that have marshalled them-
selves into the proper sequence and proportion to the whole ; means
simply painstaking consultation of the standard authorities, whereas
facts of modern, up-to-date history, paradoxical as the statement may
appear, are isolated and to be secured require a tremendous amount
of reading and reference to newspaper files and contemporaneous
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literature. It requires also, a keen judgment and discrimination to
make a proper selection of appropriate facts from the great mass of
irrelevant and extraneous matter that is available. Add to this the
dispassionate attitude, the personal isolation, required of the author
in regard to events, which have happened around and about him, to
"history in the making," in which, perhaps, he was vitally interested,
and you have a slight conception of the task which a writer of this
species of history sets for himself. He must be a man imbued with a
true historical and literary fervor, and of boundless ability and judg-
ment, who would undertake this work.
Such a man we have in the author of the volume before us.
Doctor Peck has brought to the task the limetless talent which he
has displayed in the professor's chair, the editor's sanctum, and the
publisher's office. The classic lore, with which it abounds in illus-
tration and quotation, the keen insight, philosophical treatment, and
brilliant characterizations ; the remarkable familiarity with men and
events, the knowledge of practical politics displayed ; all these his
previous occupations, pursuits and habits have brought to the work
which an eminent critic has declared to be "the best contribution its
author has made to contemporary literature."
The period also is not unworthy of the best efforts of its gifted
chronicler. From the rise of the Democracy, personified in Cleve-
land in 1885, to the rise, or more fitly, the triumph, of Republicanism
in Roosevelt in 1905—the great events that crowned the close of the
nineteenth century, and the hardly less important ones of the opening
of the twentieth, contain the opportunity which he has seized and
preserved with his pen for the information and pleasure of his
younger readers and the recollection and delight of the older genera-
tion.
If a period were to be chosen with a single eye for its dramatic
intensity it would be very difficult to find another two decades that
could equal it, excepting possibly, the twenty years that included the
Civil War, and the great events immediately preceding and following
it. It was a period quivering with new life, bounding hope, and
conquering ambition. It marked a transition from the visionary
sentimentalism of the Civil War period to the practical material
prosperity of the twentieth century. It included six great political
battles, commercial and financial depression and expansion, the
bloody conquests of war and the bloodless but decisive victories of
peace. It was a period replete with such events and great men par-
ticipating in them, as will be seen only in the brighter and still more
glorious future. All this, and more, with the vivid, varied, scintillat-
ing style of which he is the master. Doctor Peck has caught and
fittingly reproduced in this, his ablest and most enduring work.
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He possesses in an eminent degree the two qualities which Lord
Macaulay postulated for the historian. His first power lies in a
marvelous gift of analyzing and describing character. In this he is
superb. A brilliant word painting, a few vivid, brisk, soul-dissect-
ing sentences, and his character stands revealed before the eyes.
Here, in a few sentences, on which comment is unnecessary, is the
odium which the name of Jay Gould will carry in the memory of
posterity.
Gould was one of the most sinister figures that have ever
flitted, bat-like, across the vision of the American people. Merci-
less, cold-blooded, secretive, apparently without one redeeming trait,
this man for many years had been the incarnation of unscrupulous
greed. A railway wrecker, a corrupter of the judiciary, a partner
of the notorious Fisk, the author of the dreadful panic of Black
Friday, in 1873, when he drove hundreds of victims to ruin, to self-
murder, or to shame, Jay Gould, even at the present day, typifies as
vividly all that is base and foul, as to cause even the mention of his
name to induce the shudderings of moral nausea.
Take also his description of the character of Marcus Alonzo
Hanna, or "Mark Hanna," as he is familiarly known; both as a
business man and in his personal character, as typifying the new
force in government—"the business man in politics."
Hanna, though utterly devoid of even the most rudimentary
morality where "business" was concerned, had still a nature that
was able to attract and win the liking of his associates. He was
intensely human, though his humanity was that of the primeval man.
Big and strong and coarse, he had the primitive instincts developed
almost in excess. He was frankly appetitive, robustly esurient—
a man of might}' longings and unconcealed desires. It was said of
him that every want of his became at once a lust, to be sated greedily
and in the very moment of its birth.
Business with him was a warfare, and it was warfare a outrance.
In his commercial strife he presented an analogy, not to the
duelist nor even to the champion of the prize-ring, both of whom are
governed by a rigorous code, but rather to the savage rough-and-
tumble fighter who bites and gouges when body blows are found
to be of no avail. * * *
But not only does the ability of the author to analyze and draw
characters as vividly as in a novel, entitle this work to a large amount
of consideration, but also the philosophy of summarizing and gen-
eralizing deserves some investigation. In history, it is important also
to trace social growth with its causes and effects. To properly ac-
quire the historical perspective, however, a long stretch of years
for comparison and contrast is required. Doctor Peck has notably
in his last chapter, entitled "The Transformed Republic," shown his
ability in this direction also. The central fact of his twenty years, he
points out, was the culmination of a slow process of evolution which
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had been going on gradually and almost imperceptibly from the very
foundation of our government. Though hampered and retarded by
Revolution, cross-purposes, divergent interests, inimical customs,
Civil War and Reconstruction, true National Unity was attained.
It required but the summons of the tocsin, calling alike North,
South, East and West to the defense of the honor of their common
country, threatened by a hostile European power, to cement the
National Unity, which had steadily been gaining pace.
In this, his closing chapter, Doctor Peck has struck a note to
which the heart of every truly patriotic American will respond. In
a masterly summary he describes the trend of our affairs steadily
upward through corruption, selfishness, defiance and evasion of law,
as shown in our literature, commercial relations, society and politics.
Regarding the future of America his philosophy consists in a know-
ing and trusting optimism. The verification of his belief we hope will
again be found as it was when uttered in the midst of storm and
stress by the Great Emancipator, "Why should there not be a patient
confidence in the ultimate justice of the people?"
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James Emmet Royce.
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ENEATH my lattice long ago
There sang an old quartette
;
With measured melody and slow,
Beneath my lattice long ago,
They sang in accents sweet and low
;
I seem to hear them yet.
Tenor the first sang a much be-frilled part
With tremulous triplets of most flawless art,
His top-most tones wavered,
His falsetto quavered,
He shrilled out his notes through his nose.
Tenor the second just carried the air
And warbled his way in a devil-may-care
Sort of fashion that sounded
—
Each melody rounded
—
Like the soughing south wind heavy laden with rose.
The barytone carved out a path of his own
With a wealth of harmonics, a sweetness of tone
That blended chords mellow
—
No one like its fellow
Into music of wonderful grace.
The basso just rumbled and grumbled along
And bore with great gusto his share of the song.
With something that savoured
Of bull-frogs that favoured
The neighboring bogs with the deep of their bass.
Beneath my lattice long ago
There sang this old quartette
;
They sang in accents sweet and low.
Beneath my lattice long ago,
I'd give most anything I know
If I could hear them vet.
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Segrinfc %ty Hills.
James Emmet Royce.
XD it came about that late in the fourth year of the
war Early had driven Sheridan's lines from their
strong position on Cedar Creek and rested his own tired,
triumphant, gray-clad troops in the valley of the Shen-
andoah. Darkness fell as the last of the pursuers reined in
their horses and returned exhausted to the new encampment. Be-
low him, as his gaze wandered down into the valley below, a South-
ern picket watched the red flame rush upward from fresh camp-fires
and blur in the soft, insistent mist which seeped through the cool air
of October.
The picket was very much of a boy that night. The gray
smothering damp closed in around him and absently he watched the
figures in the valley fade and grow dim while his thoughts leaped
away across the hills into the town that straggled behind them. His
heart was very light and he felt very young. He thought of trust-
ful, laughing eyes which waited him there, and of one who would be
his when Lee should march his gray-coats into the streets of Wash-
ington. It was her rose then—a crisp, withered, precious thing
—
that he drew from his coat and, dropping the lines upon the bay's
neck, kissed behind the old moon's back.
The silken air bore to him the sound of an approaching horse-
man, and he wheeled his mount across the road-way. The oncoming
animal swerved and jangled to a halt as his rider jerked a sudden
rein.
"Down off your horse, and give the word !" The picket had
thought the words would stick and he was surprised at the ease with
which they came to his lips.
The rider dropped to the ground. He hesitated just a moment
before he spoke.
"Haven't got the pass-word, cap.," lightly, "I'm not in the
army. Just riding
—
" He stopped short. The moon's light was
shining directly on the outpost's face. The stranger swung out his
hand and bared his head.
''Why, Dave Farworth ! by all the states !" he almost shouted.
The young Southerner looked for a moment into the other's
deep eyes and the light of recognition shone in his own. He had
known him years ago, it seemed, up North, long before the division
of '6 1, when they had been college mates.
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*'Dick Thomas," he spoke at last, "I thought you were miles
away, up in Jersey. They told me you had settled there. What
strange chance brings you South now, and what sends you clattering
over hostile country by night?"
The other hesitated in turn. Then, ''Business
—
," he answered
slowly. A pause, and then he added, "and—a girl."
''As usual !" The answer was sharp and quick, with almost the
echo of irony in it. Dick Thomas' affairs of the heart had been the
joke of his college days and a constant phrase among his companions.
"So, you have been playing with hearts again, Master Dick. I
had thought you would abandon that on your commencement."
Again the newcomer was silent for a moment. "Don't jump
too quickly, Dave," he warned. "It is just possible that my play-
days are over. Perhaps I may be serious tonight."
"But tell me, how does it happen that you gallop from your fair
one by night ?"
"I suppose I'll have to tell you all of it. You see she's a South-
ern girl. Met her years ago. I was in the South before '61 and have
stayed here—Mobile and Richmond—since then. Came up through
the town back there a week ago on my way North, intending to
get my papers there and pass the lines next week. Didn't know you
had moved up this far. But there the girl came in. Met as soon
as I arrived and have been with her every moment since. When this
cursed war is over I'll marry her."
"Ah, you love her then ?" Again there was that quiet suspicion
of a sneer in the Southerner's quiet voice.
Thomas was silent only a moment.
"As I love my life!" he said.
"And may I ask what fair goddess of our tiny town has thus
charmed the butterfly into a dove?" Almost before the question
framed itself, Farworth's heart answered it for him. He knew that
there was only one maid in that settlement behind the hills capable
of the transformation. He hardly heard the other's reply which con-
firmed his almost unthought fear. That crumbling rosebud seemed
to sear his flesh as with hot ashes.
He strove to find the same light tone when he spoke again.
"And does it happen that the lady fair is sufficiently honored by
your affection to return it?"
The banter left Thomas' voice. "If I can reach Washington
tonight," he said, "and this conflict spares both of us. we are to
be married in the tiny church behind the hills yonder, at its close."
The Southerner's grip tightened on his bridle rein and the
brown rose crumbled to dust in his finders.
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"Thomas," he said, and it seemed that he was speaking from
the depth of some great pit, "for ten minutes I shall be deaf and
blind. The road to your right will put you in the Union capital
before sunrise."
The spirit of the great rebellion had long been dead and a purer,
nobler union had risen from the fast cooling forge of war when they
met again. It was many miles closer to the sunset horizon, where the
white lumber of a new settlement encroached upon the wilderness.
For a second time it was chance that led them together.
They both spoke of that night in the Valley of the Shenandoah.
The Southerner's first thought was of the maid. Her name sprung
unconsciously to his lips.
"Dorothy?" answered Thomas hazily, as if with an effort to
remember. "Oh, you mean Mistress Hatheway—the girl from be-
hind the hills. Why I haven't seen her since that night."
"You have not seen her since that night?"
"No."
"But, man, what of the things you told me then?"
"About going to marry the girl? Fiction, my boy, even-
word of it. Surely you did not think me serious. I never saw her
but once in my existence. The fairy tale in which I placed her then
was only the first wild story that sprung into my brain when I
stumbled upon you at the cross-roads and her name the first which
flashed upon me."
"You never saw her but once." Farworth repeated the words
dully as if he hardly realized their import. "But, Dick, tell me then,
what took you into the valley that night?"
"The greatest of good fortune. I was wearing the blue of the
Union scouts. The news I carried that night brought Sheridan
from Winchester! But the girl, David; do you know her?"
"Know her, Dick? God grant that I still do and that she still
is waiting for me there behind the hills. I am going back to her
today."
The soft, mellow radiance of a thousand hidden lights, a floor
waxed to glassy smoothness, the sweet sighing of violins from one
hidden corner, the silver ripple of mandolins from some further
point, a chattering, ceaseless flow of gaily costumed men and women,
a lulling murmur of conversation like the crooning of a million bees
—the old-fashioned Southern festival of Christmas. A sweet-faced
Marguerite in soft white gown on the arm of a laughing open-
faced Mephisto ; a dozen St. Nicholases tiptoeing about the room
—portly, preoccupied men bearing loaded sacks of the season's
good things ; white-armed milk-maids pirouetting with swains in
many-colored calico.
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He found her on the broad white-pillared verandah where the
star light wetted the blossoms of the honeysuckle and the soft shad-
ows melted one into the other. The low sob of a violoncello came
out to them. It was Traitmerei—Dreaming. He went to her and
they both felt that the world was very good
W\)<xt is 3Ltfe ?
Edward A. Scott, 'ii.
Oh ! what is life ?
Is it an endless chain of years,
Fretted with joy, bedewed by tears,
Brightened by hopes, darkened by fears?
Ah! what is life?
Is it a stage on which must play,
Man and his fortunes, day by day,
From golden youth to silver gray?
Ah ! what is life ?
Is it a journey we must make
O'er rugged paths, thru tangled brake
;
Nor count each wearied footstep's ache?
Ah ! what is life ?
Is it a battle all must fight
With world and self, from morn till night,
While false seems true and wrong seems right
Ah! what is life?
No. Life is not but a chain of years,
A journey long, through a vale of tears,
A time of trials, of hopes and fears,
Far more, is life.
Tis the Master's gift in the steward's hand,
To be ever used, at his Lord's command ;
That makes him heir to the promised land,
All this is life.
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Cfje Spirit of Cfjrtstmass*
Daniel A. Lord.
CROSS from me and on the other side of my table stood
the spirit of Christmas. Though he had not as yet spoken
a word I knew him at once to be that spirit whose magic
wand causes Christmas trees to grow, holly berries to
blush and merry hearts to kindle with love. From his per-
son was wafted the faint odor of pine wood, of mistletoe, yes, even
of roasting turkey, blended with the more pungent odors of burning
tapers and incense. His features were wreathed in a smile whose
beauty I had seen mirrored in a thousand faces ; and from his being
there seemed to issue a cheery glow, mixed with a certain sense of
sanctity and holiness.
For a moment I gazed at him in silence; then emboldened by
his tranquil air of encouragement I said
:
"Spirit of Christmas—for even the dullest could know your oft
reflected features—tell me of what essence you are that all so wel-
come you to their homes ? Tell me what is the secret of that charm
which permeates your presence, and, on your going, leaves behind a
memory of love and charity."
The Spirit of Christmas smiled even more sweetly than b'-fore.
When he spoke his voice sounded like the silvery tones of Christmas
chimes.
"You seek to know, rash youth, the secret of my charm. You
ask me of what I, the Spirit of Christmas, am formed. I answer
;
can you analyze the laugh of a child ? Can you learn the secret of a
mother's love? Can you dissect a saint's devotion? Can you dis-
cover of what self-sacrifice is made? When you can tell me these
secrets, then will you be able to learn the mystery of my being."
Disconsolately I turned away.
"Are you then, happy spirit, of an essence so complex that mor-
tal minds cannot comprehend your nature?"
"Mortal minds can judge me by my works, and in my labors see
my essence reflected. Come," and around his head he slowly waved
a wand, the branch of an evergreen, tipped with mistletoe and twined
with holly; "you shall go with me upon my yearly round. Perhaps
from my effects you can learn my essence which otherwise you must
seek in vain to know."
Softly from the street beneath came the strains of a Christmas
carol, sung by some pedestrian laden, doubtless, with parcels bound
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in love and tied with good will. Softly and mysteriously the song
died away, and before my eyes the walls of my room widened and
extended ; and e'er I could gain time for surprise, I found myself in
a large, spacious apartment, lined with tables. It was the mess room
of a man-of-war.
About the tables, laughing and chatting over their Christmas
"spread," sat three hundred sailors. In the eye of each burned the
light which glows only at Christmas, and on the face of each gleamed
the Smile of Christmas. Presently the Captain, his face too, wreathed
in the omnipresent smile, entered and after a tactful little speech,
began to distribute the mass of presents gathered in one end of the
room. There were presents from tar to tar ; from sailors to officers
;
from friends abroad ; but each was accompanied by a jest and a
round of congratulation.
"This is my work;'' said the Spirit of Christmas.
"Then," said I, "your essence is good fellowship."
The spirit smiled enigmatically, and as he smiled the mess
room with its light hearted company of comrades melted away, and
in its place I saw the gloomy outlines of a shop. About hung coats
of all descriptions; articles of various degrees of value were sus-
pended from hooks ; and in the show case was a quantity of cheap
jewelry. Presently a man, pale and worn, entered, and, after a
moment's conference with the man behind the counter, drew off his
overcoat, handed it over reluctantly, and received a small sum of
money in return. Then, with the wind biting into his bones and the
snow covering his thinly clad body with ermine, he set out into the
night in the direction of a brilliantly lighted toy shop. Once inside,
his purchase, a huge doll, was quickly made, and his weary steps led
him to his barren home, and to the child who had cried for a
Christmas gift. And as she seized the doll and in rapture pressed
it to her heart, the Smile of Christmas illumined the eyes of father
and child.
"This is my work," said the Spirit of Christmas.
"It must be, then," I said ; "that your essence is self-sacrifice."
My guide looked serious for a moment.
"Without some grain of self-sacrifice," he said, "the Spirit of
Christmas could not live."
Once more the scene, like a dissolving lantern slide, disappeared,
only to be replaced by one of great beauty and splendor. It was the
library in a home of wealth. About a giant tree, resplendent with
lights and ornaments, danced a group of laughing, beautifully clad
children. Their friends and relatives gathered near by were assort-
ing the presents into piles, singing, jesting and laughing all the
while. And on the faces of all -was the Smile of Christmas.
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"This, too, is my work," said the Spirit of Christmas, but his
tone was not so jubilant or proud as before.
"Is your essence, then," I asked, "made up of laughter and of
merriment ?"
"You are to judge," he answered, and while he spoke, the
library was slowly dissipated, and before my eyes arose another
scene. It was a room filled almost to the ceiling with baskets whose
contents overflowed their sides. A group of men and women, weary
from their labors, yet still smiling, were dispensing the baskets to a
line of wan, hungry people. And those who had entered the room
with a weary, dragging step, and stolid, expressionless countenances,
left it with a quicker, brisker walk, and the Smile of Christmas on
their faces.
"This, too, is my work," said the Spirit of Christmas.
"Charity, then," I said, "must be your essence."
Even as I spoke, another transition took place, and I saw a
brilliantly lighted stage on which were a number of persons who
laughed and danced to the vast enjoyment of the audience: Presently
the curtain fell, and from the stage the actors filed. One of their
number, a young girl, passed slowly toward her dressing room, and
beneath the grease paint, there was no Smile of Christmas. For-
gotten by the folks at home and on Christmas Day no token had
reached her from the loved ones. As the door of her dressing room
closed behind her, she threw herself into a chair, and sobbed without
restraint. Alone, far from home, and forgotten by home, her grief,
long smothered in her breast, burst forth. Presently there was a
knock at the door, and a messenger handed her a package. "From
the Folks at Home," the inscription reads. A moment's tearful
hesitation, and then from out the clouds breaks forth the Smile of
Christmas.
"If this be your work," I said, "then the love of home must be
your essence."
Again the magic wand of my guide revolved, and once again
the scene revolved with it. And this time I gazed upon the crowded
aisle of a large department store. Through it surged an apparently
endless stream of humanity. Behind the counters tired clerks ran
hither and thither, dragging clown cases, measuring off goods and
displaying their wares. There was a constant movement as of
some mighty current ; hats were knocked awry, garments torn,
articles lost, and feet trampled upon. Men and women jostled each
other ruthlessly, yet there was no sign of anger, no hot or indignant
words. It seemed as if the sprig of holly fastened to the breasts
of most in that human current, was a charm which warded off bad
temper, and preserved the Christmas spirit. All were bound on the
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same errand ; the purchase of Christmas presents, and it seemed that
the knowledge of a kindred object made each shopper respect the
rights of all the others. And on the faces of all gleamed the Smile of
Christmas.
"Here, too, you see my work," said the Spirit of Christmas.
"Then your essence must be nothing else than the spirit of giv-
ing,*' I replied, as my eyes gazed upon that vast army of Christmas
shoppers.
The Spirit of Christmas was silent for a moment, than he said
:
"Rash youth, you have seen my works ; and in each you thought
you perceived my essence. The Spirit of Christmas, it is true, is the
spirit of charity, of self-sacrifice, of laughter, of good-fellowship and
of giving. But it is more than that." And as he spoke the scene
slowly faded from my sight.
For a moment there was darkness, then there appeared the beams
of a star which glowed at first with a soft light, then gradually grew
brighter and still more bright. I looked at my guide, and his head
was bowed. Together in silence we stood for a moment or so, then
as I looked up again, I perceived that the star, now shining with a
marvelous luster, was hovering over a church. From the steeple
there suddenly burst forth the triumphant peal of chimes—chimes
that heralded another Christmas day—chimes whose every stroke
thrilled with the knowledge of another Christmas dawn. In answer
to that summons there came with reverential step and radiant mien
a host of worshippers. Moved by one common impulse they entered
the church : swayed by one common act they knelt at the foot of the
altar, impelled by one common gratitude, they raised their voices in
a paean of praise to the Saviour born for man on the first Christmas
Day. And as they slowly filed again from the church, on the face
of each was visible the Smile of Christmas.
"And this is my work," said the Spirit of Christmas.
"Then your essence is
—
" and I stopped, at a loss for words.
"My essence is," his voice was soft with reverence, "the love of
man for man, which Christ the Saviour taught when He, who loved
man so much, lay a babe in Bethlehem."
As he finished, a radiant light spread over his face, and I knew
it to be the glorified Smile of Christmas. A moment more and he
was gone : but through my window gleamed the star, and on the
breezes came the swelling anthem, "Adeste Fideles."
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Cf)e jfootfmli banquet
Thomas Quinn Beesley.
N the evening of Wednesday, December 2, in the banquet
room of Sodality Hall, a custom new in the annals of the
college was inaugurated—the football banquet. The hall
was festooned with maroon and gold bunting, while St.
Ignatius pennants graced the walls. Nearly one hundred
guests were present, consisting of members of the faculty, alumni and
law school, the senior class and football team. The delectable viands
were served by Thornton. After the fragrant Havanas had been
lighted, the banqueters composed themselves to listen to the opening
remarks of the toastmaster, Mr. Clarence Mercer, introducing the
Rev. President of the College, Father Burrowes. Father Burrowes
chose for his subject "College Spirit," and dwelt on athletics and
their part in its fostering and promotion. Father Rector concluded
with an expression of his idea of the relation athletics should bear to
college life and the meaning of this first football banquet.
Mr. J. Francis Quinn, '09, was then called upon to render the
college song, "Ignatius' Name," the banqueters joining in the ring-
ing chorus. The toastmaster next called upon Mr. Carroll, the man-
ager of the eleven. Mr. Carroll responded with some of "the woes of
a manager's life," and concluded with a neat eulogy of the team.
Messrs. Lord and Quinn then entertained the gathering with popular
songs from current operas, the voices of the banqueters swelling each
chorus. Mr. Joseph Rylands, captain of the 'varsity, was next re-
quested by Mr. Mercer to address the assembly. Mr. Rylands re-
sponded with a brief but earnest speech, reviewed the team's record,
bestowing well-merited praise, and concluded by presenting the coach,
Mr. Dougherty, with a token of the team's regard, a handsome silk
umbrella.
Mr. Dougherty responded simply but stirringly, thanking Mr.
Rylands for the gift and spirit in which it was made. He then passed
on to the trying position a coach occupies and set forth the influence
athletics should exert on college spirit. Mr. Dougherty made a
strong plea for clean athletics, scoring a decided hit when he said,
"We don't want football at St. Ignatius the way it is at some schools
where window washing constitutes the curriculum of certain star
players." The coach concluded with a stirring appeal to greater
efforts by students and alumni in supporting college affairs, but
especially athletics, sitting down amid hearty applause. Mr. Mc-
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Govern, an alumnus, was next called upon to entertain the audience
with popular songs, after which Mr. Mercer requested the Reverend
Director of Athletics to address the gathering. Father Breen re-
sponded briefly, explaining the difficulties besetting the team, praised
what they had accomplished and concluded with a neat compliment
to the manager, Mr. Carroll. In his concluding remarks, the toast-
master, Mr. Mercer, reviewed the various remedies suggested by the
speakers of the evening, expressing the hope that benefit would result
if all co-operated in their application. After reminiscences of his
college athletics days and the growth of the present gymnasium he
promised to recognize speakers from the banquet if any wished to
address the assembly. Mr. Dan Meaney, an old football and base-
ball hero, was suggested, Mr. Meaney discussing briefly a remark of
the coach's relative to encouraging the team and individual players
by cheering. Mr. Joseph Finn, another old gridiron hero, was called
for and he responded with an eloquent little speech, interspersed with
humorous memories of his college days, and concluded with a pledge
to take increased interest in the achievements of his Alma Mater. Mr.
Ignatius Doyle, our brilliant fullback, who had been endeavoring to
escape observation, was singled out with great appluase to address
the banqueters. Mr. Doyle replied briefly, pledging in the name of
his class their future support of college affairs and especially athletics.
At the toastmaster's suggestion the banqueters arose in a halo of
cigar smoke, rendered all the stirring college yells, and adjourned.
College spirit, and its promotion, was the keynote of this first foot-
ball supper, and it is to be hoped that the enthusiasm and spirit
aroused bv the assemblv mav bear definite fruit
!
5Tfr=S-
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Btecarfceti
OR
THE BROKEN FOUNTAIN PEN."
E. F. Curda.
HE race is run, my mission o'er
;
The virgin page I'll mar no more.
With winged point no more I'll trace
The fleeting words that leap apace
Nor jumble ciphers at his will
On paper-block or better still
On handy cuff, no more for me,
Save sweet and soothing memory.
II
It seems as yesterday. The ink
Again I feel within me shrink
And trickle through my slender throat,
As guided by his hand I wrote
His themes and exercises all.
Then came that memorable fall.
When plunging headlong to the floor,
My labors ceased ; I write no more.
Ill
Alas ! My sun of joy has set.
But be it so. I'll ne'er forget
How oft I trembled at the touch
Of feverish fingers, as he'd clutch
My frame, and nervously confide.
That I must help him stem the tide
Of work undone. I say, no more.
The race is run, my mission o'er.
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Greetings.
Once again we stand on the threshold of the Christmas Holi-
days. Once again we draw near to that season in which all the
nations of Christendom rejoice in the new-born Saviour. Once
again we approach that gladsome time when the hearts of men the
world over are filled with love and charity. It is particularly at
Christmas, that most holy feast of the year, that the world seems to
awake to a sense of the greatness of God's love for man and the
primal duty of a love for one's neighbor. It is at that holy season
that in the exchange of gifts is typified the numberless gifts of God
to man, made possible by His sacred nativity. To you, then, kind
friends of the Collegian, the staff extends its very heartiest wishes
that the blessings of a holy and a happy Christmas may be showered
upon you by the new-born King.
D. A. L.
That College Band.
We want to say just a word or two for that trio of musicians,
who braved the November blast to play the airs of Ignatius at our
Turkey Day game. We have said enough about Ignatian spirit.
That much of that great feeling does exist was plainlv evidenced
by the well-filled bleachers when we met St. Viateur's and by the
number who were seated at the gridiron banquet. But for that tiny
embryo of what is one day to be our college band, we do not think
we can say too much—not alone for the players themselves, but for
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that which their appearance typified and for the possibility which
they opened then. With musical societies of repute such as ours
have earned, it is odd that the inauguration of a college band was not
made many years ago. Let not St. Ignatius suffer to slip from her
fingers a splendid opportunity for development which may not come
again.
Do not speak of their success. What matter if they did flat a
chord or jump a measure here and there. Remember they were
only three and had not the support of a drum, and only had the veri-
est shadow of cheering. Think of what they and others may be in
another year, when every score shall evoke a fresh strain of our
college music, if only the work which they have begun be not allowed
to go for naught.
J. E. R.
"Non Prius Audita."
From time to time some new genius arises to alter the settled
conviction of centuries and destroy the admiration of the world for
one of its idols. Thus Shakespeare was an ignorant brewer who
never wrote the plays associated with his name; Milton was a do-
mestic tyrant ; Goldsmith was a bore ; and now we learn that Horace
was a press agent ! The verses that have charmed and delighted
scholars, students and casual readers for centuries, were mere "ads"
for certain choice Roman vintages, according to a lecture on "Wine
In Roman History," delivered by Guglielmo Ferrero, the Italian
historian, before the Lowell Institute of Boston, on November 30.
In his lecture Prof. Ferrero volunteered the startling information
that Quintus Horatius Flaccus had been enjoying false laurels and
his poems were mere creations to immortalize Falernian, Calabrian
and other ancient brands. If Horace was press agent for Mae-
cenas' wine industries, his modern successors' efforts seem pitiful
by comparison, for his "wine ads" have enjoyed over nineteen cen-
turies of fame and publicity. The absurdity of the thing is mani-
fest and the attitude of the press commendable in treating the
matter as a joke, both editorially and in cartoon. Such a state-
ment in the face of opinions of the most competent critics of the
centuries and despite the certified facts, is enough to make the
stony face of the Sphinx relax into a broad smile. Opinions, start-
ling and often amusing, are given vent to periodically by learned
and eminent men ! We expect them, but this latest sidelight on
Horace is a masterpiece worthy of comment. Never more may we
accept without searching scrutiny the 'pocula veteris Massici' of
book first, or watch Thaliarchus draw the 'quadrimitm Sabina me-
rum diota in the ninth. We must hereafter regard suspiciously
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ode twentieth, 'Ad Maecenatem' and the now famous twenty-first
ode of book three, Ad Amphora ('amphora' means stein) !
And never again will we peruse unsuspectingly the twelfth ode of
book four 'Ad Vergilium' and other passages where Horace adds
local color by the ruby glow of his favorite Falernian. Pondering
on our latest information we may well regard in a new light the
poet's pardonable pride in "cxegi monumentum aere perennius."
As a press agent he has "made good !"
T. Q. B.
For three days in the early part of November, to-wit : the 9th,
10th and nth, the students of St. Ignatius College were exempt
from the regular routine of study and class work. No, kind reader,
it was not a jubilee celebration nor yet a princely concession on
account of the convening of the Catholic Missionary Congress, but
the annual Retreat, set for an early date in accordance with a re-
cently inaugurated custom.
As usual the boys were divided into two sets ; the senior divi-
sion, filing into the lower Church, were placed under the guidance
and direction of the Rev. Father Spaulding, S. J., while the Juniors
gathered in the students Chapel where the Rev. James McCarthy
urged them to consider their relations with the Master.
Father Spaulding, who is stationed at Milwaukee, though per-
sonally a stranger to the student body was, nevertheless, through
the medium of his highly interesting works, not entirely unknown
to them; for where is the Catholic college boy, who has not been
thrilled by the stirring events so vividly narrated in "The Cave by the
Beech Fork" and "the Sheriff by the Beech Fork."
The exemplary attendance of the students at the early Com-
munion Mass on the Thursday morning following the exercises
gave ample proof that they had resolutely and earnestly responded
to the efforts of the worthv fathers.
The College faculty this year is truly setting before us a whole-
some intellectual banquet in the form of repeated and instructive
lectures. The recent talks of Mr. Raupert on Spiritualism seem to
have been but a foretaste of what the future held in store.
On November 18, Dr. Cigrand, Dean of the Chicago Evening
News Lecturing Bureau entertained the collegians with an illus-
trated lecture on "Catholic Contributions to American Liberty."
Though a non-Catholic, the Doctor proved himself remarkably well-
versed in the Catholic historv of America. Beginning- with the dis-
From " Richelieu"
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covery of the continent by Columbus, he traced the vein of Catholic
activity throughout the different centuries and brought to light
points of which many Catholics are themselves unaware. It was
Columbus, a Catholic, who made the United States of today a pos-
sibility and it was the unremitting labor of Catholics from that time
to the present that has played a most conspicuous part in the preser-
vation of American liberty.
On November 20, the Rev. Joseph Casey, D.D., one of the ora-
tors of the recent Catholic Missionary Congress, appeared to explain,
for our benefit, the situation existing in the Philippines today. Fr.
Casey's remarks were refreshingly informal and partook more of
the nature of a confidential chat, than a regular set lecture.
After commenting upon the general topography, resources and
wealth of the Philippines, particularly of Luzon, and attributing the
latter's lack of progress to the existing tariff system between the
United States and her insular possessions, the Rev. Doctor launched
into a spirited condemnation of those writers who have charged
the native priests and missionaries with laziness and immorality.
As a resume of his statements on this score we quote the following:
''Nowhere on the face of the earth can there be found priests
who are as painstaking and who suffer more hardships than the
very fathers who are today laboring in the Philippines, and who are
characterized as 'Monsters of Immorality' by those who have never
even visited the islands."
To the students, from the Juniors down to the members of the
First Grammar Class, November is rife with fears and dark fore-
bodings. It is then that the different classes are haled before a
Tribunal of Inquisition, consisting of the Reverend President, the
Vice-President and their respective professors, to answer to the
charge "Ignorance of the Matter." Though this may sound form-
idable, nevertheless, the number of unfortunates who fail to clear
themselves, is extremely small. From all current reports the speci-
mens of this year have been conducted with satisfaction to all parties
concerned.
:{c ^ af:
The Annual Memorial Mass for the deceased professors and
students of St. Ignatius College, was celebrated in the upper Church,
on Monday morning, November 23. The Rev. Alexander Burrowes
S. J. acted as Celebrant, Rev. Father Weiand, as Deacon and Mr.
Tallmadge as Subdeacon while the Vice-President of the College,
Father Cassilly, S. ]., delivered the sermon of the day.
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The following College students teach Catechism on Sundays,
at the Italian Church, on Forquer Street. The director, Mrs. William
Amberg, speaks highly of the work they are doing.
James L. Foley, Edward Del Beccaro, Alfred Lambeau, James
R. Ouinn, Edmund Curda, Michael Killgallon, Luke Carey, Fred
Happel, George Devitt, William Madden. There are also three
former students amongst the Catechists ; Charles Doyle, Philip
Byrne and Thomas Cleary.
Edmund F. Curda, '09.
Hmcoin College of ilato.
The following courses of special lectures will be delivered at
the rooms of the Lincoln College of Law, in the Ashland Block,
Chicago, to the faculty and students of said College and their friends,
on Monday evenings during the Winter and Spring terms, at 8
o'clock, P. M.
:
Jan. 11, 18, 25, 1909. Lecturer, Hon. Judge Brown (Appel-
late Court), 3 lectures. Subject: The Law of Littoral and Riparian
rights in Illinois, with special reference to rights of property holders
on shores of Lake Michigan.
Feb. 1 and 8, 1909. Lecturer, Hon. Chief Justice Olson (Muni-
cipal Court), 2 lectures. Subject: Practice in Municipal Court in
Civil and Criminal Cases.
Feb. 15, 22, and Mar. 1, 1909. Lecturer, Hon. M. L. McKinley
(Civil Service Commission), 3 lectures. Subject: The Illinois
Civil Service Law.
Mar. 8, 1909. Lecturer, Hon. Judge Carter (Supreme Court),
1 lecture. Subject: The Jury System.
Mar. 15, 22, 29, 1909. Lecturer, Hon. A. N. Waterman (For-
merly of Appellate Court), 3 lectures. Subject: The Constitution of
the United States.
Apr. 5, 12, 19, 26, 1909. Lecturer, Geo. W. Warvelle, Esq.
Four lectures on Principles of Jurisprudence. 1.—Rights, 2.—Per-
sons, 3.—Things, 4.—Acts and Events.
May 3, 1909. Lecturer, Hon. Chief Justice Olson, 1 lecture.
Subject : Preparation for Trial in Criminal Cases.
May 10, 1909. Lecturer, Geo. W. Warvelle, Esq. 1 lecture.
Subject : The Study of Cases.
May 17, and 24, 1909. Lecturer, Hon. E. F. Dunne (Ex-
Judge of Circuit Court and Ex-Mayor of Chicago), 2 lectures.
Subject : The Writ of Habeas Corpus.
An interesting and expectant audience filed into the College
Auditorium on Wednesday afternoon, November 25, to hear the
Thanksgiving Concert, the first complete musical program we have
heard this year. From the opening overture by the College Orches-
tra, to the grand finale by the entire musical body, the attention of
the listeners was centered without interruption upon the stage,
and though no individual "stars" or surprises were heard, it was
an evenly balanced and enjoyable program. The orchestra was in
excellent form. The three bass violins have worked wonders by
way of aiding the violins and 'cellos to obtain more harmonious
effects.
The opening number by the College orchestra, "The Marche Mili-
taire" by Schubert was played with zest and spirit, and though its
composer is highly classic in his work, still the least educated in
music cannot refrain from tapping his foot to the swinging rhythm
of "Militaire." A popular march by one of our popular authors
was given as an encore.
Mr. Leo Sebastian, for some years a piano student at the
College and an excellent musician ; next played Konski's "Reveil
du Lion." Although we would rather have heard something more
classic and likewise more difficult from Mr. Sebastian, as we are
certain he is capable of handling more difficult numbers, still the
ever-popular "Awakening of the Lion" gave him a fair opportunity
to display his talent, and he was heartily applauded for his work.
The Academic Choir still holds first place for numbers, and we
believe, judging from the length of time it took the youngsters to
march onto the stage, their ranks have increased marvelously since
last year. They sang Gracte's "Before the Sun awakes the Morn,"
a not too difficult number yet one requiring some range on the part
of the soprano and effective shading on the part of all for its proper
interpretation. It was sung very well indeed by the youthful song-
sters.
Mr. Elmer Spiegel, our one-time star soprano, and champion
gold medal abductor in the violin class, played Accolay's Concerto
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for the violin with the last movement. While Mr. Spiegel had to
surrender to time his charming soprano voice, which we so often
listened to with pleasure, we are happy to say that he entertains as
royally with his bow as he did with his voice, and the Concerto gave
ample proof of this fact. In response to the insistent applause, a
"Reverie," by Powers was played. The College orchestra then
took us far across the seas and escorted us through picturesque
Vienna with Ziehrer's descriptive "Vienna Beauties." Evidently
everybody is willing to take the trip again as no one complained
of sea-sickness. The Select Choir, with Master Oink as soloist,
next sang "Come Where the Fields are Beaming" by Kunkel. This
is the second member of the Oink family to win recognition as a
lyric soprano, William Oink of last year's graduating class having
sung the solos in the Academic Choir in its first days. The new
boys were slightly nervous on the occasion of their debut into
musical circles, but in a few months we expect they will be singing
like "old timers."
The ever-popular Glee Club, and always capable entertainers
gave a delightful rendition of Park's medley of popular airs, mean-
ing by popular, not so much newness, as staunch fighters of old
age, for the numbers included the "Tra La" song from the "Mi-
kado," "Annie Rooney" and "Every Day'll be Sunday bye and bye."
The encore was a far better number. Berchiere's descriptive and
lilting war song : "At the Beat of the Drum." This number was re-
ceived with great enthusiasm.
After the orchestra played Lincoln's "Baldwin Commandery,"
the entire musical body, Glee Club orchestra and choir, played and
sang our stirring College song "Ignatius Boys," which was greeted
with rapturous applause. This concluded the very interesting pro-
gram.
As we have remarked before, we have attended many Thanks-
giving concerts, but never have we heard one given with such even-
ness and balance. Perhaps we are like the small boy who preferred
to have a little less jam and have it spread thinner so that it would
cover the whole slice of bread ; for we prefer less "big" numbers,
if the whole program keeps an even standard. We likewise agree
with the small boy when he exclaimed "I want more."
We, too, want more.
The music in preparation for the Christmas play will be unusu-
ally fine. Among other numbers the College Orchestra will play
the soldiers' chorus from "Faust" and the Glee Club, as courtiers,
will sing "The King of the Woods."
J. Francis Quinn, Jr., '09.
K/
Let's laugh and be merry, throw care to the wind
;
Let's brush from our souls every thought that's unkind
;
Let love fill our hearts, and let joy fill our mind
;
From staid occupations we'll vary.
Come, scatter your woes as the wind scatters chaff,
For all must be happy, and wholly, not half.
Since laughter's infectious, let everyone laugh.
Tis Christmas, so let us be merry.
A merry, merry Christmas, and all that that implies, to each and
every one. Christmas comes but once a year, consequently we have
something in addition for which to be thankful. Just reflect for a
moment that if there were not an interval of three hundred and sixty-
five days between feasts, in which to resuscitate an expiring bank roll,
the unfortunate giver would be in a continually "saving" condition.
But since Christmas does come but once a year, the jester hopes, from
the bottom of his heart, that whether you are longing for a rattle, a
position, or an airship, you will find it reposing, metaphorically, at
least, in your stocking, on that glad and happy morning.
STAGELAND.
(The curtain rises slowly, disclosing the dimly lighted study
of Hobart S. Cohanade, the famous comic opera librettist. His
form is seen stretched at full length in a Morris chair, and a pad of
paper lies on his knee. He is half dosing, and the light from the
grate throzvs a ruddy glow over his face. Presently he stirs and
stretches himself at full length, yawning prodigiously.)
Cohanade (with a start)—Great Scott, that's pleasant ! If I go
to sleep over my own opera, how under the sun can I expect my
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audiences to keep awake. Let's see ; how far I've gotten in the piece.
(Consults the pad on his knee.) Oh, yes. I'm just where the come-
dian makes that funny jest about mother-in-laws being like
—
(The clock strikes twelve. This little touch of realism adds
much to the acting value of this piece. At its last stroke, the
Ghost of the Comedy Characters appears. He is clad in a queer
mixture of King Dodo's, Zachary Pettibone's, Wang's, the Scare-
crow's and half a dozen famous characters' costumes.)
The Ghost of the Comedy Characters (in a distressed tone)
—Oh, please, kind Mr. Author, don't make me crack another
mother-in-law joke.
Cohanade (in surprise.) Hello, who are you ?
The Ghost—Don't you recognize me ? You certainly ought to.
I'm the ghost of the comedy characters you have created. (Seats
himself opposite Cohanade who has been staring in surprise.) And
what are you doing at this hour of the night ?
Cohanade—Me? Oh, I'm just dashing off a little opera.
The Ghost—Oh, I see. Dashing opera, dashing hero, dashing
chorus and all that sort of thing. Have you been busy of late ?
Cohanade—No. To tell the truth things are rather dull these
days. This is only the third opera I've turned out this week. I'll
have to take up something on the side, for this business is certainly
going to the canines.
The Ghost—That's unfortunate. But about this new opera
;
break the news gently, tell me what I am to do in it.
Cohanade—Well, you see, this is to be a perfectly original
comic opera. The plot
—
The Ghost (thoughtfully and with a mystified air)—Plot
—
plot. I don't remember ever having heard that word used in con-
nection with comic operas before.
Cohanade—Didn't I tell you that this was going to be a per-
fectly original comic opera? Here is your song. (Takes manu-
script from table.) See how you like it.
(The Ghost takes the manuscript and sings the following.)
The Earth Wouldn't Cease to Revolve.
It's strange when you think that despite what is done
The earth doesn't cease to revolve.
Though plans are defeated and schemes are begun,
The earth doesn't cease to revolve.
It moves in its orbit with wonderful speed,
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Of men's occupations it takes little heed
;
Though great be their fortune or greater their need
The earth doesn't cease to revolve.
If things should be changed and be thrown out of line,
The earth wouldn't cease to revolve.
If John D. should actually pay up his fine
The earth wouldn't cease to revolve.
If Bryan were placed in the President's chair.
If horse racing were to be run on the square,
If actors fought shy of the calcium's glare
The earth wouldn't cease to revolve.
If Teddy stopped talking or using his pen,
The earth wouldn't cease to revolve.
If truthfulness seized all the newspaper men,
The earth wouldn't cease to revolve.
Were work to be banished and branded a curse,
If Morgan should purchase the whole universe,
If some one should write me a clever new verse,
The earth wouldn't cease to revolve.
Cohanade—How do you like it ?
The Ghost—Oh, fair enough. Who wrote the music?
Cohanade—Do you mean originally or this time ?
The Ghost—Well, it's just like all topical songs. The author
thinks it will be such a warm favorite that it ought to be called
tropical, not topical ; and then the audience thinks it's a frost. Well.
go on and tell me about the piece.
Cohanade—Oh, I've got a splendid tenor role written. You
see
—
(Sounds off stage as if someone had stepped on the stage cafs
tail. Enter the Ghost of the Comic Opera Tenors, with his hand
on his heart.)
Tenor (sings.) "She loves me, she loves me !"
The Ghost—Then don't ever let her hear you sing, unless you
want her to stop.
Cohanade—And who is this cross between a phonograph and
an Apache ?
The Ghost—This is the spirit of the Comic Opera Tenors.
Isn't he cute?
Tenor (with great importance.)—I believe I heard you sav that
I am to have a part in your new piece. Describe it, please.
Cohanade—Yes, your lordship. You are to have three songs,
two dances, about fifty cues and;
—
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Tenor—Oh, bother such nonsense ! I mean, what am I to
wear ?
Cohanade—Well, you can suit yourself.
Tenor—Then I'll wear a naval lieutenant's uniform. Everyone
is crazy about a uniform.
SONG—A Naval Undress Uniform.
You may talk of the charm of a beautiful face,
Of the wonderful strength of a voice;
And though each is exceedingly good in its place,
Were I asked they would not be my choice.
I would call for a sword that can shine in the light,
And would set off the strength of my form
In the dashing, the heart smashing tenor's delight,
The naval undress uniform.
Arrayed in this costume I stride o'er the stage
And I warble sweet songs to the moon.
My singing may fill the composer with rage,
But the girls crave a smile as a boon.
And many a conquest that comes on my list,
And many a love missive warm
Are due to the fact that they cannot resist
The charm of a white uniform.
(At the close of the song the tenor waits in vain for an encore,
then retires in disgust to the depths of woe and a comfortable chair.)
The Ghost—Would you mind telling me, if it's not a profes-
sional secret, how a comic opera is written ?
Cohanade—Oh, there's nothing secret about it. First of all
get a pair of scissors and a paste pot. Then clip about two dozen
good jokes ; mix carefully with a dozen hummy songs and an equal
number of lyrics ; add an unlimited amount of costumes, scenery and
electrical effects. Pour into a well trained chorus, two comedians,
one soubrette, one prima donna, and one tenor, and season well with
dash, life and color. Stir the mixture with a clever stage director.
Then serve while hot. Simple
!
(Music 'multo mysterioso.' Enter the Ghost of the Comic
Opera Bandits. He wears a broad brimmed hat and an air of de-
termination.)
SONG
—
The bandit's band.
Double dyed and triple tried conspirators are we.
(Kindly play our music in a heavy minor key.)
Ever mad and ever bad we always try to be.
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(Let the cello take that tone,.! think it is a G.)
When they turn the foot-lights low,
When the camp fire seems to glow,
Then the audiences know
There's conspiracy.
Black as ink when in we slink, hid behind a hat.
(Make that part stacatto and mysterious at that.)
Daggers keen and awful mien, footsteps like a cat.
(Play that note upon the drum and play it good and flat.)
Each one tugs his black moustasche,
Each is armed for actions rash,
Each expects to steal the cash
Strike the hero flat.
Bassos all, large and tall, on a midnight prowl.
(Play this with a tremolo, and make the fiddles howl.)
For we hear, wild and clear, hootings of an owl.
(Take that on the double bass, and take it like a groivl.)
Gather all ye wicked clan,
Poison, stab, conspire and plan,
Ye who fear the bandits can
Know us by our scowl.
(When he has finished, the bandit creeps around cautiously,
peering hither and thither. Then he tiptoes to the side of the Ghost
of the Comedy Characters.,)
Bandit (in a whisper.,)—Hist!
The Ghost—Yes, I think that is what the audience did.
Bandit (hoarsely.)—Tell me ! Must I murder and scheme and
rob in this new piece?
Cohanade—No. I'm not going to use a bandit's chorus in this.
Bandit (iv-ith a sigh of relief.)—Thank Heaven ! It's the first
time in years that I've had a rest.
The Ghost—Nonsense. I haven't seen anyone in a rig like
that of yours on the stage for ages.
Bandit—That's true. I don't wear a cape and carry stilettos
any more. Now, I wear evening clothes and smoke cigarettes ; but
it's pretty much the same in the end, whether one is a bandit
chief or Raffles.
(Just at this moment the clock strikes the hour of One, and the
Ghost of the Comedy Characters rises.)
The Ghost—'Tis the hour for all well regulated ghosts to re-
tire. Farewell ; and be merciful to vour old friends.
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(He starts to move away.)
"Cohanade (hastily.)
—
Just a moment, before you go. Haven't
you forgotten something.
The Ghost—I hardly think so.
Cohanade—Do you mean to say that you, who are so well
versed in the ways of comic operas would let the curtain fall without
a song to the moon?
(The Ghost turns very red at his awful oversight, and Cohan-
ade rushes to the front and sings.)
SONG
—
The overworked moon.
Though of musical comedies more than a score
I have written at times opportune,
I am proud of the fact that no opera lacked
A song to the silvery moon.
I've sometimes omitted the commonplace things
Which have proven the authors' delight,
Yet I never have tried to throw custom aside,
And neglect the "Szveet Queen of the Night."
There's "The Man in the Moon," and "The Silvery Moon"
And "The Moon Floating up in the Sky."
There's "The Jolly Old Moon," and "The Lazy Old Moon,"
And "The Moon That Shines Down From on High."
I've supposed that "The Wan in the Moon was a Coon"
I've imagined the moon to have eyes
;
So you quickly perceive that no effort I leave
To present it in every guise.
Oh, it must be a horrible sort of a fate
To be never permitted a rest.
At the Matinee early, or evening late,
It is forced to appear at its best.
So pity the overworked property light,
The subject of song and cartoon.
I'd surely decline any longer to shine,
"If I Were the Man in the Moon."
Daniel A. Lord, '09.
In the clergy roster of old St. Ignatius students printed on the
occasion of Bishop Rhode's reception, the name of Rev. Joseph M.
Kangley was inadvertently omitted. Father Kangley is now en-
gaged on the mission band in the diocese of Peoria. Of him and his
missionary companion, a late issue of the Nezv World has the fol-
lowing : "Fathers William P. Burke and Joseph M. Kangley of
the Peoria Apostolate, one of the most successful mission bands
in the country, are at present actively engaged in the field of mis-
sion work. Zealous and full of the true missionary zeal, they have
labored unceasingly for the past five weeks in their own and neigh-
boring dioceses. In that time they have given at least seven suc-
cessful missions to non-Catholics. Preaching in churches, opera
houses, public halls and schools, they have endeared themselves
to both priests and people."
Of last year's students, Dennis Burns, Joseph Roubik and
Francis Scott are now in the Jesuit novitiate at Florissant.
The Collegiax extends its congratulations to Mr. John Meil-
carek on the distinction he lately won in metaphysics at the Amer-
ican College in Rome.
We lately had a courteous call from Mr. Rene M. Ferrier of
the Second Academic Class, 1901. Mr. Ferrier is now in the
Credit Department of John Sexton & Co.
It falls to our duty to chronicle the deaths of George Bouillier,
'06, and George Asping, Humanities, '07. They were both good
young men, and full of promise, but the Lord took them to Him-
self. As an instance of the ways of Providence, it may be related
that George Asping's death was the occasion of his father's con-
version, for which he had often prayed. After his son's edifying
life and death, Mr. Asping went under instruction, and has since
been received into the Church.
We note with pleasure that Mr. Leo Doyle, '98, took a prom-
inent part in the Missionary Congress, which was lately held in
Chicago. Present Ignatians are always edified to see former stu-
dents engaged in furthering the 'interests of the Church.
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A pretty Catholic wedding took place in November, between
Mr. Theodore Adams, 1900, and Miss Veronica McGrath. Mr.
Adams is now living in St. Louis, and the Collegian wishes him
and his bride many years of wedded happiness.
Thomas Daley, Poetry, '05, is in Helvetia, Arizona, where he
is in business, and enjoying good health.
John Squires, Commercial, '04, is prosperous and is residing in
Kalze, Illinois.
Chrysostomian Debating Society.
With the Christmas holidays close at hand, the Chrysostomian
Society has completed two quarters, filled with scholarly essays
and eloquent debates.
The first debate of the second quarter was held in the Students'
Library, election day, Tuesday November 3. The subject was in
keeping with the occasion.
"Resolved, That the Democratic Platform is preferable to
the Republican Platform." Messrs. Laurence Walsh and Clarence
Kavanaugh advanced the affirmative arguments while Messrs. Ig-
natius Doyle and George O'Connel defended the question for the neg-
ative. The speeches showed careful preparation and were well deliv-
ered. The chair left the day's election to decide the question, the
negative securing the verdict. At the following meeting held Tues-
day, November 24, Mr. John F. Graham contributed an essay on the
Spanish Inquisition. His defense of the attitude of the Church was
scholarly and showed a thorough grasp of the subject.
The second debate was held Tuesday, December 1, on the ques-
tion :
"Resolved, That Immigration should be Further Restricted."
Messrs. Ambrose Murray and Frank Prindiville maintained the
burden of the proof and Messrs. Nolan and Benz put forth the views
of the negative side. The arguments of the affirmative prevailed,
the Chair awarding them the decision.
It was pleasing to note that the usual disturbance caused by
football and play rehearsals at this busy time of the year, did not
interfere with the harmony in the society. The unflagging interest
and attendance so far gives promise of even better things to come
next half when the debaters return after the holidavs.
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The Sodality.
On the afternoon of Monday, December 7, the students gathered
in Holy Family Church to witness the reception of postulants into
the Senior and Junior Sodalities.
Rev. Fr. Burrowes, S. J., preached a short sermon on the
spiritual benefits of the Sodality and then with the assistance of Fr.
Dineen and Fr. Francis Reilly, received the candidates into the
Sodalities.
Solemn Benediction followed, Fr. Burrowes, S. J., Fr. Weiand,
S. J., and Mr. Tallmadge, S. J., officiating. The sacred hymns
were rendered by the members of the Glee Club and Select Choir.
On Friday evening, November 20, the members of the Sodality
were treated to an interesting instruction by the very Rev. Fr. R.
J. Meyer, S. J., Provincial of the Missouri Province, on the history
and nature of the Sodality and the benefits derived therefrom.
The commercial classes have not always been well represented
in the Sodality, but this year the graduating class, 3d Commercial,
united in expressing their wish to establish a precedent and to en-
roll themselves as members. James Cannavan and John Mcllvane
were chosen as Consultors to represent them and the entire class was
received into the Sodality on December 7.
On learning of the death of George Boullier, '06, an old mem-
ber of the Sodality, eight Seniors repaired to his home and united
their prayers in behalf of the Sodality for the happy repose of his
soul.
The Loyola Literary Society.
L nder the direction of Mr. Pernin, S. J., the present head of this
society, its entire plan and scope have been changed, ^'here for-
merly membership was restricted to the classes of Third and Fourth
Year High, it has now been opened to all students in the High
School and Commercial Courses. The immediate consequence of
this reform is ; that the society has been nearly trebled in numbers
and that a much greater interest is now taken in its debates. During
the past two months, its members have discussed almost entirely mat-
ters of present day interest. Some of the subjects debated are:
"Resolved : That the Farmer is More Beneficial to his Country than
the Artisan," "Resolved : That a College Education does not fit a
Man for Business Life." and "Resolved ; That Prohibition Should
be Enforced.'' Messrs. Killgallon, Reeve, Zamara and Biggio dis-
tinguished themselves in these debates.
A public debate with McKinley High School is scheduled for
Friday evening, January 22nd. The subject to be debated is
"Resolved, That Women Should Have the Right to Vote" St.
Ignatius will uphold the negative'.
Visions of Christmas are somewhat out of harmony with foot-
ball scores, basket-ball prospects, and other absorbing topics ; but re-
viewing the football season and the record made by
Football. the 'varsity under a heavy handicap, there is every
reason to feel proud of our eleven and satisfied with
its new and entirely efficient coach. Mr. Dougherty has labored
earnestly to produce a team creditable to St. Ignatius, and to instill
the idea of clean, hard playing, ideals which we feel convinced have
been realized. Victory does not necessarily mean a successful sea-
son, for in defeat there is a moral success and satisfaction when
a team has done its best against great odds. The material the coach
had to work with this year was scant and for a college team, absurdly
light. It may not be a matter of general knowledge that after one
of the pluckiest and most spectacular games of the season the team
weighed in and averaged a fraction over 139 pounds. Considering
the heavy odds against the eleven and some of the discouraging
aspects of our first strenuous season in the new game, together with
what has been achieved, we feel that Coach Dougherty and the
team deserve the heartiest congratulation of the student body which
has itself evinced a constantly growing interest in the 'varsity's suc-
cess. The squad consisted of only eighteen men which made pos-
sible injury a disquieting factor. They were :
Ignatius Doyle—Full back. Doyle has played on the team four
years and has a thorough knowledge of the game. Plays it hard,
and his work in the open field, on defense and in line plunging has
been splendid. He has punted in good form.
J. Rylands, Captain—Right halfback. Capt. Rylands shifted
from his old position at end to halfback this year. Is a strong, re-
liable man, does his work quietly, and is always good for a gain.
This is his third year on the team.
J. Higgins—Left half. Another member of last year's famous
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eleven. A steady, consistent player, smashes the line hard and was
an important cog' in Coach Dougherty's scoring machine.
T. Kevin
—
Quarter back and end. Kevin is very light, but made
up for it by his speed. Is a good field general, but has alternated be-
tween end and quarter back because of a slight weakness in hand-
ling punts.
j. Kevin
—
Quarter back and brother to the above. Is light but
speedy, displays good judgment and passes accurately. This is his
first year out.
L. Ludwig—Center. Ludwig made the center position easily
after being kept out last year by his physician. Passes the ball well
and plays a fine defensive game. He is also a good punter and
drop-kicker.
W. Caverly—Right guard. 'Member of last year's squad. A
good, heavy man for the line, charges low and hard, and holds his
man well.
J. Gaughan—Left guard. A new member of the squad, unknown
in athletics until he sprang into the limelight at guard. Is strong
and heavy and plays a good offensive game.
J. Sbarbaro—Right guard. Sbarbaro is another new man on
the team. Looked rather light, but played his position well, espe-
cially on defense.
J. Dolan—Right tackle. A mighty man at tackle. Is heavy,
breaks up most of the plays directed his way on defense and is an
old and experienced player. Probable candidate for captain next
Fall.
T. O'Brien—Left tackle. Another new man in football, but
plays a steady, consistent game. Charges a little too hard for the
health of the opposing player.
Coach Dougherty experienced some difficulty in filling the all-
important end positions, but finally selected the following quintette
:
McCue, McGeever, Curda. Killian and Kelly.
J. McCue—Right end. A member of last year's high school
squad. Is light but full of grit
;
gets down the field fast and is a good
forward passer.
E. Curda—Left end. Rather light, but fast : plucky and always
in the game. Good at smashing, interference, and blocking off his
opponent.
S. McGeever—End or back field. A heavy, experienced player,
tackles hard and can play the end or back field equally well.
E. Killian—Right end, was forced to drop out of football half
way through the season, after playing in the first three games.
For substitutes there were Kelly, a good, fast end or linesman,
and J. Thornton, guard or tackle, a man of experience, but handi-
capped by his weight.
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S. I. C. vs Y. M. C. A. Training School.
The first game on the second half of the schedule was with
Y. M. C. A. Training School at West End Park, Saturday, November
31. Again came our old bugbear, lack of weight, for an excess of
beef enabled the Training School to gain heavily the first half. The
'varsity used the forward pass very successfully to work the ball
down the field, until Higgins was shoved over for a touch-down.
The Training School scored on a fumbled punt. Captain Sims, their
speedy full back, picked up the ball and made a sensational forty-yard
run for a touch-down. Doyle played a fast defensive game, making
some pretty tackles. The score :
—
s. 1. c—5. Y. M. C. A.—5.
Curda L. E. Irons
Gaughan L. T. Barlow
Sbarbaro L. G. Hawthorne
Ludwig C. Hostetter
Caverly R. G. English
Dolan R. T. Lynch
McCue R. E. Tapps
J. Kevin O. B. Thompson
Higgins R. H. B. Watts
Rylands, (Capt.) L. H. B. Sollenberger
Doyle F. B. Sims, (Capt.)
Touch-downs—Sims, Higgins. Referee— Caplice. Umpire
—
Dinsmore. Timers—Beesley, Wetts. Linesman—McGeever. Time
of halves—Fifteen and twentv minutes.
S. I. C. vs. Alumni.
As a reaction to the political excitement attendant upon the
presidential election, the rooters journeyed out to West End Park
the following Saturday, to watch the Alumni take on the 'varsity
in their annual contest. Incidentally the Alumni came off second
best, the score, "Old Boys"
—
5, "New Boys"— 11. The game was
fast and exciting, demonstrating that the redoubtable heroes of old
still retained their skill, and thcugh dignified, Alumni could hit the
line every bit as hard as the younger generation. Murphy counted
for the Alumni after picking up a fumble while Ludwig achieved
the novel distinction of scoring from his center position on an inter-
cepted illegal forward pass. MeGeever contributed five more
points and Doyle kicked goal, making the total S. I. C. 11, Alumni,
5. The score :
—
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S. I. c. Alumni.
McCue, T. Kevin, L. E. McMullin
O'Brien L. T. Meaney
Gaughan, Caverly, Lud- L. G. M. Doyle
wig C. Carmody
Sbarbaro R. G. Ahern, Campion
Rylands R. T. Warnke
Curda R. E. Zimmerman
J. Kevin 0. B. Mnrphy
McGeever R.~H. B. Campion, Caplice
Higgins L. H. B. Garrity
Caverly, I. Doyle F. B. Bransfield
Touch-downs—Ludwig, McGeever, Murphy. Goals from
touch-down—Doyle. Referee—Kelly, U. of C. Umpire—O'Brien,
P. and S. Linesman—Ward. Timers—Amberg, Howard. Time of
halves—25 and 20 minutes.
St. Ignatius vs. St. Viateur's.
Yes,—whisper it gently—we were defeated by a very respect-
able and decidedly husky eleven from classic Bourbonnais, Thanks-
giving Day at West Side Park, something like 28 to 5. Intense
interest was worked up among the college students previous to
the game ; mass meetings were held, cheers practiced, songs re-
hearsed, pennants refurbished, and on Turkey Day, the school
turned out "en masse;''' to cheer on the team. The total attendance
exceeded that even of last year's Marquette game, while the maroon
and gold and purple and gold pennants lent a pleasant bit of color
contrast to the stands. It was our big game of the season, and
played under the same disadvantage the other important contests
were played—simply outclassed in weight. The gentle zephyrs of
the night before had, fortunately, dried the grounds into good con-
dition after the previous two days' rain, else there might have been
disaster. As it was, a morning paper expressed it concisely, "The
losers were outweighed by many pounds and were at a big disad-
vantage throughout the scrap." It required nerve to check those
beefy rushes and though the fierceness of the struggle required fre-
quent substitutions, the men displayed staunch fighting spirit. Play
was largely open and the forward pass scored long gains for both
sides. Capt. Rylands saved the college from a shut-out in the
second half, while Capt. Legris, for St. Viateur's, punted well in the
same period, gaining on almost every exchange with the wind at his
back. The ends did fine work ; Curda especially, putting up a plucky
game until forced to retire in the second half. Doyle and T. Kevin
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were in the limelight quite frequently with their defensive playing,
the whole team fighting gamely to the end when the whistle blew
with the final score 28 to 5. The score:
—
St. Ignatius
L. E.
L. T.
L. G.
C.
R. G.
R. T.
R. E.
Q. B.
R. H. B.
L. H. B.
F. B.
Touch-downs—Walsh, Berry, Fitzgerald, Carroll (2), Rylands
Goals from touch-down—Legris (3). Referee
—
Jones, Chicago
Umpire—Doseff, Chicago. Field Judge—Anderson, Chicago
Head Linesman—Caplice. Time of halves—thirty-five minutes.
Curda, Kellv
T. O'Brien
'
Caverly
Ludwig
Gaughan, Sbarbaro
Dolan
T. Kevin, McCue
J. Kevin, T. Kevin
Higgins, McGeever
Rylands
Dovle
St. Viateur's.
Carroll
Schafer
Morgan, McClure
Nourie
F. O'Brien, Shannon
Williams
Munson, Berry
Alugan
Fitzgerald
O'Donnel, Walsh
Legris
While the first team has been gaining immortality, the second
team quietly pursued its way, experiencing its first defeat and end-
ing the season with two victories. Its career, though
Reserves. somewhat checkered, has been a source of pride to
its members, for they can point to four victories, a
defeat, and a tie in six games all against heavier teams. The squad
has been augmented considerably since last issue, the final roster
consisting of Phee (captain) ; Doyle, Ludwig—backs, McClintock,
Ward
—
quarter ; Healy, Keefe, Williams, La Rocco—ends ; Muleady,
Maroney, Wittine, Verdin—tackles ; Burns, Kelly, Beesley
—
guards
;
and Stack—center. Three more games have been played by the
Reserves, with University School, St. Viateur's Seconds, and a
picked all-college eleven, the first a defeat and the latter two, vic-
tories.
Seconds vs. Univ. School.
On Thursday, November 12, the Seconds journeyed out to the
aristocratic North Side to play University School at Lake Shore
Park. When they saw the eleven husky young gentlemen lined up
to meet them, they had inward misgivings, for the "U" School team
compared favorably in weight with our first squad. At that, but
for a little ragged work in tackling, the score would have been at
least a tie, but the Seconds were forced to lower their standard
for the first time this season. Score, 12 to 5 :
—
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Seconds, 5 Univ. School, 12.
Williams L. E. Detchon
Muleady, Maroney L. T. Gatelv
Thornton L. G. Ball
Stack- C. Rogers
Kelly R. G. E. Doyle
Verdin R. T. Bryan, Isaacs
Keefe, Tucker R. E. Sabin
McClintock O. B. Reed
Ludwig R.~H. B. A. Garibaldi
Wittine L. H. B. F. Garibaldi
F. Doyle F. B. Meyers
Touch-downs—Meyers, F. Garibaldi, Tucker. Goals—Meyers
(2). Referee—Crooke, Amherst. Umpire—-Fischer. Timer—Lam-
beau. Linesman—Schneidwind. Time of halves—20 minutes.
S. I. C. Seconds vs. S. V. C. Seconds.
On Thanksgiving morning the Second team entertained St.
Viateur's Seconds on the college campus for forty-five minutes, but
it must be confessed, violated all the rules of hospitality by not allow-
ing their guests to score, though they themselves gathered in a
touch-down each half. The game was very pretty, clean and hard-
fought. The visitors back quartette was speedy and handled the for-
ward pass well, but the work of the S. I. C. ends and tackles was a
little too much for their opponents. The St. Viateur squad threw
a scare into the rooters the second half by working the ball to the
Seconds' four-vard line, where thev lost it on downs. The score :
—
S. I. C. Seconds. S. V. C. Seconds.
La Rocco, Healy L. E. Marcott
Wittine L. T. Keneaser
Burns L. G. Lind
Beesley C. Hanson
Fitzgerald, Killian R. G. Talbot
Killian, Maroney R. T. Scott, Degon
Williams R. E. Galligan, LeDoux
McClintock O. B. Quille
Keefe R.~H. B. Tynan
Phee L. H. B. Corcoran
Dovle F. B. Legris
Referee—O'Brien. Umpire—Wyatt.
Doyle. Goals from touch-down—Doyle (2),
minutes.
Touch-downs—Phee,
Time of halves—2c
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Seconds vs. All-College.
On the Saturday after Thanksgiving, the second team finished
its schedule and disbanded with a ten-to-five victory over a picked
All-College eleven. The Reserves were somewhat hampered in exe-
cuting their usually effective plays, because several of the enemy
knew the signals. Still the game was open and hard fought, the
Seconds working the shoe-string trick for big gains until the string
broke. The All-Collegers playd a fast defensive game. The score :
—
All-College, 5.
Connellv
Ward
Thornton
Schmall
O'Donnell
Muleady
Donigan
McElmeel
Prendergast
Brosnan
Ludwis:
Seconds, 10.
La Rocco L. E.
Healy L. T.
Kelly L. G.
Stack C.
Beesley R. G.
Maroney R. T.
Williams R. E.
McClintock Q. B.
Phee R.~H. B.
Wittine L. H. B.
Killian F. B.
Touch-downs—Phee, Healy, Ward. Referee—McCue. Time
of halves—20 minutes.
There was yet another team in the college emulating its larger
brothers, the Eagles, who have done battle seven times victoriously.
Since last issue they have played the Rivals to a standstill, 15 to o;
won a fast game from the Lake Shore Park Intermediates, 11 to 5 ;
decisively whipped St. Jarlath's School twice, by the respective
scores of 2,7 and 28 to o and have taken the Austin Monarchs into
camp, 21 to 5. These combined with their two previous victories
over the Tigers and Austin Monarchs give them a clean slate with
a total of 138 points to the enemies' 15. Their team work has de-
veloped nicely along the new style of play and they have shown
good tackling ability. Burns, right half back, is a kicker of some
ability, and should develop into useful material in the future. Their
older brothers think highly of this Junior team which consists of
L. E.—Colgan, L. T.—Harkins, L. G.
—
Quail, C—Dever, R. G.
Flynn, Baaschnagel, R. T.—Lindstrom and Reilley, R. E.—Harli-
gan, Q. R.—Beam, R. H.—Burns, L. H.—Purcell (capt.), F. B.—
Peletierre and Reeve.
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Indoor baseball has taken itself hence now that cold weather has
removed the charm of "indoor" outdoors. Beyond the final results
of the exciting pennant races there is no further
Indoor news of this interesting pastime, as St. Ignatius will
Sports. not put a team in the field this Winter. As a con-
sequence the "fans" will have to reserve their energy
till the balmier days of the harder sphere. The final standings in the
pennant races were : Senior League, First ; 2nd High B, won 10, lost
2. pet. 833. In the minor league the pennant winners were 1st Year E.
won 25, lost 2, pet. 925, a remarkable record. Basket ball is now the
principle attraction of the noon hour, and hotly contested battles are
waged daily by the devotees of that exhilarating sport. A Senior
and Junior League will probably be organized soon and by Janu-
ary, the games will be in full swing. In the gymnasium proper, the
parallel bars, punching bags and other gymnastic apparatus are in
constant demand and an exhibition will likely be given after the
holidays.
Thomas Q. Beesley, '10.
Our harp is still tuned to the same key and as yet we are con-
tent to pluck but one string. We are still clamoring for more fiction
and better fiction in the magazines which represent our colleges. But
there is a wide difference in our tone. When last we touched our
instrument there issued only a dull grumble of discontent ; but
now that same note is a deep, hearty throb of satisfaction. The stories
published in our Exchanges during the first quarter of this Academic
year were, for the most part, a wretched standard to be set by the
amateur journals of this country. On the other hand, the tales
printed more recently evidence a most patent talent in that depart-
ment. Many of them are most excellent, the variety and novelty of
themes treated is most satisfying, and that distasteful taint of ama-
teurishness is often noticeably absent.
Among the tales spun in a lighter thread there is no question
whatever of the superior excellence of the yarn "Shark Racin',"
in the Red and Blue of Pennsylvania for November. It is without a
doubt the best humorous story of the quarter. Its dialect is inimi-
table, its every paragraph evokes a scream, and we heartily regret
that it has no wider field of recognition than the limited reading
circle of a college magazine. "When Ostler Came," in St. Mary's
Collegian for October, is again that rare thing—a dialect story which
reads smoothly. It lacks the snap and action of the sea-dog's narra-
tive, but is above the average in conception. The Fleur de Lis, of
November has two clever tales in "The Whimsical King" and "A
Sunday Trail," both of which are carried out to unexpected denoue-
ments but of which the former is a shade preferable in drawing and
in thought.
Beyond these there are the usual and inevitable biographies of
mole-skinned giants who make prodigious touch-downs, which one
must expect during the particular season just passed. Of these
"A Breach of Gridiron Ethics," in the Spokesman, and "It is to
Laugh," in St. Mary's Collegian, rather vary the stereotyped forms,
the former with a novel method of evading a "con" and the other,
although it is most woefully strained, has, to say the least, startling
originality.
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Among the stories of a deeper sort, "The Luvircinghate," in the
University of Virginia Magazine, for November, is a splendid ex-
ample of the Poe school, graphically written. "The Plagiarist," in
the October Holy Cross Purple, has many points which warrant it
being placed in the front rank of the quarter's fiction. Its intro-
duction is admirably written and its later narration delightfully
smooth, while throughout, its idea is new and grips with interest.
All of which recompense for the poor tale-spinning of the preceding
months and replace our college story-writers at the standard of ex-
cellence where they have every right to remain.
In the way of essay writing, we note that several of our month-
lies are beginning to publish connected series of brief treatises on
kindred subjects which seems to us to be an admirable plan. Notable
in this regard are "Sermonettes on Sport" in the Georgei'own Col-
lege Journal and "Plays by Southern Playwrights," in the University
of Virginia Magazine. We would suggest that the former are per-
haps just a shade too brief.
In the realm of verse, among other good things, the Redwood
gives us "The Spectre Ship," which strays considerably from the
usual lines of college rhyming. It savours more than a little of one
"Ancient Mariner," of which it is in places almost a paraphrase,
but it is so smoothly builded as to deserve particular mention.
The Tuftonian gives an idea of oddity to the habitual reader of
college magazines in that it contains neither chronicle nor editorial,
but we presume that these cares are relinquished to
The the Tufts Weekly, by which sheet they are rather
Tuftonian. well cared for. In the November issue of the monthly
there are four creditable literary articles. "The
Fighters" just misses being the best of the November stories. It is
most pleasing to read, has a wealth of splendid live dialogue, an
interesting sequence of incidents and a quantity of crisp, concise
word-painting of the Oregon timber country which could hardly
have been written by one who had not viewed what he pens. The
only thing which the fiction lacks, is the emphatic presentation of
one central incident, which effect is not obtained by the present state
of its construction. "The Docking of a Liner," is creditable descrip-
tion, and both essays, while too much shortened, are readable.
The Argus, of Illinois Wesleyan College, ranks well with the
best bi-weeklies on our list. Its literary features are always accept-
able and its news columns appear to be always en-
Illinois thusiastically handled and well stocked with interest-
Wesleyax ing records. In the issue of November twelfth the
Argus. management has made excellent use of a most sensa-
tional news story—the protest of plagiarism against
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the winner of an intercollegiate oratorical medal—and by the expedi-
ent of publishing the contested speech and the supposed source of
its inspiration in parallel columns an excellent comparison of the two
is afforded. The accompanying account of the affair surely seems
to be written in a fair enough spirit.
% ^ H5
Under new editorship, the Villa Shield proves its ability to top
the mark set by its former years. The Alumnae number was a not-
able production and the November literary issue finds
The a return to the admirable student work which has
Villa made the de Chantal publication a general favorite
Shield. around the entire exchange circuit. The prize story,
"The Turkish Bowl," is the leader of the current
number. It is a clever fiction, clean-cut and readable. "The Rhyme
of the Modern Mariner" is well written, but the other two imita-
tions are of verses too often parodied to lend any charm of originality
to these productions. Departmentally, the Shield is strong, except
for the exchange column, whose critiques are entirely too syncopated.
s|e $z $z
The contribution of most interest to collegiate readers in the
October Journal from Georgetown is the brief article "A Menace to
Georgetown" treating of the proposed movement of
Georgetown Congress which tends to deprive the University of
College much of its most valuable property. We would have
Journal. appreciated more details from the institution's own
viewpoint. Of the stories we think "The Pirate
Laureate" is the better. It is feelingly conceived and dramatically
written. "A Homicide at Sea" is weighted with a lengthy and di-
verting introduction, all of which does not appear to be necessary.
With the possible exception of the Red and Blue and the Notre Dame
Scholastic we believe the Journal handles its athletic news most care-
fully of our arrivals.
With all possible courtesy to tried friends of many years, frank-
ness bids us write that the newest newcomer into the ever-widening
field of college journalism is by many degrees the
D'Youville handsomest publication now lying upon our table,
Magazine. and with all our heart we welcome the first number
of the D'Youville Magazine, of that college of Buf-
falo. Its simple buff cover, its flawless make-up and printing and its
rich cream-laid stock are in splendid keeping with the very readable
contents. The issue for November is in honor of the College's Ju-
bilee and its matter chiefly concerns that event. Editorially, it is
more than commendable. As yet there is no exchange column but
we will expect that later. We beg leave to suggest that the literary
contributions be not mingled with the chronicle columns.
James Emmet Royce, '09.
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R06 singes of Jfpryle, e'en mustc singe
Cbe tUbite-fielmed Son of that mad-Hinge-
rjalfe-bcctor and balfe-down—
KJboe, in the wake of Ulynter's fligbte,
follows witbc simpering deligbte,
How laugbinge, now witbc frownc.
Ulboe singes in riotinge, 6od=sent measures
And comes to iaye the Springe's greene treasures
m the feete of maye.
UJftoe comes to laye bis lilies
Co laye bis Easter lilies,
Jit tbe feete of maye.
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©. Henrp, Celler of Cales.
Daniel A. Lord.
HEN a writer of short stories attains a degree of emi-
nence which brings from the leading periodicals an in-
stant acceptance of his work, he must necessarily be
a writer of no small merit. And when the name of
that writer appears simultaneously on the table of con-
tents in five magazines, he must of necessity be an unusually pro-
lific writer. And such a writer, indeed, is O. Henry.
Sidney Porter, or, as he is better known to the reading pub-
lic, O. Henry, has, in the past decade, sprung from a very ob-
scure place in the literary world to the position of America's
most popular author of short fiction. He has, in that brief pe-
riod, gathered about him a following of readers so numerous
that the magazine which can feature a story from his pen, is
assured of an increased sale. He has so endeared himself to
those who delight in a clever tale, cleverly told, that to them, the
name of O. Henry has become synonymous with bright fiction.
In him, there is a freshness of theme, a briskness of style which
cannot but captivate and charm the reader whose interest has
been cloyed with the sentimental nonsense flooding our maga-
zines.
O. Henry, though at present an established figure in Amer-
ican current literature, is a man of varied career. Cow-puncher,
tin-type man, newspaper reporter, South American promoter,
"barker," and space writer, he has been in turn, and from each
has he gained material and color for his inimitable stories. To
his career as a cow-puncher are we indebted for the freshness,
the vigor, and the truth of his delightful Western stories. His
life as a newspaper man we have to thank for his sparkling tales
of the Four Million ; while to his days in the Southern America
we are indebted for those amusing" stories of Chili, of Panama
and of the revolutionary republics.
Before attempting any criticism of an author, it is only
fair to him that we ascertain the object he himself has in view
for his work. If he strives to inculcate some doctrines, we must
consider whether or not he has attained his end. If he aims at
correcting an abuse, we must consider whether his work is likely
to accomplish its object. But if he seeks only to amuse, if his
end is merely the telling of a pleasing tale in a pleasing manner,
it is unfair to judge it in any other light than that which the
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author himself has intended. And so it should be with O. Henry.
The stories of O. Henry are written with the sole purpose of
amusing" their reader.
The dialogue, the situations, the unexpected denouement
all lead to that end, and O. Henry himself repudiates the idea of
their accomplishing a higher purpose. He is satisfied that his
tales should in their reading bring to their reader a moment of
thorough enjoyment, a moment in which the amusing situation
of the fictional character may make him forget some possible
care of his own. In this light, then, in the light of a tale intended
to amuse, let us consider the works of O. Henry, teller of tales.
The stories of O. Henry might, according to their geograph-
ical location, be briefly divided into three classes ; the stories
of the Far West ; the stories of New York City; and the stories
of South America. In all there is a certain similarity of treat-
ment, and a decided similarity of construction ; yet each class
represents a distinctly different style of theme. In the Western
stories, the characters are men reared in the heart of a prairie,
and fanned by the breezes of the plains. Here the tales are set
to the musical harmony of galloping horses, of squeaking buck-
boards, and of pistol shots. And over all is thrown the light of
a burning sun, or the softer glow of a camp fire. Here the char-
acters, the settings are big, breezy, fresh and aglow with health
and energy. In his Xew York stories he treats of the men and
women who go to make up that ever changing, ever restless
Four Million. They are men, cramped by the straight lines of
a city ; stifled by the fetid air of the tenements and engrossed
in the devotion to self. These tales are set to the ragtime of
clanging trolleys, of wagons rattling over cobble stones, and of
that maelstrom of humanity, rushing and roaring in its limited
circle. Here the light of the sun gives place to the blinding
glare of the arc light ; while the soft glow of the camp fire, pales
before the pitiless eye of the calcium. And here the characters,
the settings, and the passions are small, inconsequential, and
warped by cramped environments. In his South American stor-
ies, we again meet another class of characters, the scheming pro-
moters gathered by the thirst for gold ; big in hopes, and small
in fulfillment ; great in plans, and insignificant in characters.
In such a variety of stories, a choice would seem rather
difficult, and. in truth, a selection of the best is by no means
an easy undertaking. Each has so much to commend, that the
preference becomes rather a matter of personal taste than of
critical judgment. However, to our mind, for his stories of the
West does O. Henry merit the highest praise. It is in these
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tales of the ranchmen's life that he seems most at home. His
characters are more natural than the gun-pulling variety of
Westerners with whom the American reading public has been
sated. His descriptions are the descriptions of an eye wit-
ness, and his atmosphere is painted with the hand of one con-
versant with the smallest details of the life he portrays. This
is why, of all his books, the "Heart of the West" appealed to
us as the brightest, cleanest, freshest collection of stories it has
ever been our pleasure to read.
Despite the great diversity of subject matter, there are in
O. Henry's stories certain underlying characteristics common
to all. To such an extent is this true, that to one familiar with
his works, each new story scarcely needs a signature to identify
its author. Perhaps the most noticeable of these "O-Henryisms"
is that peculiar variety of denouement known as the "snap
finish." The snap finish is a method by which the author holds
the curiosity suspended to the last, there to surprise it by the
oddness of the climax, or by which he appears to have given
the reader a foreknowledge of his denouement only to crush
his expectations to the ground by an unexpected turn of events.
Perhaps the cleverest of the snap finishes are to be found in
''The Momento," "The Reformation of Calliope," and "Phoebe."
In each of these, almost the entire story hinges on the final
paragraph, and so complete is the surprise, that did not its un-
expectedness so highly amuse the reader, he could not but feel
that his hopes had been trifled with. O. Henry is exceedingly
fond of this method of climaxing his stories, so much so, that
in some of his latter tales, the effort to create such a surprise
becomes quite evident. In most of his stories, however, it is
so cleverly handled, that the reader, before entering far into the
tale, knows that no matter what occurs, he will be surprised.
For the unexpected is always the expected in O. Henry.
Another very characteristic feature of O. Henry's style is
the originality and sparkle of his dialogue. O. Henry, it has
been said, employs the most natural dialogue possible; and, in
fact, makes his characters speak just as the people of reality
speak. Perhaps it might be better, however, to say that O.
Henry's characters, in the main, do not speak as the people of
reality actually speak, but rather that they speak as the people
of reality would like to speak. For the dialogue of O. Henry's
people is far too clever, far too epigrammatic for anything but
careful forethought to plan. His dialogue, while on the whole,
witty in the extreme, though not above a more than frequent
pun, is remarkably well adapted to the characters using it. For
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one of the other half of the four million, it fairly bristles and
vibrates with slang; not the often repeated, hackneyed slang of
the day, but snappy, biting, succulent slang, a mixture of the
hundreds of tongues spoken in the metropolis. For the West-
ern man, it is ungrammatical, with here and there the touch of
some large word, heard but not understood. Boisterous, but
never coarse, it shows the character as he really is, uneducated,
yet quick and ready to learn. For the clever promoter or the
cultured gentleman, it is as precise and correct as the speech of
a college professor. Yet underlying all, is a fine vein of humor
which breaks out here and there, in some subtle word play or
some burst of pleasant humor.
The chief claim of O. Henry's works, however, to the read-
er's consideration, is the fact that he has a real story to tell.
For after all. the telling is only secondary. But e'er we touch
upon this point, let us inform the reader that there are in reality
two O. Henrys. The one, the O. Henry of inspiration ; the
other the O. Henry of remuneration. For like all popular writers,
O. Henry can sell more stories than he is capable of writing.
Naturally enough, the result has been that when he lacked in-
spiration for a story he, nevertheless, wrote one lest he lack
the remuneration too. Hence should the reader chance to read
as the first of his works, a story of remuneration, let him cast
it aside, and remember that the O. Henry of whom we speak
is the real O. Henry, the O. Henry who writes, not because he
has a story to sell, but because he has a story to tell.
The stories of the true O. Henry contain more plot than any
other stories of their length. There is in them always some in-
cident of sufficient length to satisfy the reader on its conclusion
that he has not, as is so frequently the case, wasted his time
reading nothing. And it is in the choice of these themes that
O. Henry's chief charm lies. No trite plots, no hackneyed situ-
ations flow from his inventive brain. The plots are startling
with their originality; and yet they concern themselves with
such ordinary, everyday subjects, that at their conclusion the
reader wonders how so natural a plot could have escaped his
notice. It seems that everything, no matter how commonplace,
must suggest an original plot to O. Henry; for, as he himself
says, to him there are four million interesting people in New
York ; and he might have added that to him there is a story in
each..
With equal inventiveness he builds a story on the joys of a
Harlem flat, the ennui of a Riverside mansion, or the tears of
a Colorado ranch house. And 'into each story he injects that
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freshness, that newness which so characterizes his every turn of
plot or expression.
There is one style of theme, which, strangely enough, finds
no place in the stories of O. Henry. O. Henry has written no
romances, no love stories. On one or two occasions when, ap-
parently unseen by the author, a stray bit of romance has crept
into his tale, he has treated it in a matter almost flippant in its
impersonality. In fact, there is scarcely a deep passion of any
sort which O. Henry has seen fit to touch upon. To him the
lighter passions, the inclinations of duty, craft, greed, and sud-
den courage which daily affect men's lives, have afforded a
broader field than the deeper passions which come but once in a
life. Perhaps this is what makes him so attractive to so many
readers. There are few, indeed, who more than once in a life-
time feel the effects of a soul stirring passion; yet who of us
does not daily feel the petulance, the weariness, the anger about
which O. Henry weaves his stories? To him a great love, a
mighty ambition, is something sacred to its possessor, a some-
thing which the disinterested should look at only from a dis-
tance, and dare not dissect. And that his choice of theme has
met with the approval of the world, the immensity of his follow-
ing and the unanimity of his critics' approval attest.
The stories of O. Henry, we have said, were written for no other
purpose than to amuse ; and as they have so well succeeded in
this, they have attained their end. There are few which pos-
sess sufficient qualifications to rank them as masterpieces of
short fiction
;
yet about them there is a delightful freshness of
theme and treatment. And it is this which causes thousands
of grateful readers silently to thank the cause of many a moment
of quiet enjoyment, and to remember with pleasure the hours
spent with "O. Henry, Teller of Tales."
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%\)t JLato banquet
On the evening of February nth, 1909, in the neatly decorated
banquet hall of the Great Northern Hotel, the first annual banquet
of the Lincoln College of Law of St. Ignatius College took place.
The grace was pronounced by Rev. Francis Cassilly, S. J., Vice
President of St. Ignatius College and the College Orchestra ren-
dered a musical program during the course of the dinner. At the
conclusion of the dinner the Freshman class under the leadership of
Prof. C. A. Malone sang "Illinois."
Mr. W. A. Morrison, toastmaster, rose to introduce the first
speaker of the evening, Very Rev. A. J. Burrows, S. J., President
of St. Ignatius College, who chose as his subject "The Future of
Lincoln College." He congratulated the dean, professors and stu-
dents on the success of the law department and predicted a bright
future for it as it is affiliated with one of the leading colleges of
the West. He compared the attendance of the opening year of the
law departments in Georgetown, Fordham and other leading uni-
versities who started with 8 to 15 students while Lincoln boasts
of 35-
Mr. Patrick H. O'Donnell, one of the most brilliant and elo-
quent orators at the bar at the present time, paid a glowing tribute
to the memory of Abraham Lincoln. He said in part
:
"Abraham Lincoln reached his arm out toward the South. The
black man felt the mystic force above him, and reached up, and his
right hand struck the right hand of Lincoln, and he was led out of
slavery into the light of freedom. And the tools in the hands of my
people became tools in the hands of freemen, instead of slaves.
"Abraham Lincoln unharnessed the American people. He
dignified all Americans. He dignified the oppressed by making him
a free man. He dignified the oppressor by making him an indepen-
dent man. All America is better because Lincoln lived. We stretch
out on the plains like the garden of Eden. We pass into the very
foundation of the world and call up its treasure. And we reach
into the clouds, and take the lightning. We are all great, we are all
free, we are all independent, we are all vigorous, all adding to the
splendor of America."
The next speaker, the Dean of the College, took as his theme
"Thoughts Suggested by the Gettysburg Speech." In his usual
scholarly manner Mr. Dillon spoke at length on what the address
meant to us. At this point Mr. Francis McGovern. a member of
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the Freshman Class, favored the audience with several vocal selec-
tions which were well received.
At the conclusion of this the toast-master pushed back his chair
to introduce the friend of the Freshman Class, Mr. James Hartnett.
In his usual calm and modest manner Mr. Hartnett arose, and in the
course of his toast, speaking of truth, brought us back to the time
of Greece and of the Roman Empire, he spoke of the great and many
hardships the martyred Jesuits endured for the cause of truth. He
explained what truth was, what truth had accomplished in the past
and what it meant in his theme, "Freedom and Liberty." The last
speaker, Ex-Mayor E. F. Dunne, took for the subject of his ad-
dress "Lincoln as a Lawyer."
Mr. Dunne dwelt at some length on this phase of the great
Emancipator's career. He held up as qualities especially worthy of
emulation, Lincoln's tireless energy, his modesty and simple honesty,
and urged his hearers to prove faithful to the traditions upheld by
this great member of the Illinois bar.
Mr. Dunne's remarks closed the formal programme and the
assembly broke up with pleasant recollections of the first annual ban-
quet of the Lincoln College of Law.
George Anderson, law, 'ii.
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©ratortcal Contest*
Thomas Q. Beesley.
T Association Hall on Tuesday evening, March 16th, the
series of popular functions given by the College was in-
augurated with the Junior-Freshman Oratorical contest.
Despite a number of counter attractions there was a fairly
numerous audience in attendance. The evening's pro-
gram was opened by the college orchestra, Mr. Pribyl directing;
with a rendition of the "Soldier Chorus" from "Faust" which de-
manded an encore. A moment of breathless expectation, a rustle
of programs, and the curtain rolled up on the first speaker of the
evening, Mr. John L. Foley. Mr. Foley took for his theme "The
Hero of Molokai," depicting the career of that glorious hero Fr.
Damien. His description of Damien's labors among the wretched
sufferers on Molokai, that plague-spot of the earth, was very inter-
esting and oratorically gives promise of an impressive and interest-
ing speaker. Mr. Foley gave way amid great applause to John F.
Graham whose subject, "Abraham Lincoln—the Typical Ameri-
can," fitted in nicely during this, Lincoln's Centennial year. Mr.
Graham did not pursue an historical development of the theme but
chose rather to emphasize Lincoln's great charity and love of the
Union which dominated his civil war policy. Mr. Graham's ear-
nestness of interpretation won him enthusiastic applause.
During the intermission the academic choir appeared, and en-
tertained the audience with a rendition of Gabriel's "The Songs My
Mother LTsed to Sing," Masters Oink and Hartigan rendering the
solos. For an encore they responded with that tuneful ballad
"Mother's Somehow Different From the Rest," Master Oink again
acting as soloist.
The third speaker of the evening was Mr. James J. Gaughan,
whose subject, "Respect for Law," was pregnant with interest in
these days when evasion of, and disrespect for the law are crying
evils. His powerful voice and commanding presence aided Mr.
Gaughan materially in the presentation of his opinions on this vitally
important theme. In portraying the evils resultant from disrespect
for law, Mr. Gaughan attained a powerful climax and during the
entire address his ability as an orator was testified to by the high
appreciation shown him. "The Crusades" next met able treatment
at the hands of Edward A. Scott, who undertook the defense of
those stupendous, much maligned and misunderstood, militarv ex-
peditions of the Middle Ages. Though his style was slightly elocu-
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tionary, Mr. Scott's treatment of the subject displayed evidently-
careful consideration.
The ensuing intermission was pleasantly occupied by the violins
of the orchestra with a heartily encored rendition of Haesche's
"Souvenir de Wieniawski." After the encore, the fifth speaker of
the evening, Mr. Erwin J. Hasten, appeared with a different view-
point of "Lincoln," the topic that had served Mr. Graham earlier
in the evening. Mr. Hasten depicted Lincoln's early life, hardships
and sufferings, tracing his career through its earlier discourage-
ments to final consummation in the White House. His delivery
was smooth, with well-interpolated gesturing, his speech being fre-
quently interrupted by applause. The last speaker on the pro-
gramme was Mr. John J. Sullivan, speaking on "Education without
Religion," a topic of especial interest at the present time. Mr. Sulli-
van emphasized the necessity of religion, of morality at least, being
inculcated in education as the basis of public morals and with a
pleasing, self-contained delivery made his instructive address very
interesting. At the conclusion, the judges, Rev. S. P. Cholewinski,.
Dr. E. L. Moorehead, Mr. Ferdinand Goss, Mr. Michael Collins
and Mr. Richard Finnegan repaired to a room off the stage to com-
pare notes. The orchestra meanwhile entertained the audience with
"Memories of Tara," a medley of Irish Songs, until Dr. Moorhead
appeared on behalf of the judges to announce the decision. After
commenting on the general excellence of the contest and the prepara-
tion evidenced by the speeches, Dr. Moorehead announced the win-
ner to be a member of Junior Class, Mr. James J. Gaughan.
CurfetD at ^>ca*
Silvery curfew's mellow call,
Floating softly out to sea,
Whispers to the fishers all,
Silvery curfew's mellow call,
"Spread the sail ere shadows fall,
Loving heart awaiteth thee,"
Silvery curfew's mellow call.
Floating softly out to sea
!
Thomas O. Beeslev, 'io.
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C|)e aiumnt banquet
Joseph H. Finn, '94.
1T1I Bishop Rhode as the guest of honor and "loyalty"
as the chief oratorical inspiration, the 14th annual ban-
quet of the St. Ignatius Alumni Association at the
Great Northern Hotel, February 18, passed into his-
tory.
To those who knew Paul Rhode, the college boy, studious
and retiring, back in the late '8o's, the event was almost an
epoch. When Father Rhode was given the miter and the start
we all read in the newspapers the short sketch of his life with
its one line reference to St. Ignatius College as the institution
where he had received a part of his education. Bishop Rhode
was not so brief in his references to his Alma Mater. He paid
her the just measure of praise. In a word, he was loyal.
Our Alumni have gone up pretty high on the ladder of mun-
dane success. They have reached exalted places in politics, in
the professions and in business. But this investment of one of
the "boys" in the sacerdotal purple is the greatest honor yet.
When Bishop Rhode calls for a display of more of that spirit
of college loyalty, it is time for the negligent alumnus to be-
stir himself. If he doesn't get busy he will soon find all the
famous men of his state in the S. I. C. and then the help of the
slothful one will no longer be sought.
The feats of George T. Mulligan in the role of toastmaster
are still topics of admiration. Lest some credulous person
should be misled, let it be known right now that it was not
Mr. Mulligan's first appearance in that extremely difficult num-
ber. And it should by no means be the last. The nominating
committee ought to include the title among the list of permanent
offices and Mr. Mulligan should be elected to fill it for life.
Mr. Mulligan really struck the chord of the night when he
spoke of the good man's undying devotion to his mother whether
she be physical, spiritual or educational. That virtue or lack
of it, he said, should serve as the elemental test of character.
The toastmaster thus ingeniously introduced William H.
Brown, whose topic was '"loyalty." A year ago the alumni were
denied the favor of Mr. Brown's oratory because of sudden ill-
ness. The wisdom of the committee in restoring him to the
program this year was thoroughly demonstrated. Mr. Brown
found loyalty crystallized and immortalized in the splendid exam-
ples set by the soldiers of the Society of Jesus. They were a
living lesson to every student' of the Jesuit College—first, that
he should be loyal to Christ and his teachings ; second, that he-
should be loyal to the state.
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Mr. Brown was of the opinion that a little of the spirit of
the "rah-rah" boys fostered upon leaving college might keep the
enthusiasm of the graduate nearer the fever mark for an in-
definite time. All agreed in the vociferous endorsement of Mr.
Brown's remedy—that the treatment was well worth the trying.
Rev. John J. Code completely punctured the claims of clap-
trap materialists that the church and science were opposed and
that research is the greatest foe of the religion of Christ. Father
Code's theme was, "The Priest and Science." The progress of
the Church through the ages was traced by the speaker as he
proved the close relationship between Catholic education and
true scientific inquiry. The pioneers in all the specialties, Father
Code declared, were not only believers in God, but in a majority
of instances. His ordained ministers. Copernicus was alluded
to as one of the most striking instances of the church's sym-
pathy and encouragement of the sciences. A successor to
Saint Peter—Pope Gregory
—
perfected the present calendar to
which posterity in gratitude has attached His name.
With considerable feeling Father Code challenged the de-
tractors of the Church to cite a single instance of a real clash
between the religion of Christ and the researches of sciences.
The impeachment of the creation in such a manner, Father
Code declared, was ridiculous and ethically wrong.
Byron D. Kanaley spoke of "Education and American Cit-
izenship." In recent years, education, Mr. Kanaley said, had
begotten a sort of democracy to which everyone was eligible.
The only test, he said, was qualification. The erudite man had
supplanted the aristocrat of a century ago. The sure road to
distinction in American citizenship, the speaker insisted, was ed-
ucation and the pursuit of the higher ideals, nurtured and fos-
tered thereby.
Bishop Rhode, at the invitation of the toastmaster. addressed
the Alumni. He referred briefly to his experience in Saint Igna-
tius college halls. He said that the impressions formed in the
Jesuit class rooms had completely directed his course of life.
The aims and purposes of the Alumni Association, Bishop Rhode
commended. Increased zeal, he insisted, a closer bond of friend-
ship and co-operation would mean much for the greater educa-
tional system of the Jesuits in Chicago—Loyola University.
Bernard McDevitt was summoned from his station of re-
tirement by the toastmaster. Mr. MeDevitt called attention to
the presence of many alumni in the various professions and less
dignified walks of life and suggested the "boosting" of all worthy
wearers of the maroon and gold and the recognition of home talent
-everywhere.
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CJ)e House of jttufc-
John Francis Ouinn.
James Emmet Royce.
IKE the bursting of a huge chrysanthemum, the yellow sun
rose above the furthest of the buttes and washed wave
after wave of ochre-tinted light over the intervening miles
of sand and buffalo-grass and dwarfish, ground-clinging,
exasperating cactus. The dawning in the butte-country
is like the day-break of no other place. It resembles no more the
cardinal sun-rise that sets afire the white enamel of centuries on bulg-
ing mountain-tops than it does the cold, passionless, mist-dispelling
coming of white light over the ocean.
Awed with the great beauty of the scene, the girl upon the
highest of the buttes gasped a long, deep breath and whirled the cow-
pony beneath her to catch a last glimpse of the night, which seemed
only just disappearing into the West, so sudden had been the trans-
formation.
On some distant hill-top a shrinking coyote howled an hysterical
farewell to the night and she felt a sudden shudder run through her
at the sound, then laughed at her fear, little knowing that the longest
lived of the people there had never learned to avoid an unconscious
-
shiver on hearing the almost human cry of that hyena of the butte-
country.
"It is beautiful, Lady,'' she said, stroking the gray ears of the
broncho she rode, "it is surely beautiful. I never knew they had such
sun-rises anywhere. Uncle Don was right. If you want to fall in
love with this country, see it first at dawn." Then, with another look
around her she lifted the reins which she had dropped upon the ani-
mal's neck. "But come. Lady, we must be getting back to breakfast
or we will have to go without any, you and I." And turning, she
guided her mount carefully down the side of the hill and onto the
level, where they burst into a wild canter that sent the sand flying
from the feet of the horse and the blood into the cheeks of the girl
and tumbled the brown of her hair down from under the broad hat
she wore.
She was breathless when she dropped down to open the gate
of the corral and slipped saddle and bridle from the pony. Then she
turned and made her way to the house. They are curious structures,
those ranch-houses of the butte-country. It is a land where a tree
is seldom met with and lumber is a greater extravagance than granite
would be. So they build their feudal mansions literally of mud, cut-
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ting the sod of the buffalo-grass and using it as a mason employs
bricks. Thus they build rambling, single-storied palaces, smoothing
inside with plaster and leaving the outside to the embellishment of
the elements. Such is the customary home of both "white man" and
"Roosian," save that the dwelling of the latter is always distinguish-
able by the bright blue tint with which he inevitably paints his door.
The girl walked through the big living room, noting the odd
features she had not had opportunity to examine on her arrival the
night before. The house seemed so different, so big and homelike,
that she wondered how she could have pitied its inhabitants in the
lonesomeness of her first night away from home. She went on into
the roomy kitchen where she had thought to find her aunt waiting her
return.
"Well," she exclaimed, with a pretense of indignation, looking
about the empty place and addressing the fire which crackled her a
greeting from the big range, "this is fine hospitality, I must say. Just
because the guest of honor goes riding there is no excuse for her
hosts to skip out in her absence. Uncle Don's gone down to the
office ; I suppose—or at least he would be if there were an office this
side of the Mississippi, and I guess Aunty's gone to the grocery for
the coffee for breakfast, only she told me there was not a store in two
hundred miles. Anyway they've wandered off somewhere and there
is no breakfast cooked yet, although the sun's been up an hour. Well,
it's up to 'yours sincerely,' I suppose, so here goes," and with a
laughing eagerness she bared her arms and started the routine of
preparing the meal. A snatch of song sprang to her lips and she
carried on a broken conversation with the snapping fire while she
worked.
"Now, I wonder what they have to eat in this country. Steak?
well hardly, I guess, as the grizzly and the butcher are equally out
of the question. There ought to be a few eggs somewhere, although
I haven't heard any chickens. And here's the coffee—we can drink
out healths, at least. I suppose toast might be in order also and this
strip of pork seems to be the extent of the meat supply."
The fire spluttered and glowed, the rich aroma of the coffee rose
in the air and the sizzling pork made an eloquent appeal to the
appetite.
The girl grew impatient as she waited for the others to return
and she walked over to the window, but her rising fears were allayed
when she saw the shape of man and horse approaching the house
from the hill where she had watched the dawning.
"There comes Uncle Don, anyway," she told the coffee-pot as
she turned the crisping meat and spread the table with a clean white
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cloth, "and if Aunty docs not come soon she'll have a deceased niece
to ship back home."
She went to the door and opened it. The rider had now come
into full view and stopped just at the gate of the corral. His figure
was young and straight in the saddle above a pretty buck-skin. She
knew then that he was not the man whom she had expected to see.
The blue of his shirt was open at the throat and the sun behind him
threw a shadow over his face from his wide hat. He dismounted and.
throwing the bridle reins over his horse's head, lifted a rifle from the
saddle bow and turned toward the house.
Just as he was wheeling toward her, the astonished girl swung
shut the door of the house and turned the lock on it. She did not
know whether to be frightened or not. The ways of the people and
of the country were both unknown to her, but she was vaguely un-
easy and she wished that she had not accepted the absence of her rela-
tives quite so unconcernedly. For the first time a serious thought
came to her that it was hardly natural for them both to be away on
her return and to have left no word or message for her. Xow it
occurred to her that there might have been a less trifling reason than
she had given to herself. She wondered that she did not scream at
the thought. She shot a hurried glance through the window. The
man had come close to the door. His face was still black with shadow
but she noted that he carried the rifle alertly in his hand. With a
rapid glance around the room she noticed a wall-rack and she lifted
out of it a light shot-gun just as his hand was placed on the knob.
She took her place just where she could watch him from the window
without being seen and she felt herself trembling as she saw the door-
lock, a flimsy patent-applied-for thing, shake under his grasp which
changed to partial relief when it held. His face was now turned
partly toward her and she saw a flash of annoyance cross it.
Then he stepped back with a mutter of impatience and surveyed
the exterior of the house. Still looking puzzled, he lifted his voice.
smiling, and called out to the unseen interior, "Hello, in there !"
A strange salute for a highwayman, she thought, and the tone
was surely pleasant enough, but suspicion still ruled her and she
answered him in a voice which amused her with its own tenseness,
"Good Morning."
It was evident that he had not expected a replv for he seemed
to lose his quiet self-possession on hearing her. For a second he was
disconcerted but he tried to make his tone match the cheer of her
own, "Thank you, miss—or shall I say 'madame?' "
"Miss, if you please."
"Miss, then. May I assure you that the discoverv of your pres-
ence overwhelms me?"
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"I judged as much from your remark when the door failed tc*
open."
A look of self-dismay and reproach set itself on his face. "Why
surely I did not say anything as bad as that, did I ?"
"Well it all depends upon how bad 'that' is," she laughed back at
him. Their laughs joined. She felt the fear leaving her and she
leaned her weapon against the wall.
"I hope I didn't scare you trying to break the door down."
"No, not that; but it is a little strain on one's nerves to see a
highwayman with a rifle march up to one's door in broad day-light."
"A highwayman, eh?" and his merriment was most pleasant to
hear. "Picture me being taken for a road-agent. That's a death blow
to anyone's vanity."
"I wonder if you knew you were being awaited by a reception
committee of one, armed by what I think is a twelve-gauge bird-gun,,
although it hasn't got any shells in it."
"Why, I felt that I was under fire at the time but now I suspect
it must have been that of your eyes rather than of the arm."
"Thank you, that was very prettily said—for a burglar
—
; but it
isn't reallv kind to be flattering mv eyes when you haven't even seen
them."
"Oh, but I know they must be beautiful to match your voice."
"Really these plains are better than a drawing-room," she said,
"I am even tempted to pardon you for frightening me."
"But you will insist on my sueing for peace thru a locked door?"
"No, I shall be gracious enough to ask you to 'step into my par-
lor.' I may even invite you to partake of my bounteous breakfast
and make you pay for it in compliments. Heavens ! There's my
coffee boiling all over everything now."
She opened the door and rushed to the rescue of her precious
breakfast. She turned again to find him opening preserves which
he had unearthed from some corner which had escaped her. He had
thrown his hat and gauntlets into a corner, leaned his rifle beside them
and slipped his holster to the floor.
"Oh, I do wish Uncle Don would hurry," she said, coming back
to the table, "everything will be just spoiled."
"Uncle Don?" He started at the name. "Oh, you mean Mr.
Elkhart, I suppose. He hasn't come to breakfast yet?"
"No ; and I've almost begun to worry about him. You know
him, don't you ? I am his niece. You see this is my first journey into
this great West of yours." And she went on to tell him of her morn-
ing's adventures. "There is nothing which could have happened
to him and Aunt Mary, is there? There aren't any more highway-
men about?"
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He waved the breadknife at her reassuringly. "I don't think
you need have cause for fear," he said, "we are quite peaceful people
here. It is not likely they will suffer any greater hardship than to
miss this delicious smelling breakfast of yours."
"In that case they do not deserve to have any at all of it. If
they were liable to be kidnaped, I'd be sorry and save them a cup of
coffee, but now they shall not have a bit. If I only knew where to
locate the cream, I should serve the meal at once."
"I think it more than likely," he said, walking to a chest of draw-
ers behind the table, "that you will find some here. It's 'canned cow,'
of course—we seldom get any fresh out here."
''Really, I believe you knew it was there all the time. You sure-
lv must have eaten here before."
The meal was decidedly Bohemienne and their talk frank and
friendly. The girl, relieved of her anxiety, lapsed into an easy self-
composure, talked with open admiration of the beauty of the butte-
country as she had seen it first and rattled on into an unconscious
banter and coquetry. The man answered her with unconcealed
pleasure, telling her tale after tale of the prairie land and of the East
as he remembered it ; so the time ran on much more rapidly and by
the time he passed her his coffee-cup for the third time they had
found the level of an old-established friendship.
When they had finished he rose, and, going around the table,
stood beside her. She noted that he was straight and tall and that
his brown hair waved in a most prepossessing way. He started to
speak, then hesitated as if he scarcely knew how to voice what he
had to say.
"I wonder," he said at length, "if you could bring yourself to
pardon the most excusable of deception if prompted by the most irre-
sistible of motives. For I have half unconsciously deceived you and
still I cannot bear to experience your displeasure. Truly it has not
been altogether my fault. Circumstances have been as much to blame.
Yet it is hard for me to tell you of the way I have accepted those cir-
cumstances, for fear of dissipating this beautiful dream in which the
gods have placed me. You cannot have helped wondering why it was
that I came to this house of mud this morning, why I consented to
accept the hospitality of your breakfast. You have wondered how
it was that I knew where to find the food which had escaped you. I
will tell you. I found the things because I had placed them where
they were. I ate breakfast at this table because I had no other place
to eat it. I came here because I had no place else to go—for this
house of mud is mine."
She raised her big eyes to his and attempted to speak, but he
hurried on.
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"Please do not interrupt me," he said, "let me tell you all. I
came to the door armed to the teeth because I had been hunting from
the saddle. I tried to come in because I was in a hurry to cook myself
a mess of food. Can you imagine the unconscious fairyland in which
I found myself? I heard your voice where I expected the loneliness
of an empty house. I found a delicious meal where I had thought to
find the ashes of a dead fire. I found your hands had spread a cloth
in this room where a woman never stood before.
"Can you blame me for giving thanks for these blessings and
for fearing to speak lest they vanish ? When you told me your story
I knew at once how you came here. Your uncle's home is the nearest
to this—barely a mile beyond that tallest butte from which you
watched the sunrise. You had simply turned your mount about in
the wrong direction and my lucky star guided you here.
"But I could not tell you that then. In the loneliness of our
great black nights I had dreamed of some day seeing such a woman
as you are as mistress here. I had dreamed of riding home to find
such a woman and such a repast waiting me. I had dreamed of such
eyes above my coffee-pot and of such white hands to take my cup. So
it was just like the God-sent fulfillment of my dearest desire to have
you here and I could not speak—neither can I now, save to beg of
you that you will not send me back to the emptiness of another awak-
ing, that you will not go again from the place into which my good
fortune has led you, that you," and his voice grew very tender, "that
you will make this house of mud your palace."
And when he took her back to her people, they had more to tell
than the tale of a breakfast.
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URIOUS winds and inky clouds
Chide the angry sea,
And dark the hissing water shrouds
A lone ship's destiny.
Lurching o'er the mountain waves,
It staggers in the gloom
;
It mounts and falls ; and still it braves
The dire impending doom.
The waves, the wind, the threatening shoal
Proclaim her ghastly fate
;
She will not yield—she'll reach her goal,
Our glorious Ship of State.
'Tis true, her mast and sails are gone
:
What need has she of these,
'When at her wheel stands staunchly one
Who laughs at stormy seas?
To him nor wind, nor shoals, nor waves
Can fright, nor angry foam
;
His ship he loves, and her he saves
And guides her safely home.
Five decade years have passed away
Since brewed the ghastly storm
;
Our ship still sails the harbored bay,
A grand, majestic form.
And if Ave look in halls of fame,
We'll find it written there
—
That famous, well-loved Pilot's name,
Whose glory none can share.
Robert L. Berghoff.
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Sidney Erwin Glenn, '12.
N Friday evening, January the twenty-second. How-
land Hall, the spacious and handsome assembly room
of the Wm. McKinley High School, was the scene of
the Loyola Literary Society's debut into the field of
inter-high school debating. The auditorium contained
an exceptionally good crowd, the college lads being seated to
the right of the stage and the McKinley students occupying
the left. Over the platform—and it afterwards gave an added
emphasis to S. I. C.'s talent and training—hung McKinley's
pennant, the city championship trophy for inter-high school de-
bating. On the right, St. Ignatius' famous old maroon and gold
banner, the generalissimo of many warring pennants, indicated
that part of the hall set aside for the college.
After the opening address and the reading of the rules gov-
erning the debate, by the chairman, the audience listened with
pleasure to a humorous recitation given by Mr. George P. Devitt.
Then Miss Inez Steed, one of McKinley's accomplished "co-eds,"
rendered a vocal solo with an artistic appreciation and a deli-
cacy of expression that bespeaks uncommon ability on her part.
She was accompanied by Miss Margaret Moeller, another Mc-
Kinley student. The dignified chairman, Judge Ninian H.
Welch, next announced the subject for debate: Resolved: "That
the Right of Suffrage Should be Given to Women." He then
introduced Mr. Henry C. Nichols, of McKinley, the first affirm-
ative. His speech was pleasing, witty and showed great elo-
cutionary power, but he championed a cause, the weakness of
which was the prime reason of McKinley's defeat. He was
followed by Mr. Lawrence A. Biggio, of St. Ignatius, the first
negative. In a speech, distinguished by its sound logic and by
its happy choice of quotation, which he delivered with that
earnestness and careful finish of which he is master, he was
convincing and won extended applause. Mr. Charles I. Korshak
spoke next for McKinley, and though his cause was poor, his
excellent argumentation brought out plainly its best points.
After he had retired, Mr. Michael Killgallon, of St. Ignatius
was announced. With admirable skill, he first won his hearer's
attention and good will with a humorous story, illustrative of
the suffrage movement, and then with an impressive earnestness that
was added to by the height and bearing of the orator, he carried the
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conviction to his audience, that woman suffrage is essentially wrong,
and incidentally, that St. Ignatius was going to win. McKinley's last
debater, Mr. Ernest L. Duck, followed. He was very earnest and
spoke clearly and well, but Mr. J. Fred Reeve, the final speaker for
St. Ignatius, in a speech, witty, earnest, and sincere, won the en-
thusiastic admiration of the entire audience ; that of the women
by his grace and gallantry, and that of the men by his
evident earnestness and sound arguments. When he retired
there was little doubt in the minds of those present as to the
decision. All the speakers won new laurels in their rebuttal,
Mr. Nichols again showing great cleverness. Then while all
waited for the decision of the judges, they listened to a stirring
and sweetly melodious cornet solo, with which Mr. Omer E.
Collins, of McKinley delighted them, his accompanist being Miss
Ruth Burgess, of the same school. After this, the chairman,
first commending the general excellence of the contest, with
the words, "It were an honor to participate in such a debate,"
announced that the judges, Messrs. R. A. Jernberg, G. D. Lord,
and Bernard McDevitt, had unanimously awarded the debate
to St. Ignatius. Cheers and more cheers, hats and overcoats
reappear, people bustle about to shake the victors' hands ; then
the crowTd files out, the lights vanish, the last automobile glides
away into the darkness and a quarter of an hour later, silence
follows the last solitary yell of some happy Academician.
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jfrom (But of ti)e Wt&t.
Daniel A. Lord.
J
HEN Randolph Payne, Junior, entered the private office of
| his father, Randolph Payne the First, he felt almost as
much at home as a man entering the cage with an African
lion. Not that his small, shrewd-looking father bore any
physical resemblance to that majestic beast, but lions have
a way of snapping off the heads of those who enter their sacred
domains, in much the same way as Payne, Senior, had been known to
snap off the head of many a poor mortal's hope. In fact, this was
the first time Randolph, Junior, had dared to enter the dangerous
precincts since the day following his graduation. On that occasion,
he well remembered, his father had informed him "that he (the son)
could never have a place in his office, to ruin the business with fool
college notions ;" and concluded with the pointed remark that foot-
ball and cotillons were heavy enough work for a feather-brain like
him to do.
In justice to the unoffending son, let it be said that the invective
was not altogether merited. True, he had gone in rather strongly
for the foot-ball and the society game, but he was a clean, energetic
fellow, whose head, though very effective against an opposing line,
was fit for something besides imitating a battering ram, and whose
mistakes, none too few, were the result merely of an overdose of
heart. But millionaires of sixty who have spent their lives in the pur-
suit of the elusive eagle are apt to have rather decided views on
things, and Randolph Payne was in no way the exception to this rule.
So, naturally enough, Randolph walked timidly as he approached
his father's desk ; and wondered what crisis in his affairs had caused
this decided summons to the paternal presence. The millionaire saw
his son without even looking up from the letter he was reading ; and,
reaching into a pigeon hole, drew forth another letter which he tossed
him.
"Sit down and read that," he snapped, with the genial air of a
dog barking at a weary pedestrian.
Randolph the second made a brilliant pick-up of the throw,
seated himself in a chair near the desk, and began to read, pausing
now and then for little mental comments.
"
'Dear Randy,' " it began.— "Holy smoke !" ejaculated the son,
internally; "someone's got his nerve with him to address father
like that.— 'Have reached New York after an absence of twenty-
nine years.'—Welcome to our little village !—'You see my daughter,
Jane, has just completed her varnishing process at school, and I de-
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cided that it was a shame to waste a 1500 a year education on a 1500
population Oklahoma town, and consequently migrated. Am going
to live on your swellest street as soon as I can find out the name of it,
and wish you would look us up. Hear you've got a son'—meaning
me, I suppose,
—
'and if he is anything like his dad, trot him over 'till
Ave see how the young colts would look as a team.
Yours, etc.,
John Lovvden.' "
"Young colts," mused Randolph, reflectively; "evidently means
Miss Jane and me. Well, I've a' mental picture of that tall, ungainly,
'you-all'-ing product of some jay boarding school lassoing me—not.
I'll—"
"Did you read that?" interrupted his father.
"Why, yes, I—
"
"Well," he said in his telegramatic way ; "John Lowden and I
used to be partners. He helped me and gave me a start when I was
down and out. Since then we've both made our wads. So look 'em
up ; get acquainted with the girl, and make it pleasant for her. By
the way, it's about time for you to settle down and cut all your non-
sense ; so after a decent interval, you and she had better get married."
"What?" gasped Randolph.
"Are you deaf? I said that you and she had better get married.
Now see here, young man. I've been putting up the necessary while
you pink-tead and foot-balled your time away without ever asking
what happened to the checks I signed. But now it's going to stop
;
do you understand that? stop, unless you do as I tell you to do.
Don't get an idea that you're so important that she's not good enough
for you. The daughter of my friend is good enough for any dis-
penser of parlor tricks. So hunt up John Lowden's girl ; and if she'll
have you, marry her ; though the Lord knows that if she's as sensible
as her father you haven't much chance. Otherwise—" and he made
a gesture indicative of a certain cutting from his will.
Randolph the second turned all the primary colors in quick suc-
cession gave a highly successful imitation of a fish struggling for
breath, and then, with a sudden inspiration exclaimed
:
"But suppose she is as sensible as her father? Suppose after all,
she won't have me ?"
"Then," said the father. "I don't see much I can do. But mind,
you've got to ask her. If she wants to turn you down, that's a dif-
ferent proposition."
There was a quick revolution of the chair indicating more plainly
than words the conclusion of the interview. So Randolph the second,
picked up his faultlessly brushed hat, and with a dazed air, moved
from the room. On the way from the office to his club, so absorbed
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was he in the unexpected problem that he unintentionally cut three
of his best and most necessary friends, narrowly escaped the front
lamps of a touring car, and apologized to a telegraph pole which
chanced to stand in his rather irregular path.
On the steps of the club, however, a brilliant idea struck him,
and with a whoop of joy, he brushed aside the door boy, dashed into
the library and madly grasped paper and pen. After six attempts,
his note was completed, and with a look of triumph in his eye, he
read the solution of his matrimonial difficulty.
"Dear Miss Lowden :
—
"While in my father's office this afternoon, I learned, with a
great deal of pleasure, that you and your father, at one time my
father's partner, have decided to make New York your home. Inci-
dentally, father very much surprised me by stating that he wished me
to marry you, or at least to ask your consent to such an engagement.
I can readily picture, Miss Lowden, your amusement at the thought
of so high-handed a settlement of your future and mine prior to our
even seeing each other. When I pointed out to father that doubtless
we would have few tastes in common, and that your eyes were pos-
sibly turned elsewhere, he very strongly hinted that should I fail to
ask your hand I would be succeeded in his will by 'The Home for
Antiquated Felines,' which latter thought is scarcely an agreeable
one.
"Consequently I have, after much unaccustomed mental effort,
hit upon a plan which will conform to the paternal will, and at the
same time be satisfactory to us both. Upon meeting, I will ask your
hand, and you can promptly decline it.
"Believe me, sincerely,
"Randolph Payne."
It took but a short time to locate the newly arrived Westerners
at their hotel, and thither the note borne by a uniformed Mercury
sped. In less than twenty-four hours, Randolph received the fol-
lowing note in reply
:
"Dear Mr. Payne:
—
"Your rather amusing note was received yesterday afternoon.
Your plan is exceedingly clever, and meets with my entire approval.
You may consider yourself already declined.
Sincerely,
"Jane Forrester Lowden."
"By Jove!" thought Payne, as he read the note; "she takes it
calmly enough. She seems to have a sense of humor, too. I wonder
how she looks." And with that, he proceeded promptly to dismiss
all thought of the soon-to-be-courted Miss Jane of the West.
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About a week later, Payne was called to the phone by one of his
married friends.
"Randolph," she said ; "please don't tell me that you are to be
busy this evening. I've just met the splendidest girl, and I so want
you to come to a box party in her honor. Say you'll come, won't
you ?"
Randolph's hesitation lasted but an instant, and in less than a
single revolution of his watch's second hand, he was "signed" for
the box-party.
There was an unusually long time spent before the mirror that
evening. His tie required special care; his hair appeared most diffi-
cult to part ; while his shirt bosom seemed to have a most disagree-
able propensity for bulging. At last his toilet was finished to his
complete satisfaction, and he felt confident that he was sartorially
fit to meet even the new and unknown addition to Mrs. Carlton's
bevy. For Mrs. Carlton's taste, he knew, was the best in the world,
and if she approved of a maiden's pulchritude and charms, that fortu-
nate maiden's success was assured.
Randolph arrived at the theater a trifle early, and proceeded at
once to the box. Shortly, however, Mrs. Carlton and the remainder
of the party arrived. For a moment, the heavy curtains served as a
barrier between Randolph's expectant eyes and the mysterious
maiden, then, convoyed by Mrs. Carlton, she appeared and stood with
the brilliant glare of the electric bulbs illumining her person. And
for the first time in his life, Randolph acted the perfect boor. For he
stared with eyes distended at the girl ; and in that all too brief mo-
ment, he termed her the most beautiful girl he had ever seen in his
young life.
"Sit beside Mr. Payne, if you will, Jane," said Mrs. Carlton.
"Miss Lowden, this is Mr. Payne." And with that, she was off.
In a flash it dawned upon him. This new addition, this dream of
beauty, was the daughter of his father's partner, Miss Jane of the
West ! For a moment he gazed at her, too amazed for words ; then
the strain of the situation was broken by a soft laugh from the girl.
"How perfectly amusing this is," she said, in a well modulated,
melodious voice. "Please don't stare at me as if I were some strange,
unknown creature, fresh from the wilds of the West."
Gracefully she seated herself at his side, and accepted the pro-
gram which he mechanically tendered. At last she turned to him
again.
"So you are Randolph Payne. How perfectly funny !" and again
her laugh rippled.
Randolph couldn't see the amusing feature of his identity, but
smiled simply because she seemed to expect it, and stumbled blun-
deringly through an answer.
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When he reached home that evening, Randolph accused himself
of being seventeen distinct varieties of a fool. He knew he had never
spent so delightful and yet so painfully awkward an evening in his
life. The girl from the West was a revelation. Charming, beautiful,
witty, interesting, she had seemed to exert herself for him, and he,
buried in the depths of wonder and remorseful memories had failed
to answer her questions with any degree of facility, had lapsed into
stunned silences, and generally acted the idiot.
But before his mirror, with a collar in one hand, and a rumpled
tie in the other, he swore a mighty oath by all the gods of domesticity,
to comply with his father's wish and marry Miss Jane of the West.
The succeeding three months of Randolph Payne's existence
were eminently interesting to himself and highly amusing to his
friends. For Randolph the Cynic, the confirmed follower of Plato,
was caught securely in the meshes of a maiden's smile, and very
evidently was not trying to aid in his own escape. On the contrary,
with each succeeding day, the meshes closed more tightly about
him ; or, to change the metaphor, each succeeding hour found his
pursuit of Miss Jane growing more energetic and skillful.
At last at the end of three months, he summoned courage suffi-
cient to ask her to share his lot, or, if need be, a whole city block
with him.
For a moment Miss Jane gazed down at him, for he had done
the proper thing and knelt at her feet, with an amused smile. Then
she said with a trace of laughter in her voice.
"I thank you, Mr. Payne, for the honor of your proposal ; but
force of circumstances forbids me to accept."
Payne, with a dazed air, rose to his feet. His face, hitherto
so flushed with excitement and radiant with hope, was as mournful
as if he had been present at the signing of his own death warrant.
"No," she continued ; "I cannot consent to become your wife."
This she said with a sadly solemn manner. And then, "There, I've
done what you asked me to do, before we ever met. I've refused
you because you yourself so wished it. But," and she held up her
hand to stop his pleading ; "were you to ask me again, I might
answer as I wish it to be and then—
"
And in the rapturous moment that followed, he asked and was
ranswered.
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Senior ©ebate.
Thomas Quinn Beesley, 'io.
"Should the Navy of the United States be materially In-
creased?" In all the dignity of cap and gown, six members of our
Senior Class met in Association Hall, Wednesday evening, March
24, to contest for the John Naghten debate medal. The question
concerned the material increase of our navy and was argued affirm-
atively by Messrs. Emmett Royce, Wm. Carroll, and Edmund Curda,
while Messrs. James R. Quinn, J. Francis Quinn and Daniel A.
Lord defended the negative. The evening's program was opened by
the two last named gentlemen with a piano duet, a medley of
"National Airs."' That popular entertainer, the Glee Club,
next made its appearance and, with Mr. Hutter directing, ren-
dered Park's "Medley."
After a brief interval to allow belated auditors to secure
seats the chairman of the evening, Mr. Joseph A. Graber, arose
to open the debate. After a few general remarks and brief ex-
planation of the rules for the debate. Mr. Graber introduced the
first speaker of the evening, Mr. James Emmett Royce, first
affirmative. In an eloquent, forceful oration, Mr. Royce pictured
the unprotected condition of the nation's seaboard and the in-
adequacy of the present fleet, citing eminent naval authorities in
support of his claims. Mr. Royce's speech was logically de-
veloped and the arguments strikingly brought out. being ad-
vanced in strictly syllogistic form.
The chairman next introduced Mr. James R. Quinn, the first
speaker of the negative. Mr. Quinn endeavored to disprove
the unprotected condition of our coast by detailing the strength
and number of our coast defences. He also took up the probable
outcome of a naval war. arguing from past experience to what
might be expected today.
The second speaker for the affirmative was Mr. William Car-
roll. Mr. Carroll, who seemed to be inconvenienced somewhat
by a slight cold, opened his address quietly, quoting statistics
in support of his arguments. Mr. Carroll emphasized our naval
position in regard to other powers and reiterated the consequent
need for an increased navy.
Mr. Carroll was succeeded by Mr. J. Francis Quinn, the
second negative, in an emphatic reply. Mr. Quinn argued from
our continental isolation. He also advanced the argument of
our commerce being a strong protection, and warmly advo-
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cated the millions spent on the navy being employed instead
for the advancement of national prosperity.
Following Mr. Quinn was the last speaker for the affirma-
tive side, Mr. Edmund F. Curda. Mr. Curda first developed the
point that arbitration is not always effective to keep peace and
that a navy was far more efficacious. He also employed Scrip-
tural reference and in conclusion had just summed up the argu-
ments for the affirmative when the gavel terminated his speech.
The last set speech of the evening was delivered by Mr.
Daniel A. Lord, third negative. Mr. Lord, with polished de-
livery, after detailing the expense incurred from the navy, drove
home forcibly the necessity of the government's subsidizing
a merchant marine and establishing naval bases, instead of ex-
pending money on a material increase in naval armament.
While the debaters were preparing their rebuttal, the seraph-
ic, sweet-voiced warblers of the select choir entertained the
audience with Maries' pretty "Sailing," responding to the en-
core with a humoresque.
The rebuttal was spicy, spirited and lively, and during
the twenty brief minutes that it lasted, furnished ample excite-
ment to the audience. The last two speakers especially, Mr.
Lord, for the negative, and Mr. Curda, for the affirmative, were
greeted with a storm of applause over their effective use of a
striking comparison, which Mr. Lord employed in telling fash-
ion for the negative, while Air. Curda humorously endeavored
to divert the same into an affirmative argument.
During the interval while the judges were deliberating, the
Glee Club again made its appearance, with a rendition of Parks'
"When the Little Ones Say Good-night." After the encore, the
Rev. E. J. Fox appeared in behalf of the judges, to announce
the decision. Mr. Fox, with great gravity, kept the audience in
suspense for some moments until, when the interest had be-
come extremely acute, he announced the affirmative side to be the
winner of the debate and the recipient of the medal, Mr. James
Emmett Rovce.
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editorial.
A short time ago, the following" question was put to all the
public school boys of England: "If, in a championship game,
your college team could win, but only on the con-
The Test dition that you, a player on that team, would be
of College entirely discredited, would you, despite that fact.
Spirit. prefer that the team should win ; or would you, . on
the other hand, rather the team would lose its
match, and you yourself be covered with glory?''
The answer was discouraging, indeed, to the proposers of that
question. For the vast majority of the students chose the latter
alternative of glorifying themselves on a losing team. The
question had more back of it than would seem at a first glance;
for the question amounts to this: "Have you, to whom this
query is addressed, a true college spirit ; the spirit of Alma Ma-
ter's advancement at any personal cost? Have you the spirit
that makes a team a credit to the institution it represents? Have
you the true love and loyalty for the college that is fostering
you?" If the one to whom the query is put can answer in the
affirmative, then, and then only, is he imbued with the spirit
that makes the winning team. Then, and then only, is he filled
with a true loyalty for the college whose colors he carries in
conflict. If he answers in the negative, he places himself among
those who prefer self advancement to college advancement; who
prefer that their personal glory be gained rather than the glory
of their Alma Mater. Student of St. Ignatius, can you answer
that question ?
D. A. L.
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Is Honesty Out of Date?
Reading a recent copy of a weekly magazine recommended to
the public chiefly by reason of the great number of copies sold, we
began to wonder if it were true that honesty had really gone out of
fashion as a subject for readable fiction. In the issue in question
there are seven "leaders." One is a preamble in politics anent the
selection of the present Cabinet ; one is a discourse in regard to
the use of slang in England and the rest are dissertations of various
sorts in which the exploitation of dishonesty in as many different
phases is the prime feature of attraction. There is a story which
clothes a patent-medicine fake with considerable romance ; there
is one which commingles with a deal of splendid Arizona scene-
painting much extollation of shell-gambling and highway robbery;
there is one well-written treatise on collections with several methods
of manipulating and avoiding' them which are hardly compatible
with the statutes ; there is an exciting tale of the successful misap-
propriation of bank funds and lastly one of a series of sketches
dealing with the dishonest misadventures of a professional cheat.
The alimentation in all of them is beyond criticism, the product,
as far as may be judged by mere externals, extremely palatable and
the whole ready to be digested, gulped, as it were, by the thought-
less, dishonesty and all. That is all. Not an iota of contrast—not
a trace of morality dressed in any manner and stuck away into any
corner to show that square-dealing may still be made an agreeable
topic to be offered to the reading circle of our greatest weekly.
We are not a prude. We do not think we are a prig—but we
do believe that there is reason for a demand that some manner of
balance be maintained, even in the subjects of our fiction, between
the right and the wrong. That is why we are led to wonder if we
have been sleeping while good old-fashioned morality has passed
entirelv out of date.
J. E. R.
From the Tiber.
Recently an interview was given to the Associated Press at
Paris by Archbishop Ireland of St. Paul, just before his departure
for home. In the interview, the eminent prelate expressed his grati-
fication at the exceptionally high standing of the students in the
American College at Rome. "The American Catholic public for
the most part is not aware of the record made by the young men,"
he said. "As compared with the students of other nations in Rome
they stand easily first, not only in ecclesiastical but in general
scholarship. The pope on several occasions has expressed his in-
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terested appreciation of their work, particularly of that of no less
than seven youths front Chicago, whose names and achievements,
I believe, already have been published and who bid fair practically
to monopolize all the high honors this year."
So runs the press dispatch and it is of especial interest to St.
Ignatius students. St. Ignatius men constitute the majority of stu-
dents from Chicago, in the American College, numbering twenty-
two in all. Reports from time to time, have shown old St. Ignatius
boys high up on the list. This latest interview of Archbishop Ireland
reflects great credit upon the young men in question and the colleges
where they received their education. The success attained by these
young men is attributable to two things in particular,—their appli-
cation and general information, and the training received at college.
Their general information acquired in college before entering upon
their higher studies has doubtless served them in good stead. But
the further training received from college institutions such as debat-
ing societies, literary clubs, the college journal, and oratorical and
elocution contests, has a still more potent influence in fitting them
for higher studies. These college institutions afford the student
numerous chances of developing his talents, chances which are per-
haps unappreciated now but will be in the future. The student
who is endeavoring to derive the greatest profit from his education
is the one who goes in for all these things. The men who participate
in these activities are generally the ones who graduate with honors,
a credit to themselves and their Alma Mater. They impress one
far more favorably than the student whose world is limited to the
covers of his text-books. The latter would be immeasurably bene-
fited by embracing these activities within his college sphere. With-
out shirking any of the regular class work, the student can go in for
these college activities and find them profitably enjoyable, furnished
with a strong incentive by the glorious record of the Chicago boys-
on the banks of the vellow Tiber
!
T. O. B.
Collegedom, never uninteresting, has been made particu-
larly bright and cheery during the last quarter by the multiplic-
ity and variety of the happenings in its domain. Every inhabi-
tant of this busy world has in some way been touched by the
events which have occurred. Detailed accounts of the more
important events will be set down elsewhere. College notes can
only serve to recall again to memory the pleasant happenings
that have srone.
The Play Banquet.
The new year was fittingly inaugurated in Collegeland, when
the Thespians, who crowned themselves with histrionic glory
in the annual Christmas play sat down in Chef Georges' grill
room to partake of a sumptuous banquet. With Richelieu (down
on the bills as Daniel A. Lord) in the toastmaster's chair, it
may readily be inferred at what a merry pace the feasting and
gayety proceeded. Interspersed with songs and speeches by the
principal actors, jovialty reigned unchecked.
Statement of play.
Due to heavy expenses, the financial success of the play
was somewhat marred. The proceeds were divided as follows
:
The Students' Library $ 75.00
Athletic Association 25.00
Musical Societies 26.06
The Collegian 15.00
$141.06
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Lincoln Centennial Celebration.
A hundred years—a hundred years fraught with peace and
war, prosperity, depression, glorious conquest, ambitions at-
tained, life, death, and hopes for greater life—had flowed on and
we found ourselves celebrating the centennial of the birth of one
of our greatest presidents. He who lives and dies and is re-
membered after a hundred years must surely have had some
special claim to remembrance and fittingly must he be com-
memorated. Among all the praises, eulogies and memorials
which were offered up throughout the land in commemoration
of the hundredth anniversay of the birth of Abraham Lincoln,
the celebration of the students of St. Ignatius College occupied
a proper place.
Patriotism was aroused in the hearts of all present when the
hall resounded to the opening number of "National Airs," bril-
liantly rendered on the piano by Daniel Lord and Francis Quinn
in duet. After the applause subsided an essay on the life
of "Honest Abe" was read by Edward J. Barry, the able rep-
resentative of the High School in the exercises of the day. Er-
win Hasten, '10, was down on the program for an address, but
owing to illness, his number was omitted. The pitch of patriot-
ism to which the audience had been aroused was further sus-
tained when a double quartette, composed of members of the
Glee Club, rendered "America" and "Columbia, the Gem of the
Ocean," with warmth and ardor. The absence of the address
was made up in part by the oration delivered by John F. Gra-
ham, of Junior Class. He did not dwell long on the biograph-
ical aspect of the subject, but paid glowing tribute to the qual-
ities of mind and heart which characterized the masterful rail-
splitter. If anything further were required to round out the
celebration, the poems of Charles Coyle and Edward Scott, both
in their freshman year, were eminently suitable for supplying
the deficiency. These poems, entitled "The Slave's Dream,"
and "True Unto Death," were so well composed as to merit
publication afterwards in the New World. The exercises were closed
by a few well-chosen words by Fr. Cassilly and all departing pro-
claimed by their loud applause that neither the celebration nor the
example of the man commemorated would soon be forgotten.
Twelve members of our popular Glee Club accepted the invi-
tation of Fr. Wolters, spiritual director of the Dunning Institution
for the Insane, to entertain the inmates with a few of their catchy
songs. Accordingly they wended their way to the far Northwest
side. An attractive programme, consisting of recitations, songs and
a dramatic sketch, in which the Glee Club boys figured prominently.
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was provided. In their three or four numbers and in the many en-
cores, they sung everything from "Grandfather's Ducks" to the col-
lege cheer and were only permitted to desist when their entire reper-
toire was exhaustd. The evening was spent very pleasantly and a
cordial invitation to participate in future entertainments was ex-
tended to the members.
Inter-Collegiate Contests.
Should a stranger have wandered through the halls where
Seniors, Juniors and Freshmen are wont to congregate, on the au-
spicious day of March twenty-second, he would have been struck
with wonder at the strange absence of every sound save that of the
scratching of pens or the rustling of paper. He might have doubted
where he was. Thoughts of hallowed and sacred editorial rooms,
strict-silenced and rigid-ruled correspondence offices, civil-service
examination board rooms, public library reading and reference rooms,
and other grim places associated with the idea of stillness, occupation,
and the swish of turning pages, might have entered his mind but, had
they, he would have been mistaken. This strange condition of affairs
was due to participation in the annual Inter-Collegiate English con-
test. For six hours these young men must labor to produce three
English essays to be placed in competition with a like number from
each of the other nine Jesuit colleges of the Missouri province. St.
Ignatius has had good success in the past contests and hopes are high
that in this one also she will keep up her record.
Concert to right of them, exhibition to left of them, contest in
front of them, has been the situation of the students and their friends
in the last two months. So numerous have been the events—from the
Junior Debate with McKinley High School, right on up through the
Glee Club and Academic Choir concert, the Gymnasium exhibitions,
the oratorical contest and the Senior Debate—that they have hardly
had time to draw a breath between them. And now here come the
elocution contests hot upon our heels ! Verily, it has been a brilliant
dramatic season.
Loyola Academy.
The Loyola Academy, Devon avenue and the Lake, will be
opened next September. It is expected that classes for the first
three years of High School, in both the Classical and Commer-
cial Courses, will be formed. It is not likely that there will be
a class of the fourth year of High School, nor will any gram-
mar classes below High School grade be formed. The tuition
fee for the year will probably be placed at one hundred dollars.
John I. Graham, *io.
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The Loyola Literary Society.
At the first meeting- of the new year, the following were elected
as officers for the second semester : Vice President, Mr. Michael R.
Killgallon ; Recording Secretary, Mr. Sidney E. Glenn ; Correspond-
ing Secretary, Mr. Lawrence A. Biggio ; Treasurer, Mr. Frank
Herbert ; Censors, Messrs. Moorehead and Purcell. The unqualified
victory of the society in its debate with the Wm, McKinley High
School debating team, roused the ambition of the members, and in
the succeeding meetings, the Junior Debaters, not only packed 1he
seats, but even overflowed them and were ranged along the walls.
Later, in the presence of the entire society, the young men, who had
won this contest for the Junior Debaters, were each presented with a
gold watch fob. On the face of each was the monogram of the
Loyola Literary Society, and the reverse bore the name of the de-
bater with the words, McKinley High School Debate. Mr. Kill-
gallon, the Vice President, presided at many of the subsequent
meetings, and he showed by his natural dignity and by the authority
with which he preserved order, that he was fully competent to hold
his high office in the society. Then, too, the debaters were further
encouraged by the visit of three members of the Chrysostomean
Messrs. Benz, Beesley and Walsh. These gentlemen each gave a
brief talk on the subject then being debated and they all united in
commending both the society and the work of its members. The
debates also have been exceptionally well prepared—the students
spending many hours on Thursdays among the books of the public
library. Among those who especially distinguished themselves in
debate, were Mr. Graham, whose ability and willingness to speak
on any subject, at any time, helps greatly in bringing forth replies
from the house ; Mr. Barry, whose smooth, finished speeches are
rendered in a fluent tongue ; Mr. Fitzgerald, impressive and business-
like, and Mr. Dever, whose subtle and keen wit has dropped many
an argument on its own author's head. Since the McKinley Debate,
the society has received two challenges for debates, one from the
Lewis Institute Team and one from Marquette's Academy Team.
The subject for both debates is the same : "Resolved, That a Consti-
tutional Amendment should be secured, providing for the election
of United States Senators by a direct vote of the people." Seven
young men are now reading up on the subject and on anv Thursdav
you can find Messrs. Killgallon, Reeve, Biggio, Barry, Fyfe, Fitz-
gerald and Graham, reading at the public library. Although the
team has not yet been selected, the ability of all the candidates argues
well for success in both contests. The debate with Lewis Institute
will be held in the Lewis Auditorium, at Robey and Madison Streets,
on Tuesday, April the twenty-seventh. The other debate will be
held at Marquette Academy in Milwaukee, on Wednesday, May the
twelfth. In both contests, St. Ignatius will defend the negative.
Sidney E. Glenn, '12.
On the evening of February the twenty-second, the mu-
sical societies of Saint Ignatius College repeated their success
of former years in entertaining a most appreciative and enthu-
siastic audience with a well-chosen and delightfully rendered
program. The day was one of national importance and we feel
certain, that if the great statesman whose one hundred and sev-
enty-seventh birthday it marked and who was "first in war and
peace," could have been at the evening's entertainment, he would
likewise be "first" in congratulating the musicians on their ef-
forts and thanking them for a few hours of enjoyable diversion.
The opening number was Shubert's "Marche Militaire."
It is one of the best things that the orchestra has played in years
and requires much expression and technique for its proper in-
terpretation. It was given an excellent reading under Pro-
fessor Pribyl's direction. Professor Pribyl is a quiet leader,
but the few motions of his baton evidently mean a great deal,
for he obtains great results. The Glee Club next made its in-
itial bow with Gounod's famous "Soldier Chorus," from "Faust,"
which is a most difficult work, even for professionals. A med-
ley of old songs was given as an encore and proved to be far
superior to the first number from an interpretative standpoint.
"Come Where the Fields," by Kunkel, with Master Oink as
soloist, was the next number given by the Select Choir, a band
of twelve young singers, most prominent in the Academy Choir.
It was a pretty song, prettily sung, and so heartily was it re-
ceived that an encore was demanded and given. Professor
Hutter played "En Route" and arrived at his destination in
safety. The next number was the musical treat of the even-
ing, Haesche's "Souvenir de Wieniowski," played by ten young
men of Professor Pribyl's violin class. They played smoothly and
with ease, not alone from a technical point of view, but from
an interpretative one as well, which means that the shading and
phrasing were so perfect that the music seemed spontaneous and
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natural rather than studied and carefully worked out. The
number displayed violinists of great capabilities and still greater
promise. The Academic Choir next sang "Before the Sun
Awakes," by Groate, a not too difficult number, yet pleasing to
hear. It was given with zest and spirit by the singers. "Mem-
ories of Tara," containing strains of the incomparably beautiful
Irish melodies, was next played by the orchestra with good under-
standing and expression, following which the Glee Club and
choir sang in full chorus the ever-beautiful "Annie Laurie,"
and the ever-popular "Little Brown Jug." "Marching," by
Throtere, was next sung by the Glee Club. The soloist dis-
played a voice of unusual brilliancy and high range and was
loudly applauded for his efforts. "Little Pee Weet," a Japanese
love song, was given as an encore with Thomas Kevin in the
petite role of the flirting Japanese maid. The number was amus-
ing and diverting after listening to an evening of classics. The
last number on the program was a group of lilting, tuneful
marches, dedicated entirely to the yellow race, the first being
a dainty novelty, "John Chinaman," and the second, Mr. China-
man's brother's celebrated "Triumphal Japan." They were a
fitting finale to the evening's entertainment and the audience
listening intently to the last chord voted it a most enjoyable
evening and a fitting celebration for February the twenty-second.
John Francis Ouinn, '09.
M%**-*
Upon the quiet air of morn,
When streaks of red the sky adorn,
From belfries high is gaily borne
The sound of Easter Chimes.
Triumphant swells their every note,
While joy pidsates each throbbing throat
That spreads their news to lands remote,
Sweet bells of Easter times.
And forth into this tranquil air
With raiment new and feathers rare,
There comes a host of maidens fair,
Whose grace is quite sublime.
Their gowns a father's purse deplete,
And yet, their charm is so complete,
That men must worship at their feet;
Sweet belles of Easter time.
And now comes the happy season of Easter. Easter, with its
joyous shedding of Lenten grays, is a time of glad rejoicing to the
jester. His bauble, hitherto draped in mourning, is painted and
furbished in festive fashion. His bells, grown weary of a solemn
toll, are tuned to the peals of Easter Chimes ; and his whole being
is permeated with the gladness, the freshness of a budding world.
Truly is Easter a season of rejoicing. Tis then that Spring, like
a shy debutante, hesitating on the threshold of her first party, smiles
and coquettes with the expectant world. 'Tis then that the first
robin and the first street piano appear to thrill the heart with their
respective renditions of the Spring Song. 'Tis then that the youth
so lightly turns to thoughts of love, whenever he can find time to
turn from the baseball gossip. 'Tis then that each maiden appears
in a new dress if she has one, and in distress if she hasn't. Yes,
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Easter is a season when everything rises from the long sleep of
winter, and laughs in the consciousness of renewed strength and
vigor. And so the jester, seated at his desk, and thinking moodily
of the sunshiny world without, must, despite himself, smile and mut-
ter: "Yes, Easter time is a happy season, after all."
COPY TO ORDER
{Being the Fanciful Dream of a Fanciful Humorist.
The humorous Editor of the Daily Blast for the fifth time in
five minutes ran his hand savagely through his hair. When the
Editor ran his hand through his hair, the office cat crawled under
the table, the office boy put the soft pedal on his whistle, and the
whole office force walked on the digital extremities of their terminal
locomotive organs. For that mussing of his hirsute covering was
a sure and positive sign that the Editor was angry, and angry as
only a man can get when he is writing a funny column. For three
hours had he been seated at his desk trying in vain to turn out copy
;
and in all that time he had completed one verse that read like a
"From Mike and Little Margaret" in the Blast's In Memoriam
Column, and one "he and she" joke that would have done damage
to the reputation of a grave digger. And still no inspiration flashed
across his brain. Where could he turn for matter ? It was too early
for spring verses and too late for winter ones ; there was no dress-
makers' nor milliners' convention in town ; the tariff bill had been
joked to an untimely death ; and, worst of all, his faithful ally,
"Life" was a day late.
A hurried glance at the clock showed him that he had exactly
forty-five minutes to fill the rapacious maw of the Line-o-type
so, with a grim determination to do his verse even if he had to joke
his mother-in-law, he buried his head again in his work. Almost
instantly he heard a soft voice at his elbow.
"I hope you'll pardon me," it said, "but if you have time, I'd
like to show you an improved,—
"
"G'wan," growled our humorist in his merriest groan; "I don't
buy books. I don't need collar buttons, glue, patent nail files, com-
bination tool-chests, or photographs. I've got so much life insur-
ance now that my folks all wish I would die, and I never chew
gum. Scat !"
There was a moment's silence.
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"But," purred the gentle voice, in a tone as soft as the drinks
at a Temperance Picnic ; "I'm sure that this will be of interest to
every humorist like—
"
"Nope," yelled the humorist, intercepted in his pursuit of a
rhyme for harbor ; "I never read Kendricks Bangs ; I've got Mark
Twain in the original and Joe Miller in half Morocco; and I'm the
man that wrote 'The Pun and How to Punish It.' Conquer it !"
"But," persisted the voice; "if you will only give me your at-
tention for a moment, I'm sure you'll not regret it. I don't want to
sell anything. I have an invention which I want to give to every
humorist in the country."
At the word "give" the Editor turned abruptly and with an ex-
pectant look. It isn't often a humorist is given anything save a
call-down or a reproachful look, so he naturally turned to inspect
the owner of a voice which used the word in his connection. The
speaker proved to be an eccentric looking chap, yet there was a
genial smile wreathing his features, and in his hand he carried a
large, leather covered bundle, about the size of an Ordinary type-
writer.
"Yes," he continued ; "for years I have labored to perfect the
most marvelous machine ever invented ; and now that it is com-
pleted, it is free to all who live by their wits."
With a flourish, he placed the bundle on the Editor's desk, and
started to remove the leather covering. For a moment there was
silence, save for the snapping of buckles, and the rubbing of straps.
At length the visitor stood erect, and with a profound bow said
:
"Prepare to behold the marvel which will revolutionize the
humorous literature of the age." With a whisk he removed the
cover. "Behold, The Prompt and Popular Producer of Puns and
Poetry."
It was a curious machine that stood on the desk. In appear-
ance it was simply a rectangular steel box, with a large slit in one
end. But on the top were several rows of white keys, and on the
side was a large crank.
"The manipulation," continued the stranger, "is exceedingly
simple. Merely select the key marked with the style of verse you
desire, press that, turn the crank and your verse slides through the
slit. Dost relish the idea?"
And the Editor relished it as a gold fish would relish an invita-
tion to swim. He was on his feet in an instant, and with a You-are-
my-long-lost-brother look in his eye, grasped the hand of the in-
ventor.
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"Sir," he said, and his voice was wet with tears ; "you have
saved the life of a fellow being. Demonstrate what you say, and
all my fortune which is not in my wife's name is yours."
The inventor blushed, confidently pressed a key marked "Snap
Verse," turned the crank, and handed to the Editor a folded paper,
which fell from the slit.
With a wild, expectant look in his eye, the Editor seized the
paper and read,
The Wanderer's Return.
On thee, I've lavished every care,
I've loved thee as a son.
My thoughts which longed to make thee fair.
About thy form have clung.
I've loved thee, yet I bade thee go
And prayed thou'dst ne'er return;
I hoped that other hearts might glow,
And for thee fondly yearn.
But now, alas, my hopes are spent.
Though yet I'm proud of thee
;
Confound that editor who sent
This story back to me
!
The Editor looked up from the verse, and in his glance was a
mixture of hope and suspicion.
"Well," he conceded; "that sounds well enough, but how will
it work when I have to turn out five or six verses a day? No ma-
chine save a weary brain could meet a demand like that."
The inventor looked as reproachful as a burglar whose honesty
has been impugned.
"My machine," he reiterated, "will turn out enough verses to
meet the largest demand. Here, skeptical one, try for yourself."
The Editor came forward eagerly and pressed the button
marked "Suffrage Verse." Instantly another folded sheet fell out,
and the Editor read with ever increasing surprise
:
The Trail of the Suffragette.
"Father, where has Mother gone?"
"Hush, my darling pet.
Mother's gone to higher things,
Smashing bosses' grafting rings.
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Fighting tyrannizing kings. I
Mother is a suffragette."
"Father, where is Mother now?"
"Hush, my darling pet
!
-.-,'"
All the beds are still unmade
;
And, though dinner's long delayed,
Baby dear, don't be afraid
;
Mother is a suffragette."
"Father, where is Mother still?"
"Hush, my darling pet.
Breakfast things have not been cleared
;
Floors with ancient mud are smeared
;
Still Mamma has not appeared.
Mother is a suffragette."
"Father, where has Mother gone?"
"Hush, my darling pet.
We had best become inured
;
Mother's loss must be endured
;
Woman's rights must be secured.
Mother is a suffragette."
As he finished, the look of surprise left his face, and in its place
came one of immense delight.
"It's the greatest invention of the age," he fairly volleyed at his
newly found friend. "Turn me out some more verses ; I don't care
what kind ; for Fve only got thirty minutes 'till press time. Why,
man, you've saved my life ; and what's more important, you've saved
my job!"
In a jiffy he had his pen in hand, while the inventor thrust the
key, turned the crank, and presto ! produced another verse.
THE MYSTICAL ISLAND OF IZE.
When Davey Jones started his vast exploration,
In Seventeen Hundred and Seventy-three,
He was fired with a longing for investigation,
A longing to sail every sailable sea.
So, wild was his wrath and his sad consternation,
When off toward the seas where the Capricorn lies,
A storm put an end to his gay navigation,
And stranded him high on the Island of Ize.
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So when from the wreckage at last he arises,
And gazes about on the newly found land,
His joy is aroused by the wondrous surprises
Which fall 'neath his vision on every hand.
Reception committees are waiting to meet him,
With garments and presents of every style.
With speeches and banners they hasten to greet him,
And welcome our tar to the mystical isle.
Imagine his limitless joy upon learning
That Ize is an island where conflict is banned.
Elections or capital, unions or earnings,
Conventions have never disrupted the land.
Xo ball teams compete for a champion's pennant
:
Xo trusts seek their dividends here to increase ;
Xo raising of rents cause ejection of tenants
;
But over all hovers a limitless peace.
Three months passed away in the greatest contentment,
And never a sound of a fight had he heard
But soon Dave acknowledged a rising resentment
That none disagreed by a look nor a word.
They bowed and said 'yes,' if he swore it was raining.
They bowed and said, 'yes,' if he swore at the heat.
They never were cross at his wildest complaining
;
Their manners were faultless, their characters sweet.
So maddened by peace, and with anger arising,
He hunted the island in vain for a fight
;
But none took offense at his worst criticizing;
No conflict they held could be possibly right.
So Davey at length took a dive in the ocean,
And fought with the waves till, with satisfied sighs,
He vented his wrath, and without a commotion,
He sank in the sea near the Island of Ize.
L'Exvoi.
So reader, take heed, when you sigh for contentment,
And long for cessation of conflict and strife
;
Remember, 'tis natural to show our resentment,
That war lends a spice and a flavor to life.
Remember poor Dave in the depths of the ocean,
W7ho longed for a fight and for quiet to cease
;
And think that a man must give vent to emotion
;
For men can be killed on a diet of peace.
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"That's too long," said the editor. "Remember, brevity is the
soul of wit ; and if a humorist can't be witty, at least he can be brief.
Turn out something with about four stanzas ; and write a catchy
refrain in it. Make it go like this—di dum, di dum, di dum ! You
know : like a milk can falling down stairs."
And acting upon this exceedingly lucid advice, the inventor
turned the machine, and the machine turned out the following
:
If I Only Had the Time.
There's lots of things I'd like to do,,
If I could find the time.
I know that I could do them, too,
If I could find the time.
I very often get a thought,
And though with cleverness it's fraught,
It simply has to go to naught.
Because I lack the time.
I'd like to write a witty play
;
If I could find the time.
I'd make Clyde Fitch look like a jay;
If I could find the time.
I've got an awfully clever plot,
'Twould make me famous, like as not
;
But then, it might as well be rot.
Because I lack the time.
I'd like to go upon the stage,
If I could find the time.
I know as Lear I'd be the rage
;
But I don't find the time.
I know that I could learn to draw,
Or write a verse without a flaw
;
I'm sure I could succeed at law
;
But I don't get the time.
Just think of all the world must miss,
Because I lack the time.
It's awful when you think of this
;
But I can't find the time.
Let's see ; the clock is striking ten,
That's rather late, I guess ; but then
I'm tired, I'll go to sleep again.
I wish I had some time.
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The editor cast a wild glance at the clock.
''One more," he gasped; "will just fill out my column. Can you
turn me out a baseball verse ? No humorous column would be com-
plete without at least one baseball verse. Only please, for the sake
of my reputation, don't have anything in it about the only man who
ever made himself famous by striking out. Give poor Casey a
moment's quiet, if you can."
The inventor assured him that even that seemingly impossible-
feat was not too much for his wonderful machine ; and another
manipulation of the crank produced the following
:
A Shooting Star.
Bill Jackson, back in Pumpkinville,
Was something of a star
At playing short with Pumpkin's local team.
He fielded like a demon,
And he hit them hard and far
;
While running bases, Jackson was a scream.
So Jackson longed for wider fame,
He longed to teach the national game
To "dubs" who had the nerve to claim
The world's admiring glance.
He knew their records he could mar,
For soon he'd be so popular
That all would hail him as a star,
If he could get a chance.
He told the fans of Pumpkinville
Comiskey's fatal break,
Neglecting thus to take him to the west,
So all agreed the Sox would find
Too late their sad mistake.
Of all the stars they knew he was the best.
So when at last one summer's day
With Boston, Bill was signed to play,
The fans all heard him proudly say
;
"I'll tell you in advance,
That when I strike that Boston town,
I'll win a limitless renown
;
I'll make Lajoie look like a clown,
When I can get a chance."
Bill Jackson warmed the players' bench
For all the month of May.
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Though begging hard for just a single trial.
So when the regular fell sick,
And Bill was told to play,
He knew his chance had come to show his style.
But somehow things went very wrong.
Three times he hit the ozone strong
;
Five errors helped the score along
;
For Bill was in a trance.
He woke upon a Pullman car,
A sad, yet wiser wanderer
—
It isn't hard to be a star,
Until you get the chance.
With a satisfied look on his face, the editor leaned back in his
chair. He had been rescued, and in the nick of time. The inventor,
with a loving pat of his machine smiled as he looked at the con-
tentment written all over the Editor's countenance.
"Farewell," he said ; "there are thousands of other editors wait-
ing for my machine, and to them I must wander. This machine,
however, I leave to you. May you ever find it of the greatest service.
Again, farewell."
As he spoke the cry of "Copy, copy," at first softly, and then
more distinct and loud, smote the Editor's ear. The outlines of his
benefactor's form grew fainter, until it seemed to fade into a thin
mist. Then with a gasp, the Editor sprang to his feet. A startled
glance convinced him of his awful plight. There was no machine,
no copy, no inventor. It had all been dream, all been phantom. In
horror he turned toward the clock. There were but fifteen of his
forty-five minutes left.
But all hope was not yet lost, for his inspiration had come. And
seated at his desk, the Editor ground out "Copy to Order," which
you, patient reader, are just now finishing.
Daniel A. Lord, '09.
q.D.G.
Rev. Michael A. O'Donnell, who was a student from 1898 to
1901, being in Father Doyle's Humanities Class the latter year, died
on March 28th, at the Church of the Precious Blood. He will be
regretted by the people of that parish, who were deeply attached to
him. May he rest in peace.
Towards the end of March, a graduate of 1904, Mr. Martin
Nealis, was ordained to the priesthood. The Collegian has no doubt
that Father Nealis will bear out the promise of his college days, and
accomplish good work in the fields that are whitening to the harvest.
Our sympathies are extended to Messrs. Robert A. Hoyne and
Frank A. Hoyne, on the recent death of their father. Mr. Robert
Hoyne is now Secretary and Treasurer of "The Columbian Publish-
ing Company," and every week he issues the popular local paper of
the Knights of Columbus. Mr. Frank Hoyne is the proprietor of the
well-known men's furnishing store on Van Buren Street near Kedzie
Avenue.
Mr. Franklin MacVeagh, who received the honorary doctor's
degree from the college in 1900, and is consequently an honorary
alumnus has been honored by the President of the United States,
with the portfolio of the Treasury. The Secretaryship of the Treas-
ury is certainly an arduous office, and one that requires exceptional
ability and sterling integrity ; but Mr. MacVeagh's many friends
are confident that lie will fulfill its onerous duties to the satisfaction
of all.
Rev. Michael O'Connor, S. J., '"2 to ^JJ, has been appointed
to the editorial staff of the new Jesuit review, "America," the first
number of which is to appear at Easter time. His place as Prefect
of Studies in Creighton Universitv has been taken by the Rev. Wm.
F. Dooley, S. J., '86 to '91.
The Collegian adds its voice to the general chorus of con-
gratulations that were paid to the Rev. E. J. Fox, on the occasion
of his promotion to the irremovable rectorship of St. Charles' Parish.
Father Fox attended St. Ignatius before entering St. Mary's College.
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The terrible crib disaster in the Lake off 73d Street on Janu-
ary 20th, in which fifty men lost their lives by fire or drowning,
was sadly brought home to St. Ignatius by the death of Richard
McDonald, time-keeper on the work of construction. Richard was
a member of the Second Commercial Class in 1903-04. When the
fire broke out, he showed great self-possession, for grasping the tele-
phone receiver, he sent the message, which thrilled the city, "The
crib is on fire. For God's sake send help at once, or a dozen or more
of us will be burned alive. The tug—" The message was never
finished, for the flames surrounded the brave boy, and forced him
to jump into the Lake for safety. The icy waters engulfed him,
and he sank to rise no more. He was a good young man, faithful
to the lessons he had learned at school and college, and this thought
will bring true consolation to his afflicted family.
Hon. Wm. A. Kannally, of Sterling, is serving in the present
State Legislature. Mr. Kannally was one of the star members of
the class of Philosophy, 1902, and we predict for him a successful
career.
We have received the card of the Apex Printing Co., conducted
by the Gleeson Brothers. Jay and Don were both students of the
Commercial Course in the nineties.
We lately received a pleasant call from Mr. J. R. O'Brien, of
the Special Class in 1903-04, who is conducting a Plumbing estab-
lishment at 482 South Robey St.
It is our painful duty to record the death of Mr. John McNellis,
of the class of '92, who recently died in St. Louis. After gradua-
tion he taught for a period in St. Mary's College, and of late he had
been engaged in business in St. Louis. Mr. McNellis, like the other
members of his family, was deservedly popular amongst all his
acquaintances.
On looking over the current report of St. Anne's Hospital in
Austin, we notice the names of two former St. Ignatius students,
who are connected with it, Doctors J. J. Meany and John J. Cronin.
Two interesting pupils who were promoted from the first to
second year of High School at the midyear, are Ralph and Joseph
Byrnes. Their father, Mr. William J. Byrnes, attended the College
from 1876 to 1878, being in the Humanities Class the last men-
tioned year. He has succeeded very well in business, being the
senior member of the firm, William J. Byrnes & Co., Commission
Merchants at 32d and La Salle Sts. The manager of this firm,
George W. Lyons, attended the Commercial Course from 1899 to
1901. Mr. Lyons, while going to College, lived in the Sacred Heart
parish. After graduating from the Commercial Department, he
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entered the employment of the above firm, and has remained with
them ever since. He is now happily married to an estimable Catho-
lic lady. The brother of Mr. Lyons, John, who was in the Poetry
Class in 1903, is now engaged in business in Spokane, Washington.
A pretty ceremony took place in the College Chapel on the feast
of St. Joseph, when probably the smallest class of first communi-
cants in the history of the college, approached the Holy Table. The
class was composed of only two, Masters Daniel Gallery and John
Donohue. It was a coincidence that the fathers of both these boys,
who were present on that day, had both attended St. Ignatius. Mr.
John J. Gallery, who was a student from 1883 to 1886, leaving the
Second Rhetoric in the latter year, is now senior member of the
firm, John J. Gallery & Co., Contractors, 719 Chamber of Commerce
Building. Mr. John W. Donohue, who has two sons at college,
Ambrose and John, attended the Academic Course for two years,
being in the First Academic Class in 1883. He is a member of the
firm of M. A. Donohue & Co., which for so many years was widely
known as Donohue and Henneberry.
One of the best known editors amongst the former students is
William G. Hughes, who for so many years, has conducted the
Michigan Catholic. Mr. Hughes was a member of the Poetry Class
in 1873, having attended College altogether for three years. We
hope that he may be spared for many years to spread the truth in
his adopted state.
Mr. John Ward Amberg, who attended the College from 1879 to
1885, is now President of the Loretto Iron Co., which owns exten-
sive mines in the North. Mr. Amberg is well known in business
and social circles, and like his highlv esteemed father and mother,,
does much in an unobtrusive way, to further the interests of the
Church and morality.
The Commercial Students of the College have clone much to
bring honor on the institution which fostered their youth. It would
be a long roll, to mention those who have distinguished themselves
in life. One of the most prominent is Mr. George C. Mages of the
George C. Mages Co. Mr. Mages was a student of the Commercial
Course from 1874 to 1876. During his life, he has accomplished a
great deal in the way of charitable work and he is highly esteemed
by a wide circle of friends. Mr. Mages is the proud possessor of
the pennant which floated at the masthead of the "Maine" when it
sank in Cuban waters.
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Had any stranger chanced to be strolling in the vicinity of the
Students' Library one night last quarter he might have thought that
the Standard Oil trial was going on or that the city council was in
deliberation, judging from the bursts of eloquence that rang through
the corridors at intervals. It was only the Chrysostomian Debating
Society holding its semi-annual election. It was an enthusiastic
session but when the votes were counted the moderator, officers and
members were well pleased with the result.
The vice-presidency being permanent for the year suffered no
change and Mr. E. V. DelBeccaro will continue his duties. Mr. Am-
brose Murray was the choice for Recording Secretary to succeed Mr.
Win. Carrol. Mr. Clarence Kavanagh will succeed Mr. Murray as
censor. The other officers were re-elected to fill their respective posi-
tions.
While the debates this quarter were not numerous yet they made
up for lack of frequency by their unusual quality. The modern
stage furnished a subject for discussion and was ruled to be an evil.
"Party Spirit" came in for a share of attention and its discussion
elicited a vast amount of political wisdom from certain members.
But by far the most interesting and enthusiastic debate of the
season, both on account of the importance of the question and on ac-
count of the ability of the speakers, occurred over the popular elec-
tion of senators. Messrs. James Gaughan and Edward Scott defended
the negative in a manner calculated to bring them fame in tfhe future.
The burden of the proof fell to Messrs. Leo H. Sebastian and Richard
Kelly. Mr. Sebastian advanced arguments that might have won on
a less important question or against less worthy opponents. The
chair decided with the negative but justly commended the admirable
stand taken by both sides.
The society listened to several instructive essays during the quar-
ter. Mr. John Thornton, upon his initiation into the society presented
his views on the subject of "The Demagogue." Mr. O'Brien also
came to the front with an able article on "Chivalry," following it
through its rise, prosperity and fall.
The interest manifested by the Freshmen since Christmas has
been particularly gratifying both to the President and to the older
members. Their spirit is commendable since it has done much to-
wards advancing the general quality of the society's proceedings.
This infusion of young blood has had the effect of infusing an
energetic spirit into the efforts of the society.
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Several members of the Chrysostomian society accepted an invi-
tation to attend a meeting of the Loyola Literary Society and were
pleasantly impressed with the unusual quality of the entertainment
afforded. It is hoped that we may be able to return the courtesy at
no distant date, and extend them as cordial a welcome as our
members received.
John T. Bexz, 'io.
The fairy wand of Springtime has been waved o'er the land
and all the pent-up activity of Winter has found expression in
that thrilling cry "Play Ball !" Until Autumn's crisp days
roll round again, the diamond will be the center of attraction
for all the fans. The call of our Alma Mater for baseball can-
didates resulted in filling the "gym" with aspirants to don the
mitt and wield the mask. The work in the cage was confined
to slight fielding practice and to straightening out the kinks which
Winter somehow puts in throwing arms. When the roster
of candidates neared completion, the striking feature was the
number of new faces. Of last year's splendid squad, but three
remain—Kevin, Prindiville and Hanks, the others having been
lost by graduation from college or into organized baseball, while
two, Roberts, our old standby in the box, and Mooney, a good
back, failed to return to school. Croake, the crack first-sacker
of last year, signed to play in the Ohio-Pennsylvania League
this season and left school in March. As a consequence of this
almost total loss of old players, the team of 1909 will have to
be evolved from new material which is fortunately promising.
Outside of shortstop and the box, the entire infield will have
to be selected and the outer gardens filled. The coaching so far
has been graduate coaching. Chouinard and Hechinger, now
playing with Des Moines, assisting the Director of Athletics
in rounding the team into shape. Joseph Rylands of Senior
Class was appointed as manager, and Thomas Kevin, shortstop
of last year's nine, elected to the captaincy. As soon as the
weather and condition of the grounds permitted, outdoor prac-
tice began and the candidates tried out at their various positions.
Judging from the workouts, the lineup for the coming season will
most probably be as follows
:
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Catcher
—
J. Kevin.
Pitchers—Prindiville, Hankes, Doyle and Ochsner.
ist—Killgallon.
2nd—McCaughey.
3rd—Pechous.
Short—T. Kevin (Capt.).
R. F.—Sinister.
L. F.—Ryan.
C. F.—Turner.
A new face will be seen behind the bat this season, the
mighty Flechinger having gone to the Western League. "End"
Kevin, a gridiron star of '08, will don the padded mitt, and re-
ceive the slants. Kevin, while rather light, has a whip that will
make base-rnnners hug the sacks. In the box Prindiville looms
up mightily with his experience of the past two years, and with
his steam, curves and control should prove S. I. C.'s mainstay
on the slab. A sprained knee has kept him out of much of the
early practice, but he will probably be back in the game shortly.
Hanks, should be a good second this year; and though he
pitched in only a few games last season, will receive a thorough
try-out in the coming three months. Doyle, a box artist of
several seasons back, should be ready to take up his share of
the work this year, and Ochsner, a new man, is proving himself
a valuable and welcome addition to the all-important pitching
corps.
Killgallon looks to be the logical choice for the initial sack,
lately left vacant by Croake. He is tall and rangy and pos-
sesses a powerful whip. Besides fielding accurately, he is very
handy with the stick and meets the ball squarely. At second.
McCaughey or Carroll will hold forth, both fast men and snappy
fielders. Both handle throws from the plate smoothly, and
ability to hit will probably determine which man will make his
"L" At short, needless to state, will appear the peerless Tom
Kevin, the speedy and rather diminutive captain of the 'varsity.
Kevin has had extensive experience in past seasons and will
lend steadiness to the new infield. The rooters are so thoroughly
familiar with his work that no further comment is necessary
beyond an expression of hope that Kevin will sustain his repu-
tation of working pitcher for bases on balls. At the third cush-
ion, Pechous, another new man to 'varsity circles and a clean,
fast, fielder, is making a very favorable impression in the place
of "Chick" O'Connor, the third-sacker of bygone days. Pechous
covers a lot of territory, has a snappy throw and can deliver
a hit when one is needed.
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In the outfield a complete change of scene has occurred, and
three new men will gather in the long drives. Jack Ryan, a
good batter and fast on the bases, will play left field; Shuster,
a steady player and consistent hitter, will hold down right, while
Turner completes the trio in center. The above lineup, though
consisting of men mostly untried in college circles, contains
much good baseball timber and gives promise of adding another
string of victories to the already numerous triumphs of Maroon
and Gold on the diamond.
The manager, Mr. Rylands, has drawn up the following
schedule comprising some fourteen games. While not com-
plete at the date of going to press, the list of games arranged
thus far is as follows
:
April 3—West Ends, at West End Park.
14—Oak Park, at S. I. C.
" 21—Wendell Phillips, at Washington Park.
" 24—Central Y. M. C. A., at S. I. C.
" 26—Hyde Park, at S. I. C.
May 1—Commercial National Bank.
4—Armour, at Ogden Field.
6
—Sac. Heart College, at S. I. C.
8
—Chicago U. Freshmen, at S. I. C.
" 13—St. Viateur's (tentative).
" 15—Austin High, at S. I. C.
" 20—Marquette U., at Chicago.
" 27—St. Joseph, at Rensellaer.
June 10—Lake Forest, at Lake Forest.
As will be seen from the above, a number of dates have
been left open and will probably be filled later. The prospects
for our annual game with Chicago University are not very bright
at present owing to a serious difficulty in arrangement of avail-
able dates. Negotiations are also being conducted for a game
with the University of Arkansas where the famous Bezdek is
coaching. Several other good contests are in prospect and if se-
cured will make the schedule a good test of the team's ability.
In the high school department preparations for the Spring
baseball opening are going on apace. A league has been organ-
ic ^
ized as of former years and seven teams made
lliGH school
appiicat ion for admittance. A departure from
Department.
former custom has been made this year, however,
and the league made self-governing and directing. The new
plan has been entered into with enthusiasm and the members
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are taking an absorbing interest in the league's welfare. A meet-
ing was held the week of March 15, and officers were elected
as well as two representatives from each class to act as a board
of governors. The following were elected as officers for the
coming season : Vice-Pres., John F. Hanks ; General Manager,
Leroy Stack; Secretary, Wm. Schneidwind; besides these, two
were chosen by each team to act as captain and manager and rep-
resent the team on the advisory board. The league meetings are
held in the classroom of Second Year High, and a schedule is being
arranged for noon games, to be begun as soon as the weather
permits. The pennant winners this year will be honored by hav-
ing their names framed and hung in the first floor corridor. This
honor will last only until some other team wins the pennant next
season.
This league embraces the classes from 2nd to 4th. Year High
and will play its games on the main diamond. A batting and
fielding individual record will be kept, as well as the team record,
and will be consulted for material for future seasons. In this
manner, promising players will be singled out and developed
into 'varsity timber later on, saving the coaches a good deal of
worry.
In the minor league, active preparations are being made for
the coming months. The classes included in this division are
First Commercial, First Year High and the Grammar classes, and
much interest is being evinced in the race for the pennant, soon
to begin. The "Loyolas," or team representing the minor league
and usually the best nine ball players of their size in the city,
are being reorganized for the season of 1909 and practising
daily. There is much promising material at hand and things
are working out nicely along the lines inaugurated by the coach.
Games for the "Loyolas" are being scheduled with various
schools throughout the city and the younger generation are deter-
mined to show their big brothers that they can plav winning
ball with equal facility.
Since no indoor ball team was organized this Winter, games
in the gymnasium were confined to basketball and baseball
practice. In basketball no leagues were or-
Basketball. ganized, but a number of devotees to this ex-
hilarating sport formed fives and indulged in the
sport after school and during the noon hour. The games were
hotly contested, but no official records were kept, though the
prefects kept an eye on the players to discover material for a
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basketball team next Winter. There are a number of fast play-
ers in the college, who, with training, would make a strong 'var-
sity five to put in the field. St. Ignatius colors have not been
seen on the basketball floor for several seasons, but next Winter
will most likely be well represented.
The Gym Exhibition.
On the evening of Wednesday, March 10, the gymnasts
of the college assembled in Association Hall to present the
eighth annual gymnasium exhibition. Before an admiring and
enthusiastic audience, they went through thrilling exercises on
the parallel and horizontal bars, tumbled and performed feats
of agility for two very pleasant hours. Beside the gymnasium
class from the college, eight alumni participated, and of these,
Messrs. Hoberg and Kennedy, as clowns, kept the audience con-
vulsed with their pranks and entertaining pantomine. Mr. John
Moore, an alumnus and probably the best gymnast and all-round
athlete produced by the school, was the gymnasium instructor.
Ignatius Doyle, a member of Senior Class, was his assistant
in preparing the entertainment, while the management was in
the hands of Wm. Caverly, of Junior Class. The program was
opened by the Select Orchestra, followed by some splendid exer-
cises on the horizontal bars. Messrs. McGovern and O'Grady,
alumni, then entertained the audience with a humorous pop-
ular song, after which exercises on the parallel bars were pre-
sented, ending with a heartily applauded pyramid, formed on
the bars. A vocal solo by Philip Carlin, "A Gypsy King am I,"
was the next number, followed by exercises on the horse. In
the next feature, Indian club swinging by John Foley, the lights
were turned low and Mr. Foley used illuminated clubs pro-
ducing a very pretty effect. Exercises on the mat were given
next, succeeded by a rendition of the campus song, "Ignatius
Boys," by Mr. Rylands and chorus. When the curtain rolled
up after Mr. Ryland's song, the entire company of performers
were revealed in a finale, a great pyramid, composed of all the
gymnasts, the curtain falling to the strains of the Orchestra,
rendering Baldwin's "Commandery."
Thomas Quinn Beesley, 'io.
Each succeeding trip of the mailman makes more patent
the fact that the Exchange Man is again "under fire.*' We can-
not say that these criticisms are altogether uncalled for ; neither
are we willing to admit that the wielders of the shears are
themselves entirely at fault. For several reasons we would
like to add our own initials to that editorial in the D'Youville Maga-
zine of February signed "A." The opinion is thoughtful and care-
fully expressed and, in the main, comes close to apprehending the
true condition. Still it is difficult for us to see just wherein that
estimable Buffalo journal may escape all censure. For with them
it is a case of "the mote in thy brother's eye" entirely. With most
of us it is a far easier task to sit down editorially and pick flaws in die
other fellow's work than to set a satisfactory standard ourselves.
Personally we are convinced that a great measure of the fault
lies at the door of those whose duty it is to select a man to conduct
the department in question. We have come to believe that the
directors of many college journals, aware only of the fact that the
exchange page is often of less interest to their immediate readers
than the chronicle columns, fill the position carelessly and with an
under-classman, little thinking that it is that page almost entirely
which determines the paper's standing in sister-colleges and that
correct criticism requires greater brains, discretion and taste than
any other branch of English composition.
These are responsible for two classes of exchange-editors who
deserve no pity from their critics—the flippant near-humorist and
the man-afraid-to-convict-himself. Of the first it would be futile
to speak for two reasons—that it has all been said before ad nauseam
and that no impression can be made on such a dolt anyway. The
second variety is at least not impossible. He is the one who dodges
the responsibility of his position with the uncompromising state-
ment that his arrivals were "interesting." He hesitates to go further
into their merits and faults with the fear lest some might not agree
with him. Of course if he is not reasonably capable of forming an
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intelligent opinion he is wise to remain silent, but such a column
as his is of absolutely no value and misses entirely the intent of a
fraternal communication established for the purpose of mutual cor-
rection and encouragement.
Hence the whole matter lies with him who selects the critic
of his paper—that he may not send into the breach one lacking those
three indispensables ; brains, discretion and taste, for in the three
years since we first started keeping the dust off this chair we have
never seen a college journal with a competent wielder of the scales
which has failed to stand well in the graces of fellow Exchange men
and ladies.
* * *
In our brief acquaintance with the Georgian we have come to
consider Balance its prime characteristic. It is that quality which
recommends the February number to our considera-
The tion. The opening verse to Poe is a merited rebuke
Georgian. to the dissectors of that genius. Nonsense verse
is a relieving feature seldom happened on in col-
legiate literature and "The Lie of the Ancient Mariner" is an excel-
lent specimen of it. We read with considerable pleasure the tribute
to "Alexander Hamilton"—it seems to embody more than a little
original thought—and found "Rizanno" a clever fable. Then there
is the "Brer Rabbit" story (a creditable imitation of "Remus") and
the critique on "Judge Lindsay," a paper written with intelligence
and sympathy. The issue is an unusually good one but it was the
tale "The Flirt and the Man," which caused a round of excitement
on its entrance to our Sanctum. As a love story it "isn't much,"
but as a sample lesson of acrobatics by correspondence we commend
it more than highly. Just "try this on your piano" or on your
feminine friends : (The scene is the observation platform of a flying
train)
—
"She leaned back against that part of the railing, which con-
stitutes a gate when occasion demands it. By gross carelessness
it had not been securely fastened. There was a shrill scream from
the girl as she fell outwards. Quicker than the spring of a panther,
quicker even than thought itself, the man sprang forward, and with
a movement as swift and as sure as lightning, his right hand grasped
her skirt as it was fading swiftly into the gloom. Fortunately it
held for a moment, and he had an opportunity to wrap one leg about
the railing, and with his free hand to grasp her by the foot and
draw her up to him and safety."
If there is a man under the blue above who can accomplish that
without banging the lady's head out on the ties, we want to meet
him. We regret that the Georgian has no illustrator—our own
artist sprained two wrists trying to get that scene onto paper.
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"Prospice" in the Brunonian for February we consider true
poetry of the deeper sort. There is a regular, mellow swing to its
verses, a wealth of thought and imagery, with that
The touch of nobleness which raises such work from the
Brunonian. commonplace. The "Gypsy Song'' is a lyric in
much lighter tone, but its dainty touch, the happi-
ness of its melody and the beauty of its pictures help to place the
verse of the issue beyond criticism.
Of the prose articles, we consider the paper on "Stewart Ed-
ward White" the best. Although hampered by lack of originality
of style it speaks with sincere appreciation of a writer deserving of
far more friends than he has made. "The Telepost" is a technical
paper on a topic of sufficient timeliness to gain it a hearing. The
writer of "The Darwin Centennial" entertains too great sympathy
with that scientist's philosophical opinions to coincide with our per-
sonal convictions. We think more fitting criticism that of the
D'You-Alle Magazine which says: "Had Darwin confined the exer-
cise of his splendid powers to the things of purely natural science
and eschewed invading the spiritual and supernatural, all might join
unhesitatingly in acclaiming his name." The Brunonian is entirely
innocent of any pretense of fiction.
The Mountaineer is decidedly improving. The February num-
ber contains more than a little readable matter with considerable
evidence of careful writing. We are glad to see by
The the opening paper on the "Poetry of George
Mountaineer. Crabbe" that this Maryland journal has joined the
van of those who are attempting to break away from
the custom of interminably exhuming the old masters for trite com-
mendation and is giving us original thought of less-laureled men.
This issue of the Mountaineer contains two lengthy stories. We re-
gret that both of them fall below the standard of really good fiction,,
but each has some originality and, while marred by occasional inco-
herence and indefiniteness, both are at least interesting. The Sonnets
are pleasant reading and the Exchange column an intelligent piece of
writing.
;Jc ^s ^c
Among the oddities of the month we cannot refrain from men-
tioning that tale "The Girl with the Green Umbrella" in the St.
Mary's Collegian. We have fallen into the habit of expecting at
least one originality in fiction per issue from that California journal
and the story in question surely it "it." As usual with the tales of
the Collegian, originality is its leading motif and every other char-
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acteristic is subordinated to that end. But also as usual, this one
succeeds in that far and is worth a reading.
=^ % %
We were considerably bored by the opening paper in the Febru-
ary Fordham Monthly treating "Jules Verne and the Scientific
Novel." We cannot imagine anything more uncalled for than such
criticism. Its writer must have been seeking something to try his
gavel on and this wonder-worker of our early story books happened
to be nearest at hand. The thought of anyone taking seriously the
submarine mysteries of "Twenty Thousand Leagues" or attempting
to reconcile the fabulous adventures of that "Trip to the Moon"
with the rudiments of aerial navigation never occurred to us before.
We should expect from the same source "The Improbabilities of
Robinson Crusoe" or "The Chemical Fallacies of Alice in Wonder-
land."
James Emmet Royce, '09.
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Ernest H. Schniedwind '09
C all not this day a joy, 'tis that
O n which we all must part.
M emories of our bye-gone years
M ust soothe an aching heart.
E re Father Time in swiftest flight
N umbers another year,
C auses unknown may separate
E ach friend from classmates dear.
M ake not of this a festal time;
E ach hour but sounds the knell.
N o word to us is sadder than
T hat word of words—Farewell.
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'09 it
William Henry Brown entered Col-
lege in 1902. Was in successive years
a member of the Athletic Association,
the Loyola and Chrysostomian De-
bating Societies. Managed the class
baseball team in 1908-9. "The Class
Interrogation Point."
William Aloysius Carroll entered
College in 1902. Was Class Honor
Man in 1903 and 1904; and qualified
for Rhodes' Oxford Examination in
1907. To prove his versatility, he
made the Glee Club and Baseball
Team in one year; and managed the
'Varsity Football Team in the same
season. "Our Manager,"
Edmund Francis Curda, scholar and
actor, won a Scholarship covering the
entire course in 1903. In six years
he has won five medals, two for gen-
eral efficiency, two for elocution, and
one for oratory. He, too, passed the
Rhodes' Examination; and in the same
year played the lead in "In the Fool's
Bauble," besides serving as associate
editor on the "Collegian." In 1908
he played a star end on the 'Varsity
Team, and closed his college career
as Class Valedictorian. "The Stu-
dent."
Edward Vincent Del Beccaro, who
enrolled in 1902, is our star Society
Man. He belongs to every society in
the College, ana is the chief student
officer in two of them. During the
year 1908-9, he occupied the post of
"Collegian" illustrator; for two years
sang with the Glee Club; and for four
years has been the manager of the
Class Excursions. "The Class Con-
science."
Ignatius Patrick
first student of the
enter College. His
celebrated. For four
star of the 'Varsity
and during three of
captained the squad,
the Baseball Team,
back in history he h
an elocution medal,
of Senior Class."
Doyle was the
Senior Class to
athletic fame is
years he was the
Football Team,
those years, he
In 1906, he made
and still farther
as the record of
"The President
James Lennon Foley gained his
first laurels with the winning of his
class medals in '05 and '06. Since
then he has added to them by passing
the Rhodes' Examination, and by
winning a place in an Intercollegiate
Latin Contest. "The Parliamen-
tarian."
Thomas Joseph Kevin entered Col-
lege with a Scholarship won in 1903,
and continued his record by winning
the Class Medal of 1905. But his
chief claim to fame lies in his ath-
letic record. He played two years on
the Indoor Team, four years on the
Baseball Team, and two years on the
Football Team. He was elected cap-
tain of the Baseball Team in 1909; and
in the same year made the College
Glee Club. Treasurer of Senior
Class. "The Captain."
Harry Clarence Fuellgraff won
fame with his violin. For six years
a member of the College Orchestra,
he served it first as Treasurer and
then as Concert Master. Besides this,
he has been a member of several lit-
erary societies, and an active mem-
ber of each. "Bunny."
Charles Henry Klitsche was a stu-
dent since 1903, and made a record
with his voice, graduating from soloist
in the Academic Choir into soloist in
the College Glee Club. Secretary of
Senior Class. "Our Absent Member."
Daniel Aloysius Lord won his first
honors with the Class Medal of 1904.
In three successive years he captured
the Elocution Medal, and won the
Oratorical Medal in '07. He served
the "Collegian" as associate editor fur
two years, and as editor-in-chief for
two more; was for two years presi-
dent of the Orchestra; won a place
in the Intercollegiate Latin Contest,
and played the lead in "If I Wert-
King," and "Richelieu." Ended his
career as a Commencement Orator.
"Sideshow Dan."
Alfred Oscar Lambeau is another
socially inclined member; being en-
rolled on the books of every student
society. For four years he played in
the Orchestra, and was a member of
the famous Indoor Baseball Team of
'06 and '07. During his course he
twice captured the violin medal. "It."
Sylvester Thomas McGeever entered
College in 1902, and moved from
class to class, each year with honors.
Made the Football Team in 1908 and
played on the Baseball Team in 1909.
"The Fan."
James Ambrose Murray was a stu-
dent from 1903-y. He is a member of
every student society, and is an officer
in two of them; besides serving his
class two years as its president. "The
Class Philosopher."
Thomas Francis Nolan entered as a
student in 1903. He is a member of
the Athletic and Literary Societies of
the College, and has served in all as
an officer. "The Class Wit."
Peter Thomas Priestley is an officer
in the Chrysostomian Debating So-
ciety and the chairman of the Class
Banquet Committee. His record as a
student is excellent, especially in the
modern language class. "T h e
Sphinx."
John Francis Quinn gained renown
as a musician and actor. He has been
a member of the Glee Club for four
years and an associate editor of the
"Collegian" for the same period. In
1908 he captured the Elocution Medal
and in 1909 served the Senior Society
as treasurer. His college career was
ended as a Commencement Orator.
"The Pianoja,"
James Reginald Quinn has ever been
conspicuous in the Elocution Con-
tests, appearing in 1904, 1905 and in
the Class Debate of 1909. He has also
been for two years a member of the
Glee Club and the Literary Society,
"Reggie."
Thomas James Reedy began his
College course with a Scholarship
won in 1903. He continued his record
by winning his Class Medal in 1905
and 1906; and passed the Rhodes' Ex-
amination in 1908. For two years he
has been a member of the Glee Club
and of the Literary Societies. "Cal-
culus."
James Emmet Royce also entered
on a Scholarship won in 1902 and cap-
tured his Class Medal in 1903. For
four years he served the "Collegian"
as associate member and won a place
in the Intercollegiate English Contest
of 1906. He has sung with the Glee
Club for four years. In his Senior
Year he won the John Naughten De-
bate Medal. "The Editor."
Joseph Lorraine Rylands is also a
Scholarship man. For three years he
was a member of the 'Varsity Foot-
ball Team, captaining it in his Senior
Year. In the same year he managed
the Baseball Team. For four years
he has sung with the College Glee
Club. "Taxicab Joe."
Ernest Ambrose Schniedwind is an-
other Scholarship winner. He has
been an Orchestra member for six
years and is a member of every stu-
dent society. In 1909 he was assistant
manager of the Baseball Team. "Mike
Schwind."
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%\)t passing of '09.
James Emmet Royce, 09.
When we go out,
When we go out,
It seems to me
That none there'll be
To sing, to laugh, to shout
Of the wonderful ways, and the happiest haze,
And the glory of college days
;
For there's none that have lived, and none that can live
In this same old silvery maze.
For there is no race that can take the place,
And can set the pace we've known,
And there's never a class that can ever surpass
The glories we have shown
;
And it makes me muse, oh mates of mine,
Who'll nurse the seeds we've sown,
—When we go out.
When we go out,
When we go out,
On either hand
The records stand
Of a thousand thereabout
From other gay years, who have shed the same tears
And left these old halls in tears
That the college would fall, as it could not but fall,
When they should withdraw their spears
;
Who, with anguished eye and with deep-drawn sigh,
Have bid this same old good-bye,
And wondered how long before things would go wrong
And the spirit old would die.
For each class must be an idol grand
(With the accent on the "I")
—When it eoes out.
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When we go out,
When we go out,
It strikes me men,
Of nineteen-ten
Will come with lusty shout,
With the deep didain they did long restrain,
Which will never be hid again
;
And the place they'll fill that we think we fill,
And they'll fill it with might and main.
For the deeds we've done and the ways we've won,
They will think are but stories spun,
And, as our heads swell, so will theirs as well,
Till their hats will not rest thereon,
For they only wait to show us
Just the way things should be run,
—When we sro out.
CJ)ougi)te at parting.
T. J. Kevin, '09.
Some weep, while others hide the tears
And smile the grief away.
Some tremble, conscious of the fears
That only last a day.
Each moves within his single sphere ;
No two hearts beat the same
;
'Tis better to forget the fear,
And bravely fight life's game.
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Cfje Hetr to Ct^ett
James Emmet Royce, '09.
HEX the last will and testament of Cholmondeley Tiz-
zett, recently deceased, was made public in the courts,
long, lingering grins, which yielded as little as pos-
sible of dignity, found themselves upon the faces of
his attorneys, the judge presiding discovered his hand-
kerchief to be of no small value, and the lord precursor of the waste-
basket hustled his guffaw out into the corridor in defense of his
precious position. There are widely varying theories as to the
state of mind of the master of the Tizzett foundries at the time
that the document in question was penned. Some of his asso-
ciates insist that eighty years of mental strain are to be held
responsible for it. These are contradicted with emphatic flat-
ness by others who are accustomed to excuse idiosyncracy on the
ground of absent-mindedness ; but those who knew the shrewd
old business man the best, looking back upon the matter now,
tell themselves that there must have been in his thoughts then
some intuitive inkling of its result. For the heavy-sealed parch-
ment announced that the heir of Tizzett should be the one of the
twin sons of Cholmondeley, Carter and Percival by designa-
tion, who should first reach the twenty-fifth anniversary of his
birth.
The day coach was conventionally stuffy, with the taint
of rancid oranges in the air. Unceasing lines of perspiring
children and stringy-haired women alternated between the ice-
water tank and the train boy's stand, jostling each other peev-
ishly in the aisles. The windows that had been opened admitted
intermittent gusts of yellow dust and stinging, smarting cinders
which pelted an unending, monotonous melody upon the closed
panes. So Percival Tizzett, twin son of Cholomondeley Tiz-
zett, recently deceased, found matters when he climbed aboard
the accommodation at Tizzettown on the morning of a day only
a fortnight preceding that which should see the close of his
twenty-fourth year.
The accommodation was a very necessary means to an end.
Percival anathematized everything in sight with exhausting volu-
bility as he mounted the steps. He set his dusty grip upon
the platform of the rear car and dragged a sopping square of
linen across his face the while he swore again, this time with a
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grace that became more cheerful as the train wheezed out of the
station without the appearance of any further addition to the
quota of her passengers.
He watched the rails and the little town run into one another
and melt together and die on the sky-line upon which the tall
chimneys of the Tizzett foundries ranged themselves. Then he
took a long breath of pure air, opened the door and invaded the
day coach. The oranges and the children were in wonted pre-
eminence. Every seat was at least partially occupied, but he
made a precarious progress up the aisle to a place where a mass
of dark hair and the curve of a pretty profile turned to the win-
dow offered the least disagreeable company. He muttered an
appeal for a share of the seat, accepted silence and the unmoved
position of the profile as signifying consent and sat himself down.
The girl looked up at him with a frank smile, then, as their eyes
met, a shade of surprise came into hers and she turned again to
the trees and the telegraph poles that went zipping by beside
the rails. Several miles slipped beneath the train which now
and then groaned to a brief stop at a station or two and puffed
its unvarying way forward again.
In the universal cameraderie of travel it was conventional that
they fall into a desultory conversation of the dust and the rest-
less children. When she spoke of the vagaries of the accom-
modation's accommodations, the man groaned inwardly, but
audibly.
"I judge you do not travel for pleasure, then," she said,
with a smile and the tone of one who knows already her answer, but
feels compelled to talk to make existence bearable.
"Pleasure?" he laughed back at her; "if there is any pos-
sible enjoyment in this caravaning across an infinite Sahara with
the thermometer completing the century in a good bit under
'ten flat,' I am afraid my bump of fun needs expert attention.
If there were any perceptible way in this state of reaching Port-
land before the Orient leaves there at five tonight without rid-
ing in this sample of an eternal bake shop, my half of this seat
would surely be unoccupied."
,
"But if you are sailing tonight, that portion of your journey,
at least, must be for pleasure," she argued, in defense of a posi-
tion she had unconsciously assumed.
"Wrong again," he answered, "for I fully believe I am making
a stranger trip than anyone else aboard this train and you could
hardly call it either for business or pleasure. I don't suppose it
is usual for a man to race two hundred miles by rail in order to
catch a boat when he didn't care whether or not it ever g-ot
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across the Pacific as long as it got half way across in scheduled
time."
"Really," she said, looking up at him in surprise, "I will
have to believe you some desperate criminal in full flight in that
case."
"No; but if you suggested temporary mental aberration as
an explanation you might convince the jury." And he told her of
the strange will of Cholmondeley Tizzett, recently deceased ; of
its reading that morning in the little court house of Tizzettown.
She turned to him with evident interest and a puzzled look
of inquiry but he forestalled her questions.
"I know," he said, "it sounds impossible at first. I thought
myself there could be no sense in it when I heard it read. But
it may not be so. Listen and I'll tell you how it seems to me.
My father's family have always been extreme sticklers for the
right of primogeniture. It has been granite custom among his
people for years that the first born should receive all the in-
heritance and the others hustle for a living. But in this case
chance had set the stage differently. Carter and I are twins and,
through some mishap in the family records there is nothing to
tell which of us first saw the light of day, so that apparently,
without miraculous intervention there is no hope of either of us
preceding the other to his first quarter century of birthday cakes,
and hence neither be able to rescue the family fortune from most
miscellaneous charities.
"But couldn't you and your brother arrange the matter be-
tween yourselves?" and the girl looked up at him with an air
of hopeful suggestion.
"I thing not. You see we have not met for years. Carter
went wrong a good while back and cleared out from home. So
he would hardly be in a mood for arbitration."
"So there is no way of complying with your father's will?"
"I thought not all morning. I longed for fairy godmothers
and magic powders which would cast me a decade or so into
the future. But as I dreamed there came to me a hazy recol-
lection of an old truth I had been told away back in my geog-
raphy days and I could not hunt up one of the things quickly
enough. You may not remember it, but it is possible for a trav-
eler going West across the Pacific to cross the international date
line in the middle of that sea and thus, apparently gain an entire
day upon the rest of the world, so that the Friday of the one
side becomes immediately the Saturday of the other. Do you
see? By taking steamer and crossing half way it would be
possible to obtain a twenty-four-hour lead and make the fortune
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of the Tizzetts secure; so that when my brother should see the
dawn of the last day of his twenty-fourth year, the sun would
rise upon the first of my twenty-fifth."
"Yes; but what is the meaning of your present hurry?"
"There are two reasons for it. The first that the time is
close at hand. Only by catching the Orient at Portland within
the next two hours can I reach the date line in time. The other
is that I cannot believe a similar idea has not occurred to my
brother. He was wired to this morning; and we studied our
geography from between the same covers. I had feared to find
him on this very train and I do not think he has made no effort
to carry out a similar plan."
Even as he spoke the gril, who had turned again to the
window, uttered an involuntary exclamation, and his eyes fol-
lowed her gaze. For several miles the rails ran parallel to the
broad county road where but a few rods separated the two. And
upon the road the train was gradually overhauling a huge blue
automobile, the center of a shifting whirlwind of dust in which
the central figure, crouched behind the wheel, was the form of
Carter Tizzett.
For a space the gain of the accommodation was slow and
wearying. The driver of the machine never lifted his eyes from
the road and he urged the car to its best as the train drew past
him by seeming inches. Those in the day coach watched the race
with varying interest. A group of drummers wagered outrage-
ous bets at impossible odds. The children were quick to catch the
dramatic value of the scene ,and with bated breath and strain-
ing eye evidenced themselves among the tiniest of the watchers.
But they were twin sighs which escaped Percival and his fair
companion as the train, striking a down grade, pulled rapidly
ahead and the car swerved out of sight.
"It looks as if all the bright ideas of the house of Tizzatt
were not confined to one of it members," he said, as the machine
was lost from view. "I was afraid that my luck was not so all-
powerful that I would be alone in this race. I guess Carter was
not satisfied to trust to the Oregon Central. He must know
that the Orient is the only steamer out of Portland that can pos-
sibly reach the date line in order to meet the conditions of my
father's will. But it will be only by the best of fortune that he
will reach the city before she sails. The road swerves far to
the south and unless the accommodation breaks down we shall
beat him yet."
He himself was hardly aware how naturally the girl beside
him had entered into the spirit of the race. There was about
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her an air of ready interest and of sympathy which expanded the
short pace of their acquaintance and it seemed but fair to include
her in his thought. But while he was speaking, as if his words
had been a warning, the accommodation slowed down and
groaned to a creaking, straining halt. Together they looked out
of the window. There was no sight of a town or of a station.
On both sides stretched out unbroken prairies which offered no
apparent cause for the interruption.
For several minutes they sat with what was meant for stoic
patience. Tizzett spent the time in an attempt to wear out the
cover of his watch by snapping it open and shut, while the girl
watched the road behind them for the reappearance of the auto-
mobile.
But their concern of mind was too openly concealed. Their
fellow passengers awoke to the apparent situation. The mutter
of audible and distressing sympathy ran through the circle of
drummers, someone mentioned orange-blossom, another softly
whistled Lohengrin while the remainder, remembering the inci-
dent of the pursuing automobile, began looking for the reap-
pearance of father.
Tizzett, in an agony of impatience, excused himself and left
the coach. He dropped to the ground and walked forward to the
engine. Fireman and engineer wandered aimlessly around the
monster tightening unseen bolts and looking for trouble they
could not find. Another five minutes passed and he snapped
his watch shut again and ventured a question.
"Aw, nuthin' much," was the responsive growl, ''this old
steam roller never would make to hold together for a hull trip.
Corns on the drivers, I suppose," and the engineer crammed
another handful of Plough-boy into his cheek.
Tizzett heard an exclamation behind him and turned to find
the girl beside him. She pointed to the point where the road
dropped down from a hill-crest far to the left with a cloud of
rapidly moving yellow dust upon it. The cloud grew and neared,
opening for a minute to show them a big rushing blue car that
thundered by with only the slightest glance from the figure
hunched over its wheel and closed again, whirling away toward
the place where rose the shape of Oregon's first city.
The fireman dragged himself down from the top of the boiler and
reported the wrong righted. Tizzett yanked out his watch again
and saw the crew climb to their places. Then a new idea struck
him and he reached for his pocket-book.
"It's worth it and more," he said, "and we may catch the
Orient yet." He counted out a hundred dollars in bills. "It is
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worth this much," he said, starting toward the engine, "to reach
the city in time."
His companion divined his intention and laid her hand upon
his arm.
"Wait," she whispered, "there are favors a woman may win
that even a man cannot buy. Let me give it to them." He laid
the bills in her hands and watched her walk with them to the
engineer. He could not catch the words that passed between
them but he saw the man smile and nod and the girl came back
to him.
He lifted her aboard the coach amid a shower of rice from
the grocery drummer's samples as the train started again and set
off after the vanished automobile.
# * *
Percival Tizzett, twin son of Cholmondeley Tizzett, recently
deceased, and his companion of the accommodation stood upon
the wharf a short hour later and watched the dim outline of the
departing Orient dropping through the distant horizon into the
sea.
In the heart of Percival there was a deep, all-mastering mis-
ery—the bitterness of unaccustomed defeat. But beside it there
was a deeper feeling, a far sweeter one, the like of which he had
not known before. It was the thought of a new-made friend
—
a thought which had no consideration for the fact that a half-
dozen hours before they had never met. He glanced down at
her and was happy in the thought of having her beside him in
this hour of great trouble. And there, in the oncoming sunset,
while the fading ship carried his sweet hope irrevocably out to
sea, he spun her the tale of a sweeter hope and asked her to
stand by his side in all joy and all vicissitude.
She heard him through in silence, then very slowly shook
her head.
"I am sorry," she said, "that you have told me this. I am
sorry that I cannot even share your disappointment now. I most
heartily regret that we have been forced by circumstance to
travel side by side today with opposite hopes and fears—to have
to tell you that your own bills have helped to lose you your ex-
pected fortune."
She paused and pointed with a slender hand to where the
gray ribbon from the Orient's funnel bound the sky.
"I cannot promise to be your wife, or even to be a sister to
you. But I can and will be sister-in-law, for I am already the
bride of him I was to have joined here an hour ago—the heir
of Tizzett."
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%\)t 33ase Ball jfan.
J. Francis Quinn, '09.
Have you sat in the midst of a howling crowd?
Have you scorched in the hot sun's glare?
Have you watched your great favorite strike out twice
As you wildly tore your hair?
Have you heard the threats of an angry mob,
As they yelled, "Shoot the umpire man?"
If you want to know sport and excitement intense,
Then just be a baseball fan.
Have you hung on the top of a telegraph pole
With sandwiches, pickles and fear?
Has the rain poured down in bucketfulls then,
When the weather man didn't say "clear?"
Have you ever shook hands with Mike Donlin or Chance
And said, "I'm a wonderful man?"
Have you ever experienced thrill after thrill?
Then just be a baseball fan.
Have you met the fierce gaze of the wrathful boss,
As you sobbed, "Poor grandmother died?"
Have you gone to poor grandmother's funeral then,
And sat at vour bosses side?
Have you ever had headaches at two-fifteen
As only enthusiasts can?
Have you ever helped umpires into the hearse?
Then just be a baseball fan.
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Wfftn fMbltsijers accept,
James L. Foley, '09.
[NG-A-LING-A-LING! A moment's silence. Ting-
a-ling-a-ling! The postman's ring grows more im-
patient with each succeeding trip. Slowly and lan-
guidly the youthful, aspiring author rises from his
chair—another story back from the publishers. In a
lackadaisical, half-hearted way, he opens the door and stretches
forth his hand for the rejected manuscript, the fourth returned
in that single week. But instead of the customary bulky parcel,
his fingers close upon a small blue envelope—a small blue en-
velope remarkably similar to that an aspiring young clerk
receives containing a few bank notes, and a delicately worded
epistle (you know the kind), informing him that his services are
so valuable that the firm cannot afford to remunerate him in pro-
portion to his worth, and hence does not feel justified in retain-
ing him longer in its employ. Yes, impatient but discerning
reader, the envelope contains money; but in place of dispensing
with his services, there is a request for more.
Naturally enough, the check is not overwhelmingly large
;
nor could the young author hope to live forever on the interest
accruing from it; yet to his mind's eye, it is but the forerunner
of a large succession of similar checks, which will soon enable
him to sit in a 60 H. P., six-cylinder automobile, smoking dollar
cigars lighted with ten dollar bills. From this time on, a com-
fortable income is assured. All he needs to do, is to call in a
stenographer, dictate for an hour or more, go out for lunch, come
back in the afternoon, look over the typewritten copy, mail it
to his publishers, receiving next day a substantial check. Tra-la,
tra-la! The gladsome youth jumps into the air, clicks his heels
together thrice ere he descends, and then gives an Indian war-
whoop of joy. His fame is assured. No more counting his pen-
nies to see if he can afford an extra cigar or an extra paper; no
more hoarding of nickels to pay for his lunches ; no more hard
luck stories for landlady or grocer. Plenty of other men, he
could mention, had written magazine stories, and never achieved
fame ; but he was of a different mould. The fire of immortal
genius flamed within him, and his life would be a tale of triumph-
and renown.
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And twenty-five dollars! What will he do with all of it?
A thousand ideas flit through his mind. His den—well, it
needed fitting up as badly as anything he could think of. A
Morris chair would comfortably fill the vacant space. Seated
in its cozy embrace, what charming fancies, what poetic dreams,
what wondrous themes would be spun by his fertile brain. He
can almost imagine himself lolling at his ease, his pipe in his
mouth, while he evolves a tale that will startle the entire uni-
verse. Or a new desk might be appropriate. The old one rocks
and shakes when he attempts to write, and it is ready to fall
over at the slightest provocation. Surely such a desk is not fit
to bear the weight of his gigantic plots. Or should he purchase
that long-needed suit? He had seen a dashing outing suit in
a down-town window—the latest shade of gray, with all the
newest knick-knacks and trimmings. Would he not look stun-
ning in that outfit; especially when he goes to call on Miss
Alice? Then there is the old home in the little country town;
the home made dear by the loving touch of a sweet, white-
haired mother, and the gentle dominion of a kind, generous
father. No, he could not as yet raise the mortgage, yet how
glad they would be to see him, fresh from his first triumph. He
has plenty of money and no pressing demand for it. Why not
run down to the country and spend a few days with the folks,
far from the maddening crowds? Yes, he will do it; once again
will he spend a few nights beneath the roof that recalls the cher-
ished memories of boyhood.
Ah, of such flimsy materials are built the castles of youth
!
August the first ! Today the magazine with his famous
story (subjectively speaking) will make its appearance upon all
the news stands. People will seek it with eagerness and fight
to obtain possession of a copy. It contains his story. Today
will mark an epoch in the history of literature. People will read
his initial effort and clamor for more. From the deep abyss of
the common and unknown, to the topmost pinnacle of popularity
and fame will be the result of this single effort. Never again
will a prodigal manuscript be returned with a little slip to the
effect that it is "not available for our purpose." Exclusive clubs
will ask for his name upon their manuscript lists. Aristocratic
and patrician homes will throw wide their doors to him. Bud-
ding debutantes will seek his society at their functions. No lit-
erary gathering will be complete without him. The hoi polloi
will gaze at him with wonder and awe, regarding him almost
as a demigod. And publishers ! ah, sweet revenge for past
coldness and indifference ; already he can see these proud
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tyrants and oppressors of aspiring authors descending from
their lofty pedestals and humbly craving permission to print
some of his works (at a splendid remuneration, of course, and
with all rights reserved.) Certainly he will grant their request,
but only occasionally and sparingly, lest they become puffed up
and arrogant at his recognition of their claims.
Filled with such pleasant thoughts, he sallies forth all gay
and smiling, in a gracious mood to receive the plaudits and con-
gratulations of friends. He strolls along the avenue for several
blocks. Yet, strange to say, nothing seems unusual—the sun
shines just as brightly, but not more so; the trees are just as
green, but no greener; the shouts of the children sound as loudly,
but no more so than on yesterday and the day before. Surely
the magazine must have met with some accident that delayed
its publication. But no; here comes a friend with his magazine
under his arm. The author rushes up to him, expecting to be
overwhelmed with praise ; but his friend regards his enthusiasm
with coldness, and exclaims : "I say, old chap ; is the heat af-
fecting your brain?" The astounded young author can only
gasp out that he has written one of the stories in the magazine
which his friend carries so carelessly. "Come to think of it,"
condescended the friend, "I did read your story. Pretty fair,
too, for an amateur." The dazed youth quickly flees the spot,
and hastens along, saddened and disheartened.
He meets another heedless friend ; but without committing
any overt acts of violence. The friend makes no mention of his
story; and wisely enough, neither does he. The same reception
is met with several more times, until the poor fellow, crushed
and despairing, retraces his steps and returns to his room. The
busy, cold, indifferent world has no time for the coming and
going of genius, and with an anathema upon such blindness and
hard-heartedness, he throws himself upon the bed. For a mo-
ment the narrow walls vibrate with the sobs of neglected genius,
of talent spurned. Then comes a deep silence, and presently a
new sound breaks the stillness of the room. It is the snoring of
a young, aspiring author.
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(stores Sporting; $age-
Thomas J. Kevin, '09.
George Washington crossed signals when
He crossed the Delaware.
He should have circled 'round the end.
For they were weakest there.
But, like a skillful quarterback,
He got his punts away,
And rowed them o'er the river
Where a tackle saved the day.
When Xerxes lost at Marathon,
To celebrate the fight.
The Greeks began that famous run,
That test of speed and might.
And when the swiftest runner fell
So close to home, he cried
:
"Just like Dorando! What a haze!"
And with a gasp he died.
The Boxers thought they surely knew
How fighting should be done.
But Europeans taught them how
The boxing game is run.
It only took them half a round
To make the Boxers howl
And quickly toss (they lacked a sponge)
A Chinese laundered towel.
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J. Francis Quinn, '09.
T was night on the desert of Arabia. Nicanor, king anc
leader of the besieged city, secure in the thought that he
had placed behind him the last picket of the barbarian
horde, raised his body to the top of a tall rock-strewn
ledge, to find himself gazing into the blood-shot eyes of
a tall chieftain of the enemy. His first impulse was to fly, but he
abandoned the idea before it half formed itself in his mind. Then
came to him the thought of the long, bitter weeks of fight and strug-
gle for his starved people, the inhuman cruelty of the fierce bar-
barians, and like a crushing weight came the realization that victory
was forever lost to him, and the trap laid by the crafty Saladin
had sprung and crushed the last hope of his fated city.
In a paroxysm of fright he had a dim purpose of snatching a
long, inlaid Javan dagger from his belt and plunging it into his
heart. But before he could clearly formulate the plan, the man
standing on the ledge above turned and called, and soon came three
soldiers, five, a dozen, all running full-armed, and shouting, yelling,
cursing in brutal savage glee. They fell upon the wretched man
with reckless fury, and after binding his arms, though there was
no possible chance of escape, forced him to lead the way across the
broad plateau toward the camp, while they followed, exultant and
shouting.
Swiftly, word was sent on that Nicanor, King of the besieged
city had been captured by the men of the God-like Saladin. The
news spread among the soldiers like wild-fire and gave rise to in-
creased, almost unlimited celebration. Fires were lighted and rich
incense burned, filling the warm tropic night with a rare, delicate
perfume of the Far East, that rose higher and higher and crossed
the great sandy plain to a camp of half-starved, dying men. Then,
amid the awful din and confusion, came down the rocky steps, fol-
lowed by a howling, raging mob, the shadow of a once powerful
king, the light of many camp-fires playing on his wan, haggard face.
A deafening shout went up from the mob, but finally subsided into
a jeering, noisy banter.
The prisoner, however, remained perfectly quiescent, expecting
each moment to feel the pointed end of a dagger sink itself into his
breast. But he went unharmed. Even the King was too busy to deal
with royal prisoners. So he was hurried away to the top-most por-
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tion of the rocky ledge, where, in chains, he was left alone with the
night to wait the coming of the dawn.
The prisoner having been left alone, gazed long and intently
over the broad shining desert like one in a strange wild dream.
Then regaining his thoughts, he feebly rose, and raising a pair of
lean trembling arms, stretched them lovingly in the direction of the
walled city. A salty tear stole down his cheek and made the deep
cuts smart. But the man felt nothing. He raised a tiny crucifix
that lay next his breast and, pressing it passionately to his shivering
lips, crawled into his blanket and slept.
Noon the following day, saw the sun high in the heavens and
shining with intense heat on the splendid court of Saladin. Grouped
round the mighty king were soldiers, courtiers and attendants, all
resplendent in dazzling court robes. In the center of the gay coterie,
stood a poor haggard creature patiently waiting the death sen-
tence for playing the spy. His face was drawn, his hands bruised,
and his whole form, thin and gaunt, swayed under the weight ot
heavy iron chains that hung from his waist. The light of youth's
ambition had died in his eye, for there was now nothing more to
fight for. The king raised his hand and there came a silence. Then,
in a voice scarce audible to the listeners, the wretched man spoke
:
"Oh, King," he said, "your miserable servant craves water lest
he faint."
Immediately, at the supreme command, a slave approached with
a cup of cool, sparkling liquid and tendered it to the prisoner. Then
the king, arising and smiling at his own ingenuity and cunning pro-
claimed to his eager listeners
:
"For this royal prisoner, but one sentence—death. But since
he has fought bravely and lost unflinshing, I give him this chance.
He shall live until he drinks the contents of the cup."
The crowd cheered the king's wit and His Majesty's sinking
back into his cushioned throne, looked pleased. But the man in the
center remained strangely quiet and unmoved. Then into his dim
eyes there came a sudden bright light of hope and joy, and raising
the goblet high above his head, he exclaimed :
"Until I drink the water, I live." Then with a quick sweeping
gesture, he dashed the cup and its contents down at the feet of the
awe-stricken king, where the water disappeared forever in the drv
burning sand, and in a voice trembling with triumph he cried out
:
"Command your slaves, Oh King, to collect the water and I will
drink willingly and die, but, until that time I hold you to your own
sacred word that your prisoner lives."
The ruse succeeded. The king was completely, unwittinglv con-
quered by the man's ingenuity and daring. Recovering his sudden
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shock, Saladin rose and in a voice shaking with laughter com-
manded :
"Soldiers of Mohammed, remove his chains. The prisoner goes
free."
In less than a moment the heavy iron links fell clanking to the
ground. A weak haggard form approached the throne, and sob-
bing, kissed the King's garment. Then, Nicanor, Christian king
and hero, walked swiftly out into the lifeless desert toward the walls
of a freed people.
Bream of a Mentor-
Ernest A. Schniedwind, '09.
Vacation days were not long past
When strongly I resolved
To show the world wherein it erred
How problems should be solved.
November's snows adorned the trees,
When I, a way found out,
To build the famous waterway,
From Chicago to the South.
The Christmas time found me intent
In working out a scheme
To bring Jones from the far-off West,
To join Old Commy's team.
By May the plan was clear to me,
My brain was never lax.
It took me just one wee small hour
To solve the Income Tax.
June first, Jim Patten said to me
:
(To secrecy I'm sworn)
"Just tell me if you think I ought
To buy September corn."
My college days will soon be o'er.
I have no time for fads
;
I'm busy now from morn 'till night,
In reading Help Want Ads.
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^emtntscences of jttemcrial ©ap,
J. Ambrose Murray, '09.
N the thirtieth day of July, 1864, the Northern army
of Blue and the Southern army of Gray met in deadly
conflict upon the battlefield of Petersburg- . In April,
1909, forty-five years later, the survivors of those same
two armies reassembled in the same place, but this
time on a mission of peace, not of war. Their object was the
dedication of a monument to honor the Americans, Unionists and
Confederates alike, who fell in that memorable battle.
On May thirtieth of the same year, there gathered in every
section of the United States a host of Americans on a similar
errand—the honoring of departed heroes. And when the graves
of the Southern heroes and the Northern martyrs had been
heaped high with flowers, a silent prayer went up to heaven for
all who had fought for the side they deemed the just. That
was Memorial Day. And what is more fitting than that our na-
tion should on that one day pause to give honor to those to
whom honor is due—to place on the tombs of her heroic soldiers
some floral tribute that mutely speaks the gratitude of a country
for those who died in her defense?
In the thoughtful and patriotic veteran what a world of rec-
ollections this simple ceremony must create. Dreamily he passes
over those stirring scenes preceding and accompanying the War
of the Rebellion. Time has taken from them naught of sorrow
nor of glory. He hears again the strange rumor of war, the
threats of the fiery and valiant sons of the South, and the clarion
cry of the Abolitionist; and once again he feels all the unwelcome
dread of serious and impending danger. Through him once
more runs the fire of patriotism that nerves every fiber to action,
when as a sequel to demands and threats, there comes at last
the clear and terrifying news that war has indeed been declared.
Again he realizes the need of his country, and again he gives it
his hearty response. The flight of fancy carries him back to his
native village. The stings of parting once more pierce his heart,
as the tide of war carried him from the clinging embrace of loved
ones. And in the midst of that departing regiment he recognized
a host of familiar figures which now and then turn to wave a
last good-by to friends, to home, to all the heart holds near and
dear.
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In silence and as in a dream he reviews the stirring events of
that bloody war; events which knock with strange persistence
at the doors of memory. He recalls his first important battle
and the unusual sensations which accompanied it. Again he
hears the hissing spurt of the bullets, the never ceasing dis-
charge of the musketry. Once more the skillful, well-directed
cavalry in Gray attack the lines of Blue ; once more is steel met
with steel, and daring with daring. Again he sees the cavalry
repulsed, and in his ears rings the thrilling cry of victory.
Before his mind rises the picture of the gallant Lee, with ap-
parently unconquerable courage, repulsing time and again the
Union arms at Richmond; before those entrenchments he sees
Grant step by step drawing in his line of attack, until at Five
Forks he compels a valiant foe to accept terms of unconditional
surrender. These and a thousand other recollections flood the
mind of the veteran as Memorial Day approaches.
Yet behind them all there is no hatred, no regret. Brave foes
were met, and like brave foes, they fought and fell. And when
the bugles of war had blown their final blasts, a conquering host
received into its arms a conquered army, foes no more, but
brothers all.
The spirit of the men who erected the monument at Peters-
burg is not sectional ; it is common to all localities, to all states,
to all Americans. Memorial Day is but our method of expressing
this brotherly feeling, this common rejoicing that the wound
caused by internal strife has completely healed. It is but our
way of displaying our individual loyalty to the Stars and Stripes,
and our unbounded love for its protectors. For unity is the key-
stone of our government. With it, as the motto of Tennessee
tells us, we stand ; without it we fall. Of little wonder is it then,
that we mark this day, the thirtieth of May, as a memorial to
those who preserved for us this priceless gift. At the mention
of the Grand Army of the Republic all hats are doffed. To that
heroic body of men go out the blessings and praises of a nation
of grateful people. Nor do we forget those intrepid spirits who
fought beneath the Stars and Bars. Their memory is as honored as
is the memory of every brave, heroic soul who fell in a lost cause.
But even as these hosts annually assemble to unite in contrib-
uting to their fellow soldiers a share of the honor they so richly
deserve, one sorrowful fact cannot ascape notice. Each succeed-
ing year sees a decreasing number. From a vast army of over
a million, they have diminished, until today they muster but a few
thousand. Entire regiments, from the drummer boy to the gray-
haired colonel, have answered the call of the Great Commander.
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It can be but a matter of a few short years until the last of these
veterans shall have surrendered unconditionally to the uncon-
querable foe of all—death.
Yet they need never fear that either themselves or their
work will be forgotten. Too highly do the American people
cherish the prize they have purchased with their blood. And as
long as American hearts beat true to the principles of freedom
and justice, so long will their names be linked with those beloved
men to whose revolution we owe our national existence. Midst
the shouts of loving countrymen, the Continental Army and the
Grand Army of the Republic will go marching down the ages,
side by side.
C|)e ifttagtc Crystal.
A Fantasy of Fancy.
Daniel A. Lord, '09.
Argument—The Jester in his travels, discovered a magic crys-
tal, which, upon minute examination, displays within its depths the
othencise hidden future. The Jester has presented this crystal to
the class of 'op for examination, and the following is what each
member of rlxe class says he sees hidden in its depths.
Jester.
Come, gather, class of Naughty Nine,
Come, listen to this song of mine
;
For well I know that each must pine
The future to discover.
While on my tour around the earth,
In hopes to make it quake with mirth,
I chanced, while swimming in the firth
This crystal to uncover.
And so I bring it to this class
;
For in this simple piece of glass
The future acts of each will pass
In swift review before you.
May every future there be bright
:
May each have led your steps aright
;
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And may your Alma Mater's light
Be ever kept before you.
Curda.
I see myself before the bar,
A lawyer, famed and popular;
In court I am without a par,
And quite as good at courting.
Kevin.
The diamond has won me fame
;
And in the thrilling national game
I've made a celebrated name
At matters purely sporting.
Murray.
In diamonds, too, I've dealt, you see
;
But diamonds black as black can be.
For coal men prosper rapidly
;
A short weight makes them wealthy.
SCHNEIDWIND.
'Twas very natural I should run
The best hotel beneath the sun.
The way I have my cooking done
Makes patrons gay and healthy.
Priestley.
From fields of strife I far have strayed
;
My labors at His feet were laid.
My every effort has been made
In truly priestly manner.
Foley.
Chicago's mayor I will be
In nineteen hundred twenty-three
;
All graft will be destroyed by me.
I'll stand 'neath Honor's banner.
Klitsche.
Fair fame with wreaths will overtake
Through an invention I will make
;
A motor car that will not break,
No matter how it capers.
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McGeever.
When Cubs and Sox will play again
For Champions of the country, then
I'll be the man whose punny pen
Will write it for the papers.
Kavanagh.
At rearing castles in the air
No builder with me can compare.
Nor have I ever ceased to swear
By Madame Prohibition.
Royce.
The Line-o-type has been my king
;
For me the newspaper's the thing.
My book, "The Broad Sense," seems to spring
Into the twelfth edition.
Carroll.
I'm still a manager, I see
;
Of baseball, too, it seems to be.
'Tis natural crowds are drawn to me
;
For I'm a baseball magnate.
Brown.
As chief of Secret Service force,
I help to guard the nation's course.
All criminals fall with sad remorse
In my official dragnet.
Lambeau.
In '23, I corner coal.
In '26, I reach my goal,
When all the Gas Stock I control.
On Wall Street I'm a factor.
J. R. Quinn.
As Hamlet, I am at my best
;
My Richelieu drives Sothern west.
My talents critics all attest,
For I'm a leading actor.
Del Beccaro.
The hospital has been my field ;
By me all human ills are healed.
And ne'er have I been forced to yield
To anv dread Bacillus.
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Rylands.
'Twas I who formed the taxi-cars
Into a trust which others bars.
I've run a cab line to the stars,
At rates that nearly kill us.
FUELLGRAFF.
An auto race I never lose,
When racing I, for pleasure, choose.
'Though when I mind my Ps and Qs
I deal in teas and spices.
J. F. Quinn.
Upon the vibrant ivory keys
I've played my way to fame with ease.
The humming of my melodies
To whistling soon entices.
Reedy.
"The sine of any cotangent"
Made me a College President.
At Calculus my life was spent
;
A scholar great I'm reckoned.
Doyle.
A team that by my rules is run
Is sure to be the champion.
My work on football fields is done,
Alonzo Stagg the second.
Nolan.
A place in Congress I will draw
;
I'll teach them Parliamentary law.
My wit will make Depew withdraw
;
To fill his place I'm beckoned.
Jester.
The crystal's work is nobly done,
His fate is shown to every one.
And 'though you think that just in fun
The stone and I address you,
There's more than mirth in every line
;
And, parting friends, this wish is mine
;
Good by, old class of Naughty Nine.
Whate'er your paths, God bless you.
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It is with a feeling of extreme pleasure and no little gratifica-
tion that the Senior Class of 1909 offer to our readers the first
Senior number of the St. Ignatius Collegian. The
The work of the issue is, with the exception of the usual
Senior departments, the exclusive work of members of the
Number Senior Class. The entire issue has been managed by
members of that class, and all the contributions to
the literary portion of the magazine are written by Seniors. In
publishing the first Senior Number, the Class of '09 feel that they
have established a precedent, the value of which succeeding Senior
classes should not be slow to recognize. As the graduating class of
each year is, by the mere fact of completing the College course,
the most interesting class in the school, it is but proper that one
issue of the official college journal should be devoted to them and
to their work. As a consequence we feel confident that the June
issue of each volume of the St. Ignatius Collegian will continue
to be a Senior number. We trust, too, that the contributions, many
of which may seem to be of a local nature, will meet with the ap-
proval of our readers. And we believe that if the Senior Class has
any friends among them, and we feel confident that it has many,
there will be no lack of interest in these Seniors and in their work.
D. A. L.
We are still boosting the band. It has pretty nearly arrived
now at a point where it is able to blow its own horn, but we cannot
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lay aside the score of its progress without a parting
"Let note of commendation.
Sweet Music The idea of organizing a college band has al-
Flow." ways been a pet one with us. We have never been
quite able to perceive any sufficient reason why the
band of Ignatius should rank in any degree below her other musi-
cal societies. It is no longer necessary to argue the need of a col-
lege band. The facts that there are exceptionally few colleges of
worth in the country which are not so provided and that collegians
at large have recognized that athletic functions are no longer com-
plete without good music are sufficient reasons for its existence
and support.
We first made the acquaintance of the nucleus of our present
band on last Thanksgiving Day. There were only a trio of them
and they were rather too well supplied with nerves and deficient in
"nerve," besides possessing an insatiable desire to run flat. But
they stuck to it and the band of S. I. C. was at last started. No
one who listened to their music on their second appearance on Me-
morial Day can say that their persistence was not amply repaid.
Their number was trebled, their self-possession restored, their rep-
ertoire vastly increased and we must say that their playing livened
many a minute between the umpire's announcements and the crack
of bat and ball.
We believe it is time that the band was given proper faculty
recognition and placed upon the same plan as the orchestra and the
singing clubs. So let us all get together and boost the band and
"let sweet music flow."
,
J. E. R.
It is indeed a regretable fact that scarcely one out of every four
students who begin their studies at St. Ignatius College ever com-
plete their course. With some it is impossible to
The Year continue at college ; but others voluntarily leave in
of in the Sophomore and Junior years to take up work,
Philosophy. professional or literary, in other schools. And to
these latter this little editorial is particularly ad-
dressed. The student who willingly leaves college with only one or
two years to finish, is making the mistake of his life. This is par-
ticularly true of those who leave before their Senior year. For, to
our mind, the Senior or Philosophy year is worth all the other
years of the course combined. It is the crowning of the student's
work. It is the practical shop (if we may use the expression) in
which the student learns to handle the various tools with which his
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other classes have supplied him, the work in the science labora-
tory and in the language class has simply been a preparation for the
lessons and truths he is taught in his philosophy year. It is here that
the student learns the practical lessons of life. It is here that the
many doubts and difficulties which have beset his path are forever
wiped away, and he finds himself standing face to face with the
truth. It is here that he acquires that grasp of the truth so neces-
sary for the development of himself and for the enlightenment of
others. And who can with justice say that a clear knowledge of
the truth will not help his future life? Surely not the lawyer, to
whom a clear, logical mind, and a firm grasp of the right principles
are indispensible. Surely not the business man in his constant con-
flict with dishonesty. Surely not the writer in his daily meetings
with falsehood and infidelity. In addition, the student's mind be-
comes more developed by his year in the philosophy class than by
the combined studies of all the other classes. To him, therefore,
who hesitates about returning for his Senior year, this editorial is
particularly addressed. He has sown the field ; let him not depart
e'er he has reaped the harvest.
D. A. L.
With the present issue, it falls to our lot to say a word of part-
ing from the Staff of '09. This year brings to a close the collegi-
ate courses of four of the present editors, and with
A Word it comes the cessation of their editorial labors on
In the Collegian. And in parting, these members
Parting. wish to express from the fulness of their hearts of
hearts the enjoyment and the benefit they feel they
have received from their membership on the Staff of The St.
Ignatius Collegian. There is nothing to our mind, aside from
the actual studies of the curriculum, which is of as much value to
the student as writing for his college journal. There is nothing
which gives him the breadth of thought, the power of expression,
the mastery of his ideas, the command of style, that constant and
regular contributing to his paper imparts. In addition, it gives
him an insight into a host of minor details of proof reading, of copv
correction, of typography, which only practical experience with a
paper can ever give. And it is with deep regret that the staffs of
each succeeding year note the general apathy of the student body in
matters pertaining to their college paper. Little these indifferent
students appreciate the many advantages which are slipping away
from them. And so, as a parting word to the students of St. Ig-
natius College, let us urge upon them these oft-repeated, but oftener
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neglected injunctions : "Students of St. Ignatius, write for your
college paper. Make it in truth an organ of the student body.
Make your contributions a part of your regular college work. If
you care nothing for your reputation abroad, write for your own
sakes. For when your course is finished, you will appreciate as we
departing editors appreciate, the numberless advantages your few
hours of editorial labors have heaped up for you."
D. A. L.
Joseph A. Rylands, '09.
I see before me, life's great show
Of struggling mortals, here below.
Of some who reap and some who sow.
Provide0.
I see life's long and rocky road,
Strewn with those who went before,
Who fell beneath the heavy load.
Provideo.
I see the student, young and bold,
Start out to conquer worlds anew.
But life, alas ! is stern and cold,
Provideo.
I see the goal ; 'tis clear and bright,
It beckons all to enter there.
The Master waits, O wondrous light,
Provideo.
Appropriate to the season of Commencement, a time when long-
known and well-loved Seniors bid a last farewell to their Alma Mater
and go forth to gain the ranks of our ever-loyal
New College Alumni, who pause in the turmoil of life to greet
Song them and indulge again in the sweet memories of
their College days—come the announcement of a
new song, especially written for old boys, from the pen of our Rev-
erend President, Father Burrows. It is a reverie, entitled "Old
College Days, Ignatius." Touching sentiment expressed in beauti-
ful language and set to tuneful appropriate music make this song
a treasure to every Ignatius grad or undergrad. Publishers' copies
are expected to be on hand about June tenth and a heavy demand is
expected. With the permission of Father Burrowes we here insert
the words to convey some idea of the merit of the selection.
OLD COLLEGE DAYS, IGNATIUS
A Reverie.
Old College days, Ignatius, rise,
Like visions fair that fancy weaves,
They flash across life's troubled skies,
And soothe the pain that sorrow leaves,
Dear old days, with mem'ries bright,
Dear old boys with whom we strayed,
Come again so clear tonight,
Time, 'twould seem, her step had stayed.
College days like incense rare,
Lift my soul to realms above,
Virgin's shrine and chapel prayer.
Heart Divine—all speak of love.
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2.
O, Alma Mater, ever dear
!
Around thy name some magic spell,
Has twined such mem'ries, tender, clear,
That feeble words would vainly tell.
All thy sons, where'er they be,
Gray-haired sire or fervid youth,
Pause, in love to think of thee,
Dear Ignatius, fount of truth.
Who can tell how souls unfold
In the morning of their day
!
Dear Ignatius, thine to mould,
Thine the hand to lead the way
!
CHORUS
:
Fare-thee-well ! Fare-thee-well ! wherever we be
!
God's blessing, protection, watch over thee!
Fare-thee-well ! Fare-thee-well ! Ignatius, Dear
!
Thy memory bide with us, ever to cheer!
One year ago in this space we chronicled the lean results which
St. Ignatius had derived from the Intercollegiate Contests. But now
we may be permitted to spread ourselves somewhat
Intercolle- and indulge in an editorial whoop or two at this
giate Con- year's showing. Although for the first time in five
tests. years we did not secure a place in the English Con-
test, still we are consoled by the fact that we can still
write Latin Themes that show up favorably in warm
competition. St. Ignatius in the Latin Intercollegiate made the best
showing of the ten competing colleges, securing second, fourth and
fifth places. Thaddeus Zamiara, Joseph Elward and Joseph Kara-
basz were the successful students. We believe that our record for
the last five years in the number of winners and persistency in win-
ning power is as good as any, and far better than the average. Twen-
ty-two places out of a possible hundred, with ten colleges competing,
have been allotted to us. Ignatius is proud of her record and of the
boys who achieved the honor for her. Below are given the winners
in English and Latin during the last five years.
English Contest,, 1905
—
James Rice, 6th.
Latin Contest, 1905
—
John Guest, 3rd ; Patrick Cronin, 8th ; Wm.
Rooney, 10th.
English Contest, 1906
—
John Stoesser, 6th
; James E. Royce, 8th.
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Latin Contest, 1906—Daniel A. Lord, 6th; Patrick Cronin, 7th;
John Stoesser, 9th ; Joseph Lynch, 10th.
English Contest, 1907
—
John Stoesser, 1st; Harry Wometz, 6th;
Michael Ahern, 10th.
Latin Contest, 1907—Daniel Murphy, 5th; John Stoesser, 6th;
Joseph Lynch, 7th ; James Foley, 9th.
English Contest, 1908—Daniel Murphy, 10th.
Latin Contest, 1908—Thomas Beesley, 6th.
Latin Contest, 1909,—Thaddeus Zamiara, 2nd ; Joseph Elvvard,
4th
;
Joseph Karabasz, 5th.
* * *
An enjoyable afternoon was spent Wednesday, June 2, at the
lecture delivered by Father Coyle, the South African Josephite Mis-
sionary, in the College Hall. The lecturer was aided
South by a large and varied number of colored lantern
Africa slides, projected on the screen by our new stereopti-
Lecture. con. The points made were that the topography of
the country was unfavorable to exploration and col-
onization ; the difficulty and dangers of travel ; the discovery of the
White Nile ; the scene of his missionary labors ; and the habita-
tions, customs and language of the natives in this far-away land.
The speaker ended with an earnest appeal to give heed to the old
command : "Going, therefore, teach ye all nations," and especially
to heed it in regard to the poor benighted natives of South Africa,
who are so willing to embrace the faith, if only it be preached to
them.
^ % %
Association Hall—the scene of many a hard-fought elocution,
oratorical and debating conflict, again became the field of honor on
the evening of May fifth, when the members of the
Senior First, Second and Third Elocution Classes, com-
Elocution prising the Third and Fourth Year High School and
Contest. Collegiate Grades, met in their annual Elocution
Contest. As an introduction, Mr. Charles Oink, our
seraphic little soprano soloist, accompanied by Mr. Elmer Spiegel, in
a violin obligato, sang the ever beautiful "Angel's Serenade."
The first speaker of the evening, Mr. William F. Madden, a
newcomer to the boards, but of great promise for future dramatic
events, recited "A Twilight Idyl," with true grace and finish. He
acquitted himself so well that although the other two speakers in
his class, Mr. Earl B. Healy and Mr. James Fitzgerald, strove
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mightily to surpass him, their efforts were unavailing and he was
awarded the gold medal.
The Glee Club, Mr. Hutter directing, occupied the intermission
with a crooning negro lullaby, to which the soloist's, Mr. Carlin's
voice, was admirably adapted. "Rockin' in the Win' " was so well
applauded that the amiable singers responded with an encore. The
First Class was then allowed to proceed with Shakespearean selec-
tions.
Mr. James J. Gaughan, well known in past College contests and
dramatics, used as a vehicle of expression Mercutio's famous "Queen
Mab" speech, from the first act, scene three, of Romeo and Juliet.
His strong, clear voice and excellent interpretation won him long
applause. Mr. Edward A. Scott then delivered Wolsey's immortal
Soliloquy. That there are still actors willing to attempt and capable
of doing justice to the difficult "Three Thousand Ducats" scene from
the "Merchant of Venice," was proven when two speakers of the even-
ing accomplished their difficult roles. The first speaker, Mr. George
R. Kelly, was perhaps best in his interpretation of the usuring
Jew. Mr. Augustine J. Bowe, however, surpassed himself in the ex-
cellent portrayal of the senile old man, surrounded by his hated
enemies, yet cunning and brave withal. Mr. John J. Foley was ex-
cellent in the delivery of the "Quarrel Scene," from Julius Caesar.
His strong voice and engaging manner will make him a prominent
factor in coming contests. It remained for Mr. Edmund F. Curda
to give the really artistic and finished exhibition of the evening. An
excellent selection from Romeo and Juliet, combined with pro-
nounced ability and thorough preparation easily won for him the
recognition he deserved in the shape of the gold medal.
After the select choir had rendered the old but sweet "Juanita,"
the Second Class was led off by Mr. J. Frederick Reeve, with "The
Miser," as his selection. He, as well as the last speaker, Mr. Law-
rence A. Biggio, was under a severe physical handicap in his deliv-
ery. Although the audience sympathized with them there was no
doubt that the medal should be awarded to the other speaker, Mr.
James B. O'Brien. There was a poise and mastery to this speaker's
work which has increased with his every appearance. A flexible,
well-modulated voice rendered his selection, "The Stowaway," one
of the treats of the evening. The judges confirmed this opinion by
awarding the Second Class Medal to him, that of the First Class
going to Edmund F. Curda, and of the Third, to William F. Madden.
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The Competitive Examinations for Free Scholarships to be
held at St. Ignatius College on Saturday, June 26th, afford a rare
chance for bright boys. Ten scholarships are to be
Free awarded, no school to receive more than one. The
Scholarships, examination is open to all eighth grade students of
the parochial schools of the archdiocese. The pupil
who makes the highest average will be entitled to the complete High
School and Collegiate Courses ; the other nine scholarships entitle
their winners to a free education in the High School Course. An
added inducement is extended this year in allowing the lucky win-
ners to choose between the College or the new Loyola Academy on
the Lake Shore, near Devon Avenue.
* * *
Saturday, May first, saw the Sodality Hall crowded to its capac-
ity with enthusiastic spectators gathered to witness the members of
the fourth and fifth elocution classes compete for the
Junior annual gold medals. The College Orchestra, under
Elocution the direction of Mr. Pribyl opened the afternoon's
Contest. entertainment with Iseman's "The Eagle's Nest."
Mr. T. Francis McGee, the first speaker in the fifth
class, rendered the exciting and touching "Engineer's Story." He
was succeeded by Mr. Michael B. Ryan, whom the subsequent deci-
sion of the judges testified to be "One Niche Highest," by award-
ing him the medal in his class. 'Midst long applause he gave way to
"Salvator," to be bravely piloted by Mr. James T. Berney into his
usual position of first on the score card. The Academic Choir cooled
down the excitement incident to "Salvator's" game finish, by render-
ing "Darling Nellie Gray." "The Royal Archer's Proof," with
Charles B. McDonough at the helm, next held the boards, to be fol-
lowed by "MacLaine's Child," chaperoned by Frank A. Malone.
The last speaker in this class, Mr. Ceslaus C. Zamiara, spoke "John
Maynard," with fine effect.
After the Glee Club and Academic Choir in unison had expended
all their musical energy on the soft strains of "Annie Laurie," and the
lilting longing for "The Little Brown Jug," the fourth class, repre-
sented first by William G. Dooley, in the character piece, "That Boy.
John," took the platform. John T. Curry then gave an excellent
rendering of another race-piece, entitled "Ole Mistus." When J. Fay
Philbin had given the "Switchman's Story," and Harry P. Beam had
recited "The Honor of the Woods," with such great force and inter-
pretive power, it became evident that the decision of the winner in
this class would be very close.
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The intermission was pleasantly filled by the Glee Club's ren-
dition, with Mr. Hutter directing, and J. Francis Quinn acting as
soloist, of Throteres' stirring war song, "Marching." It was so well
received that the Glee Club needs must respond to the ovation with
the classic "Three Blind Mice" and "Humpty Dumpty."
"In the Museum" served the next speaker, Mr. Paul G. Smith as
a vehicle of expression, and afforded him an excellent chance of dis-
playing his elocutionary ability. Mr. William J. Bowe and Mr. John
P. Burke were next on the program with "Bernardo Del Carpio"
and "Curfew Must Not Ring Tonight," respectively. The extreme
age of these selections detracted somewhat from their reception.
The last speaker, Mr. Walter T. McCue, recited with thrilling effect
the "Peril of the Train."
A selection by the orchestra intervened before the decision of
the judges was announced. The Gold Medals were awarded to
Michael B. Ryan in the fifth class and Harry P. Bean in the fourth.
* * *
The fifth annual meeting of the Federation of Illinois Colleges
was held Monday and Tuesday, April twenty-sixth and twenty-sev-
enth, at Evanston, Illinois. About thirty representa-
Federation tives of the colleges of the state gathered about the
of Illinois dinner board of the Avenue House at seven o'clock
Colleges. Monday and after the repast discussed topics of in-
terest to the Federation. After an introductory ad-
dress by President Rammelkamp and a short speech of welcome by
President Harris, of Northwestern University, President A. J. Bur-
rowes, of St. Ignatius College, made a very earnest plea for "A
Liberal Education as the Best Preparation for a Professional or
Business Career." In the course of his argument he showed that the
present system of instruction in laboratory practice in the sciences to
the exclusion of theoretical instruction, placed the college in a pe-
culiar position. It made them partly high school and partly uni-
versity, but left them no distinctive character of their own. The re-
sult of this system of education, he strongly urged, would be that our
colleges would turn out a great many mechanics, but very few
scientists. The attainment of a degree of Bachelor of Arts, he con-
tended, required not so much practical training as sound theoretical
knowledge on which special practical training could then be intelli-
gently based. He also defended the claims of the classics to a promi-
nent place in the educational program, and the efficiency of these in
laying a broad foundation for future building.
John F. Graham, 'io.
"The end crowns all,
And that arbiter, Time, will one day end it."
With the eager and anxious hope that commencement night
will add the final jewel to the victorious crown, the Orchestra, Glee
Club and Academic Choir are diligently bowing, blowing, "do"ing
and "so"ing at every available moment.
Noon, on every school day, finds Apollo's reserved suite on the
fourth floor filled with practising singers and players, and if Father
Time does not hurry around with June 22, we entertain grave fears
that certain violins and 'cellos will be "cleft in twain."
The past year has, in truth, witnessed some brilliant musical
events. Beginning with the annual concert and continuing with
the various contests and debates, the societies have entertained many
a delighted listener and at each succeeding performance showed
distinct progress in style and conception. It is this we look for
most of all. An orchestra or singing society may be perfect in
every detail and give entire satisfaction at everv performance, but
the one that deserves credit and merits praise is the one that, starting
out with non-professionals, shows, by its untiring efforts, ad-
vancement and progress. The Orchestra, Glee Club and Choir
have done this. Starting the new year as they did, with the
addition of many new members and handicapped by the loss
of old ones, they have worked earnestly and zealously, covering
up defects and blemishes with persistence and determination until
finally their performances have reached the high degree of eminence.
It is not every organization about which this can be predicated. So
we hope the past success of our musicians will be an incentive to
those of future years, that their efforts may meet with equally great
success.
The Orchestra.
Under the capable direction of Professor Pribyl, the College
Orchestra, with its thirty-one players, is making extensive prepara-
tions for the final appearance on Commencement night. As the
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musicians have had such phenomenal success during the past year,
they expect to make the evening of the 22nd, their last performance,
gala night, and as a consequence, are utilizing every spare moment
not given to study and examination. Many new compositions, here-
tofore unheard, will be played on that night. In addition to its own
numbers, the orchestra will accompany the Glee Club and Choir in
their songs and choruses.
The Glee Club.
The renowned Glee Club, with its galaxy of twenty-seven stars
will contribute its share toward making the Commencement program
an interesting one. This society, which has been so much in de-
mand during the past year, has advanced in leaps and bounds and
now possesses an enviable reputation among the various singing so-
cieties throughout Chicago.
Choir.
Last, but certainly not least in either numbers or efficiency,
comes our talented Academic Choristers who intend to make the
gables of Orchestra Hall echo and re-echo with their brilliant sing-
ing. From past enjoyment, we are certain that the youngsters are
fully capable of fulfilling their intentions. With the assistance of
the Glee Club and Orchestra, they will sing for the first time Rev-
erend Father Burrows's latest composition, "Old College Days, Ig-
natius."
J. Francis Quinn, '09.
nKA
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I've laid away the cap and bells
To don the cap and gown.
I've dropped my smile which pleasure spells
To wear a solemn frown.
A sheep skin takes my bauble's place;
A speech supplants a song;
No puns my dignity disgrace,
While jests are sadly wrong.
I've laid away my youthful mirth
To shoulder weighty care;
The time has come to prove my worth,
And manhood's tasks to bear.
And though I feign a manner gay
A tear drop trickles dozen,
As cap and bells I lay away
To don the cap and gown.
For the last time, sweet courtiers, the Jester makes his bow in
the court of Passim. For the last time he jingles his bells and quips
his quips. His term as Court Jester has expired. And then comes
Commencement. Commencement—the end of so much, and the be-
ginning of so much more. The Jester wishes that his bells would
tinkle more brightly at this last meeting; but despite his utmost ef-
forts there is in them a note which sounds sadly like a knell. For the
Jester has grown more attached to his generous courtiers than he
cares to confess. The intercourse between them and him has been
most pleasant. He has smiled over his own jests, and they at least,
have been patient with his conceits and conceit. But all things end
at that word "Finis," and "Finis" now looms up before him, and in
all the majesty of a policeman stopping a speed maniac, bids him
halt. And halt he must. So, courtiers all, the Jester cries, "Fare-
well ; most hearty thanks, my friends. I love you all."
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THE CLASS BANQUET.
Being a purely fictitious account of a real historical banquet.
Scene—The Banquet Hall of the Hotel.
Time—The night of June twenty-fourth. Just after the demi
tasse and cigars have appeared, and the waiters have disappeared.
Characters Implicated—The Entire Senior Class.
The curtain of smoke rises to disclose the seniors clustered
around the tables in various comfortable attitudes. Some are stilt-
making wry faces at the memory of coffee without cream; and others
are wondering what premiums are given to redeem the cigars. Other-
wise all, as yet, is well.
Opening Chorus :
We love our mighty Washington
Who gave our nation birth
;
We praise the mighty man who showed
Our infant land its worth.
'Twas Jefferson who taught our race
The blessings won in peace
;
'Twas Honest Abe who showed us how
The Civil War might cease.
Chorus :
Give honor then where honor's due
;
And praise these heroes' worth
Who taught us how to take our stand
'Midst nations of the earth.
But when about the banquet board
Good fellows gaily meet,
Let's praise the clever man who taught
The Nation how to eat.
'Twas Edison who showed us how
Electric cars should go;
And Fulton made the boats that still
Are running to St. Joe.
'Twas Carnegie who taught us all
The uses of the book.
But blessings on the man who learned
The uses of the cook.
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Chorus :
Give honor then where honor's due
;
Promote these heroes' fame;
From Hamilton to Lorimer
We'll cheer their deathless name.
But when they serve the roasted squab!
And o'er it friends we greet,
Let's cheer the modest man who taught
The nation how to eat.
At the conclusion of this rousing chorus, Prexy Doyle, the
Toastmaster is roused from his place and addresses the expectant
gathering.
Prexy Doyle—Fellow classmates. As toastmaster of this ban-
quet, ahem, ahem—I suppose that it is up to me to begin with some-
thing funny, ahem, ahem. Well, here goes. As I was coming down
State Street the other day
—
Grand Chorus—Funny? Well!
Prexy— (Embarrassed). As I was coming down State Street
the other day
—
Felix Foley—Oh, never mind the rest. We all heard George
Evans give that monologue.
Prexy—(More embarrassed). Yes? Well, ahem, anyhow
—
we have with us tonight
—
Alfie Lambeau—(Sotto Voce). For more of the same see the
Saturday Evening Post.
Prexy—Mr. Edmund Curda, the famous orator and actor. Mr.
Curda has chosen for his subject
—
Mike Schniedwind— (Interjects). "The Irish in America!*'
Prexy—No! (Angrily). He is going to speak on "My Sum-
mer Vacation."
Mr. Curda (we call him Mister, merely because he is going to
speak) rises modestly from his place, and, after unfolding a manu-
script, reads.
A Dwindling Vacation.
I think 'twas in December, my
Vacation trip was planned
;
I made it very broad, including
Every foreign land.
In London, France and Switzerland.
In Rome I hoped to stray
;
But that was when vacation was
Some thirtv weeks awav.
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'Twas March before vacation plans
I once again rehearsed,
And then I thought I'd better see
"My native country first."
I'd travel on the Gulf, perhaps
;
At Yellowstone, I'd stay.
But that was when vacation was
Some four short months away.
In May, once more, I tried to pick
The spots where I would roam.
I thought I'd camp upon some lake
Not very far from home.
With rod and line, with tent and book
I'd while away the day.
But that was when vacation was
Some month or so away.
And summer's here ; and still my plans
Indefinite remain.
The Gulf trip is an idle dream;
As are my jaunts in Spain.
A lot of firms are needing men
;
Perhaps at home I'll stay.
For summer and vacation time
Arrived on yesterday.
'Midst tumultuous applause and cries of "What firms did you
say needed men?" the orator sank into his chair.
Ike Kevin—Speaking of vacations, maybe I don't wish I was
out in the country right now. I love the green fields, and the long
green
—
Reggie Quinn
—
Just say the long green, and we'll all root.
The Anti-joke Society, whose motto is "No joke but ours de-
serves a laugh," here take a hand and suppress Reggie. To quell
the incipient riot, Prexy again rises, and in his most funereal tones
undertakes another introduction.
Prexy—We are going to have the honor of a song
—
Bunny Fuellgraff—Death before dis honor!
Prexy—(With a frown in the direction of the interrupter).—
Of a song from the Senior Glee Club. I asked them to render some-
thing light and flashy, so they have promised to sing "Will He Who
Plants Electric Bulbs Grow Largre Electric Plants?"
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Without the least compunction, the Glee Club saunter together
and after humming every note on the scale, from D to ditto, they pro-
ceed to shake loose the notes. Of course no well regulated Glee Club
ever thinks of singing what is on the program, so they warble in their
most entrancing tones.
Courted Willie Green.
"Oh, what makes Willie popular?"
I hear the fellows cry.
"It surely seems most singular,"
The others all reply.
"His baseball makes a person sore
;
And you should see him "crab" an oar
;
While all he knows of golf is "Fore !"
We really wonder why."
"Oh, what makes girls love Willie so?"
I hear the fellows cry.
"His secret we should like to know,
That we might also try.
"He cannot talk about a thing;
He cannot act, nor play, nor sing;
Yet he is courted as a king.
Such folly makes us sigh."
"Wouldst know why Willie's popular?"
I hasten to reply.
"There's really nothing singular."
And here I heave a sigh.
"Have you seen Willie's new machine ?
It's sixty horse power, painted green
;
A brand new model limousine.
And that's the reason why."
'Twas only the combined efforts of the other seniors which pre-
vented the Glee Club from demanding an encore. Even then, so
chagrined were they at the lack of response on the part of their audi-
tors, that several members atempted suicide by smoking another of
the banquet cigars.
Prexy—Gentlemen, I take great pleasure in introducing the
next speaker of the evening, Mr. William Carroll, our eminent ath-
lete. Mr. Carroll is going to speak on "Wild Throws I have Made."
Mr. Carroll, if you please.
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'Midst deafening cheers, the speaker rose to the occasion and
his feet; and after pushing back all the glasses within reach, and flat-
tening his palms on the table in approved after-dinner-speaker man-
ner, he began.
Tub Carroll—I am glad that the speaker has announced my
subject; for now I know just what I am not expected to talk about.
(Pause for laughter; then laughter for applause.) I intend, how-
ever, to say a few words on the subject of greatest interest to you all
—Diplomas. The diploma is a mysterious bird found in almost all
parts of the world where young people are tolerated. It is generally
seen in college yards during the month of June ; and large bodies of
students engage in the exciting pastime of chasing it. However, it
is a very wary bird, and only after years of practice and study can
one be successfully bagged. When a student has bagged a diploma
he is likely to become rather vain ; and that reminds me of a little
incident that occurred to a friend of mine. (Cries of "Who's your
friend? The Editor of the Ladies Home Journal?") After a num-
ber of years spent in pursuing a diploma in the midst of dark class
rooms, over deserted campuses, and among wild tribes of college
frats and societies, he finally brought one to earth with a
.75 aver-
age shotgun. Proud of his conquest, he carried his game to a
friend, the president of a bank. '"Behold, my diploma!" he cried.
"Resign forthwith, that I may take your place." The president
spent several moments in admiring the beautiful scroll work (for
he had never bagged one himself) and then read the signatures that
certified to Willie's having scaled the college walls. At last he
said : "Now, Willie, if you'll promise to be good and forget you
have a diploma, I'll let you work in my bank at ten per." And
the lesson of all this is that a diploma is a certificate to prove that
the recipient is now competent to go out in the world and learn
something.
Under cover of the cheers, the Glee Club took the floor again;
and e'er the others could protect themselves were singing
A Sartorial Episode.
A light Spring suit and a college man.
One Summer day, the story ran,
A pleasant promenade began.
The month, I think, was June.
A light Spring gown and a college maid,
Along their pathway slowly strayed
;
With violets they idly played
And hummed a merry tune.
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The light Spring suit saw the light Spring dress,
Resolved at once his suit to press,
And sought the Spring gown to address
;
She drooped her hook and eye.
He begged her just to share his lot
A clothes press on his master's yacht
—
But the college maid and man were not
In silence standing by.
With blushing modesty the dress
Was just about to answer "Yes."
When to their horror and distress
The rain came pouring down.
The suit grew limp as limp could be,
And 'neath the branches of a tree
The maiden scampered hastily
;
Though ruined was the gown.
The light Spring suit and the college man,
A race for shelter then began
;
While on the dress the colors ran
In ruin absolute.
The maiden sadly sighed in vain,
And watched the man speed down the lane.
Her love was gone. Alas, the rain
Has damped her suitor's suit.
China Del Beccaro— (one of the tenors.) Say, don't you
think our singing is simply superb?
Bunny Fuellgraff—(an orchestra man.) Oh, I say, Delbo,
let's stay friends.
Taxi Rylands—(who has been figuring out a baseball aver-
age.) Say, can anyone tell me how much 26 and 57 make?
Pony Klitsche—I'm ashamed of you. I thought you'd been
studying calculus all year.
Taxi—Great Scott, that's just the point ! You don't expect a
fellow who knows calculus to remember mere arithmetic, do you?
Prexy—Gentlemen, we are now going to call on Mr. Thomas
Nolan, to speak on "The Future of the Class."
Noisy Nolan—I shall be glad to speak as soon as I am sure
that I am not out of order.
The Toastmaster assured the gentleman tliat he had all the
floor that wasn't nailed down, and then he proceeded.
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IN TWENTY YEARS.
A lot of things will have occurred
In twenty years from now.
How many wonders we'll have heard
In twenty years from now.
No doubt we'll ride in flying cars,
We'll hold communion with the stars,
And spend our Summer months on Mars,
In twenty years from now.
McGeever, by some paradox,
In twenty years from now,
May root his loudest for the Sox,
In twenty years from now.
Who knows that time will not confer
On Brown the title, Orator;
While Priestley's talk may cause a stir,
In twenty years from now.
Friend Kavanaugh may cease to dream
In twenty years from now;
And Delbo's pictures be a scream
In twenty years from now.
Will Klitsche's ponies win a race
Or can they keep their present pace?
Will Doyle admire a colored face
In twenty years from now.
Will Murray's love for books give out
In twenty years from now?
Who knows but Lord may be quite stout
In twenty years from now.
Though stores of knowledge we'll amass,
And hosts of changes come to pass,
Let's hope we'll be the same old class,
In twenty years from now.
The speaker retired in a deep silence which was broken at last
by enthusiastic cries of "Bravo!" "Bully for you!" etc. The class
was so affected by this glimpse of the future that many wanted to'
zveep on each others shoulders. They were restrained, however, by
the Senior String Quartette which had been carefully saved as the
surprise of the evening. The quartette promised to play anything
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from Chopin's "Funeral March" to "A Big Night To-night," and
when no requests were received, they threatened to play them all.
The number at last selected ivas good, but only McGeever, who had
been taking Spanish all year could pronounce it.
As Prexy Doyle had lost his introductory speech, the next num-
ber was postponed long enough to give Syncopated Quinn time to
shake a number of selections from the piano, and accompany a few
Summer resort tenors, whose rendition of "Adeline" sounded like
a Caruso record on an 1898 phonograph. Just as Tom Reedy sug-
gested "Love Me and the World is Mine," Prexy found his notes,
and the world zvas saved.
Prexy. Friends, class mates ; the hour has come to part. Our
college days are over, for tomorrow we face the world. But e'er
we go, let all agree that each year shall find us gathered once more,
the same old class of Naughty Nine.
As a man, the class rose to their feet; and as they stood with
bowed heads and tear-dimmed eye, the voices of the Glee Club rose
soft and sweet.
We'd like to sing a parting song
In which each line is new.
But somehow that seems almost wrong,
It doesn't ring quite true.
The same old thought must fill our minds
Which partings ever bring.
So should we seek another kind,
Through vanity, to sing?
Refrain :
Good-night, old comrades, just good-night
;
Let no one say, good-by.
Good-night, old comrades, just good-night
God speed us all, we cry.
We know that from us some are drawn
;
The morrow finds a number gone ;
Yet let us play we'll meet at dawn.
Good-night, old friends, good night.
Before us lie the paths of life,
A thousand winding ways
;
To some it means a road of strife,
God guide their troubled days.
But, comrades all, may friendship's hand
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Sustain each weary soul,
Until we meet, a loyal band,
Around the final Goal.
Refrain :
Good-night, old comrades, just good-night
;
We will not say good-by.
Good-night, old comrades, just good-night;
Though parting may be nigh.
Let's say that none shall be withdrawn
;
That years will find no comrades gone.
Let's swear that all shall meet at dawn.
Good-night, old friends, good-night.
A moment's silence. Then from every lusty throat rose up a
solemn vow. Out on the evening air it was borne; onward ever on-
ward in swelling volume, 'till the echoes took it up and bore it to the
high Heavens. The class of Naughty Nine were singing
"We swear that all shall meet at Dawn.
Good-night, old friends, good-night."
Curtain.
Daniel A. Lord, '09.
A. *!•!>•&
We have been informed of the marriage of Mr. John P. Seger
to Miss Mathilda Thome.
Mr. Frank Von Tesmar, Humanities, '96-'97, has an important
position in the Bank of Commerce and Trust Co., of San Diego,
California.
Mr. Charles X. Clancy, Second Academic, 'oo, has succeeded
well in commercial life, and is now in business for himself. His
esteemed father died last year. His brother Joseph, who graduated
from the Commercial Course in 1898, also died on February 9, on
his return from Panama, where he had spent more than two years.
The Collegian congratulates Mr. Joseph Connell, '86, on his
promotion to the position of Chief Attorney for the Burlington R.
R., in the States of Illinois, Wisconsin and Iowa. Mr. Connell is
one of the professors in the Law School.
Mr. Charles Conley, '03, writes that he was ordained on Holy
Saturday, in St. John's Basilica by Cardinal Respighi. On April
15, he offered Mass at the shrine of the Madonna Delia Strada in
the Jesuit Church, at Rome, where lies the body of St. Ignatius
under a magnificent altar in the transept.
Mr. John B. Murphy, 1st Academic, '02, is to be ordained in
June.
Messrs, Lee Cooney, John K. Murphy, Thomas Nash, and
probably other old St. Ignatius boys, expect to take the bar examin-
ation for Illinois on June 22.
Mr. Wm. Henderson, '78, began his business life as bookkeeper
for Butler Brothers. By his steady application he became a share-
holder in the firm, and he is now engaged as traveling sales man-
ager. He has made an honorable and successful career. Old-time
students will remember him as an active participant in athletics
and other college affairs. He has two sons who seem to be fol-
lowing in the footsteps of their father.
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Rev. Stewart McDonnell, who attended college from 1873-77,
lately celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of his priesthood. The
celebration was very spontaneous in character. Mr. McDonnell has
accomplished much for the good of religion during his ministry,
and the people of his parish, St. Margaret's, hope that he may con-
tinue with them for many years. One of the guests at the celebra-
tion was the Rev. John Tannrath, of St. Louis, who was a fellow-
student of Fr. McDonnell's at St. Ignatius.
Mr. Charles Meehan, S. J., 1900, writes from "Ben Lhomond,"
Manatee, British Honduras, that there are two old St. Ignatius
students besides himself in that witching Summer land—Father
Joseph Murphy and Mr. William Kane. At the time of writing,
they were on their vacation, and amongst the sources of enjoyment
he mentioned a salt lake, wooded hills, tigers and wild hogs, and
numerous limestone caves.
Mr. Frank Hanna, Poetry, '99, as editor of the South Chicago
Sun is doing good work, endeavoring to bring the cultured youth
of Englewood within the pale of the moral law.
One of the families of boys which has highly distinguished
itself in after-college life is that of old Captain Finn. Father James
Finn is the Master of Novices at Florissant. The position he fills
is considered one of the most important amongst the Jesuits, as on
the training received in the Novitiate depends the whole religious
life of the novices. He is also rector of the Novitiate. Father
Thomas Finn, who with ex-Mayor Carter Harrison formed the
graduating class of 1881, is a zealous missionary in British Hon-
duras. Alderman Nicholas Finn has an honorable record as prac-
tising attorney, and three times he has been elected alderman from
a Republican district, on the Democratic ticket. His record in the
Chicago Council is above reproach. Mr. Joseph Finn is an able
journalist and an editor on the Chicago American. It is not often
that so many boys of one family reach such distinction.
Amongst the priests ordained at the Cathedral on June 5, were
the following old St. Ignatius students : Rev. John J. Gearty, Rev.
John J. O'Hearn, Rev. John B. Murphy, Rev. Henry T. Kennedy
and Rev. Edward B. McNally. The Collegian extends its con-
gratulations on the joyful fruition of the many years of study and
sacrifice which these newly ordained priests have devoted to careful
preparation for their high and holy calling, and ventures to express
the hope that they may acomplish great deeds in the service of
God and the help of souls.
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The Senior Sodality, under the zealous guidance of Father
Dinneen, has exhibited during the year, and particularly during the
month of May, a laudable earnestness in promoting
Senior the honor of the Mother of God.
Sodality. The members were fortunate in receiving a visit
from the well-known African Missionary, Father
Coyle, who addressed them upon the subject "Labors in Uganda."
In the course of his remarks, the Reverend Lecturer gave his audi-
tors a clear idea of the topography of Africa and showed why its
people lacked the spirit of progress so evident among the peoples of
other and more fortunate nations. He told of the discovery of the
source of the Nile and demonstrated that because of the nature of
the country, travel was difficult and the way beset with innumerable
dangers. Contrary to general opinion he declared that the natives
were willing and in many cases eager to embrace the doctrines of
Christianity. He spoke at length of their religious condition, their
crude and bewildering ideas of God and the excellence of their mor-
als for a savage race.
Lured by the promise of Springtime and Baseball this Society
adjourned "sine die" in May and the members abandoned their
Demosthenic endeavors to disport themselves in
Chrysos- other fields. Politics, literature and the interests of
tomian daily life furnished themes for many a well-contested
Society. matching of wits. The policy of the United States
with regard to her foreign possessions and the ad-
mission of immigrants to her shores, gave the debaters much ground
for discussion. In a spirited and enthusiastic session, the society ex-
pressed its disapprobation of the workings of the modern stage.
At the last meeting of the year, the President, Fr. John Riley,
dispensed with the regular order of business and in a final address
to the members expressed his regret that a formal closing was impossi-
ble owing to unavoidable obstacles. He dwelt on the work the So-
ciety had accomplished, encouraged the members to persevere, and
closed by acknowledging his gratitude to the officers and members
for their diligence and faithful attendance. The Society then ten-
dered a vote of thanks to the President and Officers, and the Society
adjourned with the satisfaction of a year well spent.
John T. Benz, 'io.
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The Junior Sodality, a powerful source of influence for good,
works in so quiet and undemonstrative a way that it is difficult to
find matter of sufficient moment to chronicle here.
The This is said in a spirit of apology for the meager
Junior notices we have given to its work, but every student
Sodality. understands the influence it has exerted in his life,
and feels that its sphere is above and beyond those
busy activities of college life which find their proper place in col-
lege chronicle. And so, in a spirit rather of reverence than indiffer-
ence, we dismiss thus briefly its excellent work.
The first of May saw an end of the Junior Debaters brilliant and
successful term. During the year the Loyolans have met and de-
feated successively the debaters of McKinley High
Loyola School, of Lewis Institute and of Marquette Acad-
Literary emy. All honor to the members of its brilliant
Society. team ! may the work so well begun by Messrs. Big-
gio, Reeve, Killgallon and Fitzgerald be carried on
in years to come by a long line of worthy successors
!
But while the Society derived glory from these public con-
tests it derived no less profit from the weekly debates. The crowded
audiences which overflowed the Students' Library on Wednesday
evenings inspired the young orators to their best efforts, even while
it filled them at times with nervousness and dread. But "nil sine
labore," and each one realizes that the effort brought its own re-
ward. To mention the names of those who distinguished themselves
by diligent preparation and earnestness of delivery would almost be
to call the roll of the Society.
On Tuesday evening, April the twenty-seventh, the Lewis Audi-
torium was the arena in which our Junior Debaters met and con-
quered the Lewis Debating Team. The large hall
The was well filled by the students of both institutions
Lewis and their friends and relatives, while the respective
Debate. Faculties were also well represented. The stage was
gaily decorated with the rival pennants of the con-
tending teams and the attendance, the decorations, the excellence of
the theatre and the select program, all gave promise of a brilliant
oratorical succss. After a slight delay the exercises were opened by
the stirring martial strains of a lilting march, tunefully and skill-
fully rendered by the Lewis Orchestra. The debate was then for-
mally opened by the chairman, Mr. J. H. Miller. After a few per-
sonal reminiscenses and some words on the rules governing the de-
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bate, he announced the subject : "Resolved ; That a Constitutional
Amendment Should be Secured, Providing- for the Election of
United States Senators by a Direct Vote of the People." Lewis
upheld this resolution and St. Ignatius defended the present system
of election through the state legislature. The first affirmative
speaker, Mr. Donald C. South, after outlining the affirmative
case, had but a short time left for arguments. This speaker had a
well modulated voice and his earnestness added much to his smoothly
constructed speech, but he was unconvincing and by reading his
speech, detracted much from its force. He was followed by Mr. Law-
rence Biggio, the first negative. His speech was polished and convinc-
ing, and was delivered with a fluent voice and the smooth finish that
marked it as the work of a polished speaker. He retired amid great
applause. The next speaker, Mr. Gladstone E. Gurley. in a speech,
strong and eloquent, impressive and convincing, gave many argu-
ments to show the evils of "deadlocks" as a necessary consequence of
the present system, and advanced statistics to prove their constant
recurrence in many of the states. Mr. James Fitzgerald was then
announced. To this youthful orator all honor! For still suffering
from the bitter sorrow of a well beloved brother's recent death, he,
nevertheless, gave a remarkable speech, well written, with a wealth of
arguments, and in an ardent convincing manner. He finished amid
ringing cheers, and gave place to Mr. Robert R. Brenton, who, like
the first affirmative, read his speech, and was therefore unconvincing.
The third and last negative speaker, Mr. J. Frederick Reeve, suc-
ceeded him. His charm of personality and his fund of entertaining-
humor soon won the sympathy and good will of his audience, the
while his able, forcible speech, delivered with the elocutionary power
which won him two medals in the last three years, brought round
after round of applause.
After the speeches and rebuttal the audience was delighted by a
vocal solo from Mr. Chas. M. Oink. He was accompanied on the
violin by Mr. Elmer J. Spiegel, who played with admirable tech-
nique and feeling, giving evidence both of his careful training and
musical ability. Prof. Clemens A. Hutter was the accompanist and
it is unnecessary to state that he played with his usual delicate touch,
beautiful tonal shading and perfect expression. Then followed the
Lewis Orchestra, this time with a dashing, merry, well played se-
lection and finally, just as the audience was beginning to grow
impatient the chairman announced that the judges. Judge Ni-
nian H. Welsh, Mr. George H. Carlton and Mr. Bernard Mc-
Devitt had awarded the debate to St. Ignatius. A cheer for the
vanquished, a cheer for the victors, and the doors disgorge the
human contents, the while the lights flicker and go out, the buzz
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of congratulation around the weary-armed speakers ceases, and
the cars bear their happy or depressed patrons home.
On Wednesday, May the twelfth, the unbeaten debating
team of the L. L. S. journeyed to Milwaukee to match wits with
a team chosen from the students of Marquette
The Academy. Marquette, which does nothing on a
Marquette small scale, had enlisted the services of some of
Debate. the best judicial talent of Wisconsin to pre-
side at the event. The chairman was the Honor-
able James G. Jenkins, of the Supreme Court of Wisconsin ; the
actual judges of the debate were the Honorable Paul D. Car-
penter, of the Circuit Court, the Honorable Michael S. Sheridan,
Probate Judge elect and Mr. John C. Davis, Dean of the Mar-
quette School of Engineers. An appreciative audience crowded'
the University Auditorium and applauded the points made by
the speakers.
The St. Ignatius team had the advantage of debating the
same side of the same question which they had discussed two
weeks before in Chicago. As for the wrork of their opponents,
it may be said that the arguments were urged with far more
force and clearness than had been shown by the three young
gentlemen of Lewis Institute.
After the debate, which was awarded to the Loyolans, the
Marquette representatives proceeded to show their guests what
they could do in the way of entertainment, and it is safe to say
that the members of the St. Ignatius team wrill look back on the
twenty-four hours spent in Milwaukee as one of the most en-
joyable events of their lives. Hospitality, good fellowship, an
extensive automobile trip through the city and an elaborate din-
ner at the Blatz Hotel combined to make the day all too short.
As the three speakers bade good-bye to their hosts and boarded
the train for Chicago, they felt that there was far more to a de-
bate than victory, and satisfaction over success was almost for-
gotten in the kindly feeling they experienced toward their en-
tertainers.
Sidney E. Glenn, '12.
It would really be in very poor taste to so far disregard the
demand of the season and the precedent of long tiers of Junes as to
allow this column to lack a valedictory. But the task is an unwonted
one. We have read and listened to a countless number of them ; we
fully believe that away down in our editorial cardium we are ex-
periencing every feeling which prompts the penning of them, but
we do not seem to be able to do much in that regard ourself save
to sit here and tear up sheets of good paper with "bum starts" on
them. Just the same we cannot keep from running back and forth
in our brain-pan a scrap of a valedictory "pome" which a Kansan
of St. Mary's once wrote and which we sincerely wish we had clipped
and stuck away. The troublesome yet delightful phrase—if we
recall it aright—ran :
"Tonight, ah let us linger with tonight
When for the last time we stand and look
Into the faces we have known and loved
;
'Good-night'—we could not, would not,
Can not say—'Good-bye.' "
Cannot say—'Good-bye.' "
Our introduction to the Emory Phoenix was made through the
March number. The bird seems to find occasional difficulty in rising
very far above its ashes in several spots—but its
Emory flights are creditably lofty in others. Our first quar-
Phoenix. rel is with the X-man, because (for the benefit of the
critic from Georgetozvn who complains that his con-
freres fail to give reasons for their ruling), we do not like his style.
It is too airily intermixed with "ah yes" and "but no" to make
pleasant reading, and an English student who uses "good" as an
adverb twice on the same page and throws in the phrase "half of
ones printed twice" is too evidently mis-cast.
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From a literary view-point, that too-brief paper, "The Real Col-
lege," and Mr. Heath's editorial, "The True College-Man," which go
hand in hand, are of the greatest merit. Mr. Harrel emphasizes the
point that campus, buildings, faculty, and students as purely me-
chanical things, often fail to make a college and demands that essen-
tial which he calls "atmosphere," which is the spirit binding the
whole together and creating of otherwise meaningless constituents
that intangible, endearing environment—the charm of College Life.
The editorial dissection of the proper product of this sphere names
as the component parts of a real college man "college loyalty, schol-
arship, social training, oratory and debating, athletics and politics."
The fiction, except for "The Stronger Force," appears carelessly
written ; and the translation "Suspicious" and "The Loafer's Song"
are the best of the verse.
The close of the present collegiate year shows the Fleur de Lis
of St. Louis University to have caught and held a note of impres-
siveness which was not hers before. A new spirit
—
Fleur one of omnipresent interest, timeliness and genuine
de Lis. literary tone—has been breathed into that periodical,
and it would not be just to allow this session to slip
away without a recognition of the fact.
The May number lies before us. We have already read it
through a half dozen times. In review, we must needs pass over its
first offering—the Intercollegiate Prize-winning Essay—with much
congratulation and no comment. The reasons for the ruling of its
judges are too evident, and that contest cannot but be an unpala-
table topic for us at this end of the canal. We are pleased with the
maturity of treatment and the present importance of its companion
papers : "Striking in the Dark," which is called forth by Mr.
Bolce's disclosures in the Cosmopolitan, and "Pearls and Porkers."
The series of Triolets, we judge, are class-room exercises, but are
carefully composed. Of the other verse, for reasons which we find
it hard to pick out the proper keys on this typewriter to express, we
really preferred "The Base Hit."
The Holy Cross Purple has been of particular importance this
year on account of the great percentage of its matter which bears
the stamp of the lower collegiate classes. We pick
Holy up so many journals whose every contribution car-
Cross ries—with very occasional exceptions—the numeral
Purple '09, that this magazine with its array of '12s, 'us
and '10s not only varies monotony, but evidences
general interest in scribbling throughout the college and promises
well for the future.
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The number at hand, that of May, is hardly the equal of the pre-
ceding three or four because it lacks the one or more essays of real
worth which we have come to look for. Buts its verse has a definite
charm, the "Pipes o' Pompey," of Mr. O'Brien, '12, which rank with
the "Vignettes in Ebony," of the Virginia Magazine, being particu-
larly attractive.
The stories are readable, but of no especial value. "Hoist with
His Own Petard" has much fluency of style but grows wearyingly
melodramatic and extravagant. "The Arrival of the Count" parades
in the thread-bare cloak of mistaken identity besides lacking plausi-
bility.
The Purple has adopted a habit of printing each month several
Irving-like sketches, which, as a rule, are in excellent taste and re-
pay at least a first reading.
The Monthly, of Fordham University, succeeds in approaching
more closely the tone of the better literary monthlies and reviews than
any other of our exchanges. Very little attention is
Fordham paid by it to fiction, but that which is printed we
Monthly. usually find creditable. We are sorry that we were
unable to read "Doctor Cameron's Daughter" ; the
taste of it before us in the issue of May seems palatable enough, bui
the exigencies of X-dom make serials impossible.
The paper in regard to Transportation Conditions in New
York we consider of more than a little value. It might be open to
the criticism that such matters are beyond the scope of college jour-
nalism
;
but the objection would not be ours, for the reason that we
believe the prime object of our publication is to drill the mind as
well as the pen, and the subject in question affords admirable op-
portunity for editorial training. The conception is sane and modest
and, rather than presuming to treat the matter from a standpoint
superior to the plane of New York's engineers, is in the highest de-
gree suggestive and respectful.
We must plead for a continuation of such admirable papers as
those on the "Freedom of the Will" and "The Ego." They are a
splendid defense of scholastic philosophy and such exposition can-
not but stand both writer and reader in good stead later on.
For freedom of verbiage, prodigality of thought and for the
subtleness of its satire, we recommend "On Going Abroad" as the
best article we have read in a college paper of the month.
"The last look backward o'er, the last zvord falls.
Lips tell, but hearts will never breathe—farewell!"
James Emmet Royce.
Though all the constellations of commencement shed their most
effulgent light upon the college world, the star of the '09 varsity-
will not pale. The successful season just finished by Capt. Kevin
and his speedy band is a source of gratification to all concerned.
Out of fifteen battles the college captured ten, dropped four and tied
one, a percentage of .714. The reasons for such splendid success
are not hard to find. To begin with, the team average for batting
was .301, which means an ability to hit that wins games. Kevin
set the pace with the terrific slugging recorded by the average
.375.
The other players were closely bunched as follows
:
Stack 355 Pechous 263
Killian 340 McGeever 256
Hanks 320 Furlong 250
Carroll 283 Doyle 214
Shuster 275 Ryan 174
Owing to the usual Spring weather handed out to Chicago by
the weather man, early outdoor practice was limited and unsatis-
factory. April was nearly gone before the team whipped into line
and struck their gait in fielding. As the majority of games were
played on the road, unfamiliarity with the grounds proved an ad-
ditional hindrance to securing a fielding average proportionate to
that .301 batting, but the splendid fielding total was .915. Ryan
went through the season without a miscue, Hanks was third with
•955' while Stack ranked second with .986. This record is one to
be proud of, and the combination of .301 with the sticks and .915
for defense, tells all too plainly the reason for the varsity's victories.
The efficient management of Mr. Rylands, of Senior Class, did much
to promote the 1909 success of St. Ignatius on the diamond
!
Though the Varsity ended the season with eleven men on the
roster, nearly twice that number were tried out before the final
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line-up was determined. At the very outset the college received a
setback from the loss of a star battery, J. Kevin and Frank Prin-
diville. Kevin, upon whom the back-stopping was to have devolved,
left school in April to take a position with a New York firm, while
big "Prindy," of whom much was expected in the box, received an
injury to his knee that ended his season abruptly. Stack, an under-
studv, stepped into Kevin's shoes and caught in big-league style,
ablv assisted bv "Dick" Doyle. At first, Killian held forth and
filled the serious gap left by Croake's departure for big league cir-
cles. "Ed" walloped the ball hard, being credited with a batting
average of .340. Carroll alternated between center field and second.
He finally came to anchor at the midway stop and performed with
grace and ease. At short, Kevin put up a sterling article of ball and
covered vast areas of territory with a speed that brought more than
one batter to grief. To signalize his last appearance for the college,
Capt. Kevin lead the team in batting, with
.375 for fourteen games.
At third, Pechous was a fixture and filled most capably the shoes
of the renowned "Chick" O'Connor. In the outfield, McGeever dis-
ported in right with a speed which his huge proportion belied. In
centerfield, Carroll and Sinister alternated, the latter finishing the
season in that position. Shuster proved an accurate fielder, his
work in the Marquette game being especially commendable. Fur-
long, also, cavorted in the outer gardens but only broke in for three
games. After Ryan was discovered to be a first-class twirler, his
left field job was filled by Hanks when the latter was not pitching
and the two alternated. On the slab, Hanks and Ryan bore the
brunt of the work, the other candidates failing to make good, while
water on the knee put "Prindy" out of the question. Both pitched
masterly ball. Hanks fulfilling all the expectations placed in his
ability last season, while Ryan, with his curves and steam was an
able second. Next year, with Prindiville in form and Hanks and
Ryan to share the burden, the college should be well nigh invincible
for this is one of the strongest pitching staff's in the history of the
school.
The opening gun of the campaign was fired Saturday, April 3.
at West End Park, when the 'varsity hooked up with the West
Ends, one of the speediest semi-pro teams in the city. The College
line-up was experimental and after the game underwent consider-
able alteration. Hanks was on the slab and pitched gilt-edged
ball. He allowed the semi-pros four lonesome hits but errors at
critical moments gave the West Ends a commanding lead which was
never overcome. Vance performed heroically for the "pro's," hold-
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ing the 'varsity to four fruitless bingles and no score. Final re-
sults :
S. I. C, o; W. E., 6.
$z ^ ^s
As an interlude to the next contest, the 'varsity affably enter-
tained a coalition of minor leaguers and members of the freshman
squad for a seemingly indefinite number of innings. The result,
needless to relate, was quite favorable to the College. On April
14, the 'varsity engaged in nine innings of strenuous batting and
fielding practice at the expense of the Hibernian Bankers, who ex-
perienced much difficulty locating the ball and the plate. Score
:
S. I. C, 10; H. B., 1.
On Saturday, April 17, the College of Physicians and Surgeons
appeared for their annual trimming, in a slow, ragged game, which
consumed nearly two hours. Ochsner, a new recruit, opened for
the College and got away with it for five innings, but in the sixth
he wabbled and Doyle went in. "Nace" was bombarded for three
runs in one round and Hanks finished the game. Fox, for the
Medics, had his offerings unfeelingly straightened out for 12 re-
sounding swats, Shuster leading with four and Pechous three. The
'varsity ran wild on the bases, stealing the amazing total of ten
sacks. The finals
:
S. I. C, 11 ; P. and S., 6.
* * *
A week later, on April 24, the College was given a two-fold
cause for rejoicing, first by presenting Central Y. M. C. A. with the
short end of a 3 to 1 score, and secondly by uncovering a star twirler
in Jack Ryan. It was Ryan's first appearance on the rubber for
S. I. C, and he made good with a vengeance, letting the Loop
men down with three scattered hits and lifting seven scalps on
strikes. The game was hard fought and in doubt until the eighth,
when the varsity put two runs across. Central made a desperate
effort to tie it up in the ninth but failed even to score. One runner
was hit by a batted ball, another Merkled and Ryan calmly disposed
of the last man up, making the total
:
S. I. C, 3; C. Y. M. C. A., 1.
Ns si5 H5
The following Monday, the first of the High School teams vis-
ited the campus in the shape of Hyde Park, who proved an easy
victim. Kilgallon, a twirler on the freshman squad, was put in
the box instead of a regular and performed creditably, letting the
Parkers down with five hits in seven innings and fanning seven.
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He eased up in the seventh and the Parkers scored twice, making
the outcome
:
S. I. C. 5 ; H. P. H. S., 2.
* * *
After Jupiter Pluvius caused the postponement of the Chi-
cago "U" freshman game, our first extra-inning contest was
staged at Lake Front Park with Sacred Heart College. The scrap
went twelve innings to a draw. Sacred Heart proved an awkward
customer to handle and gave the 'varsity a warm argument at all
stages. Kilgallon, of the freshman squad, started the game, but
after the Northsiders had collected three runs off his delivery in
six innings, the derrick was applied and Ryan sent in to finish, shut-
ting the enemy out for the remainder of the afternoon. The
noteworthy feature of the game was the pitching duel between Mc-
Carthy, for Sacred Heart and Kilgallon and Ryan, for S. I. C,
the former whipping thirteen, while Kilgallon mowed down six
and Ryan nine, on strikes. As "the shades of night were falling
fast," activities were suspended at the end of the twelfth with the
score standing
:
S. I. C, 3; S. H. C, 3-
* * *
Hard upon the heels of the Sacred Heart game came our an-
nual contest with Armour, at Ogden field, May 4. The struggle
was wierd in the extreme and the fielding—shades of high-school
days ! Hanks was in charge of the quarter-decks and performed
nobly, but it was apparently an off day for the other parties con-
cerned. The first inning was a rueful "comedy of errors," in which
nearly everybody made miscues in fielding. This temporary ascen-
sion netted Armour six tallies and the game. Though Armour
accrued five more at various intervals, S. I. C. got to Urson for
nine runs and stood an even chance of winning but for the unfortu-
nate spasm of generosity which prevailed in the first session. Score
:
S. I. C, 9; Armour, 11.
* * *
On May 6, the 'varsity took a pleasant trip from the Windy
City to the windy country in the immediate vicinage of Lisle, 111.,
where St. Procopius College is located. The down-staters en-
deavored to oppose the College in the afternoon but Hanks was on
the job and the enemy were never in the hunt. A high gale was
blowing, making fielding difficult, but it apparently did not inter-
fere with the 'varsity's batting, for they connected safely twelve
times. Though the wind blew the score board away, a piece was
found later which contained the total
:
S. I. C.,.io; S. P. C, 7.
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Ryan strengthened his claim to a berth on the pitching staff
two days later at Marshall Field, when he disposed of the Chicago
"U" freshmen with gratifying ease. It was the Freshies' first de-
feat of the season and the heavy going and chilling drizzle added
the finishing touches to their woe. The "1912" men scored first
in the second on one of their two lonesome safeties, a quadruple
by Sauer. Thereafter they viewed home plate from a distance until
the seventh. In the interim, S. I. C. was busy endeavoring to solve
Roberts' delivery but with little results until the fifth. Thereafter
eight noisy swats, judiciously mingled with four passes and four
casual errors accomplished the downfall of the aforesaid Mr. Rob-
erts. Ryan caused eleven of the enemy to breeze frantically and
allowed them only a scratch single after the home-run blow in
No. 2. Hanks also was a luminary, covering himself with dust and
glorv bv pilfering four bases. The score
:
S. I. C, 7; C. U. F., 2.
* * *
On May 13, the 'varsity resumed their peregrinations, this
time boldly advancing on Bourbounais, 111., the stronghold of our
ancient enemy, St. Viateur's. For five seasons, Maroon and Gold
has not flown victoriously over the St. Viateur ramparts, but this
year—it was the same old story. To rub it in, S. I. C. outfielded
and out-hit the Kankakee men and ran rings around them on fhe
bases. The luck seemed to break for the enemy, however, who put
the game on ice in the fifth. In this frame with two down, they
scored three runs on a couple of hits, an error and a "perfect para-
bola of Archimedes," good for two sacks, created into center by
McCarty, the S. V. C. third baseman. The fielding feature of the
game was a sensational catch perpetrated by Hanks out in left
field. That catch was highway robbery of the batter, pure and
simple. Though coming off second best, the 'varsity had the satis-
faction of throwing a good scare into the Kankakee camp and re-
turned with the score book reading
:
S. I. C, 3; S. V. C, 6.
On May 20, after the sad happenings above, Marquette Uni-
versity executed a flank movement from Milwaukee to give battle
to our forces at Artesian Park. The engagement was a thriller
until the fatal break in the ninth that returned S. I. C. the winner.
Hanks was at the helm for the College and until the eighth, Mar-
quette did not obtain the veriest shadow of a hit. For five tense
rounds the score was tied at one all, when S. I. C. apparently
cinched the verdict by raising their count to two. Two Milwau-
keeans had perished in the eighth when McGeever let an easy fly
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wiggle through his digits. Hanks lost his equilibrium temporarily
and when the smoke lifted, Marquette's stock was up two points.
Klinke, for Marquette, stopped the Varsity short in their half of
the eighth, while Ryan, now pitching, blanked Marquette in the ninth.
In the last half the gloom was dense, when Shuster expired at first.
Then came the break that converted the rooters into a howling,
frenzied mob. Killian pried it open with a single. Ryan perished
without advancing the runner and the bat boy was packing up the
sticks when Stack poled a bingle to left. Capt. Kevin came up and
brought matters to a crisis by pounding a single to center, Killian
stopping at third. McGeever was next up and pulled the second
ball pitched to right. The second baseman, center and right fielders
gathered to arrest its flight, numbers one and three collided, the
ball dropped safe—and everybody came home with the final count
standing
:
S. I. C, 4; M. U., 3.
* * *
Two days later, at Artesian Park, what started as a ball game
degenerated into comedy, thence into a travesty of the national
pastime and finally terminated in a brilliant ( ?) display of pyro-
technics. In the melee, Chicago Kent College of Law was most
shamefully maltreated and unmercifully drubbed by nine young men
from S. I. C. with one J. Ryan in the box. What occurred was
reminiscent of the good old days when 65 to 47 was considered a
low score. The Varsity hammered out 21 hits, stole 11 bases, were
presented with 10 bases on balls and assisted by four errors in the
agonizing two hours consumed by the six and one-half innings of
play. Four pitchers were driven to the woods and Capt Ramp, of
Kent quit in disgust in the seventh after the Varsity had piled up
10 runs in that one round alone. The scorers' adding machine de-
veloped a hot box in making the count and stopped with the total
:
S. I. C, 26; Kent, 4.
^ ^ sjs
Indiana was next visited by the Varsity when they journeyed
to Renssalaer, May 27. There, St. Joseph's College was the party
of the second part in a warm ten-inning affair which resulted dis-
astrously to old Maroon and Gold. Though the latter smote the
ball viciously for 12 safeties, including a homer, three triples and
a double, six inopportune and unfortunate errors at critical moments
tell the tale all too plainly. Hanks toiled like a Trojan to win his
own game, allowing but four hits besides securing a homer and two
triples, which is going just a few. The Hoosiers tied the score
in the ninth and won out in the tenth on errors, the finals being:
S. I. C- 5: S. J. C. 6.
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Decoration Day, the scene shifted to the Cub's Park. Owing
to a misunderstanding due to the changing of Decoration Day from
Sunday to Monday, a La Crosse game was billed for the same
place at the same hour, 3 :3c Manager Rylands prevailed upon the
La Crosse officials to start their game at two o'clock, and the Col-
lege game commenced upon its conclusion at 3 145. The Young
Mens' Sodality team, of Holy Family Parish, were the Maroon and
Gold opponents. Errors were frequent, the 'varsity being charged
with five and Y. M. S. with six. Ryan was on the firing line for
S. I. C. and let the Sodalities down with three stingy bingles, strik-
ing out ten batters in the interim. Flannigan, his opponent, al-
lowed the College five hits but was badly supported. S. I. C. forged
to the front in the first, getting three tallies right off the reel. Y.
M. S. put over two in the fourth but subsided for the rest of the
game while the 'varsity added to their modest little hoard at va-
rious intervals until the ledger showed
:
S. I. C, 6; Y. M. S., 2.
^ ^ ^
The teams in the Junior League have played with much ability
and spirit. There is good baseball talent among the players of this
league and it will not be long before some of them
The Junior will worthily represent the College on the "big"
League. team. If we judge from the present club standing,
the team representing First Year C will carry off
the pennant.
The Loyolas have had a very successful season, winning six
out of seven games. They have hit the ball consistently and fielded
well. The only game lost was to St. Viateur's
The crack little team. The Loyolas journeyed to St. Via-
Loyolas. teur's College on June the third and the royal treat-
ment accorded them will be long remembered.
The scores of the games played follow
:
Loyolas, 13; Lake Shore, 7.
Loyolas, 9 ; Holy Family School, 4.
Loyolas, 8
;
Junior Stars, 3.
Loyolas, 10 ; Lourdes School, 8.
Loyolas, 5 ; Garfields, o.
Loyolas, 1 1 ; Arions, 4.
St. Viateur's, 5 ; Loyolas, 4.
The Loyolas are composed of the following players
:
Mallady, P.; Blannon, C. and Mgr. ; Noonan, 1st and Capt.
;
Lindstrom, 2nd; Egert, S.S., Seeba, 3d; Cribbin, L. F. ; Shannon,
C. F. ; Baschnagel, R. F. ; McDonough, Asst. Mgr. ; Gardiner,
Scorer. Thomas Q. Beesley, 'io.




